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ABSTRACT 
This thesis explores the evolving role of the Quantified Self and self-tracking culture within 
personalized healthcare. Health and fitness wearables are proliferating globally. However, 
wearable device abandonment rates are also surging. Wearables can sometimes be authoritative 
or punitive when presenting wearers with their biological data. In the past, some devices have 
even triggered adverse health-related conditions. This thesis proposes an approach to visualizing 
biological data from wearables, in ways that are coherent, contextual, and humane. It critiques 
normative data visualizations in commercial wearables and speculates alternate futures for self-
tracking to empower individuals to manage their health and well-being autonomously. Through 
an iterative development process to prototype creation, the author gathers biological data using 
a consumer wearable device and uses it to propose an information architecture that categorizes 
the data coherently. The architecture is applied in hand-drawn, domestic, embedded 
visualization prototypes that present the author’s biological data. Lastly, user interviews are 
conducted to acquire responses to the prototypes and plan possibilities for future iterations. The 
purpose of this research is to advocate empathy and compassion in the emerging culture of 
living with data while considering the intricacies of everyday life, the imperfections of being 
human, and the need for autonomy in personal data management.

Keywords: Quantified Self, Personal Informatics, Lived Informatics, Self-tracking, Lifelogging, 
Data Visualization, Data Humanism, Ambient Design, Iterative Development. 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE 

When I chose to write this thesis on building empathy in self-tracking, I was unaware of just how 
meaningful the process would end up being. Writing this thesis has been an enriching, invigorating 
journey of self-discovery. This thesis has given me a deep understanding into just how connected 
my mind and body are, and what factors affect my physical and mental health and well-being. 

Born a millennial, I am part of a generation that seeks purpose in their work with their professional 
and personal aspirations deeply intertwined. The concept of “hustling harder” and pushing beyond 
the conventional 9:00 am to 5:00 pm job to expedite growth became somewhat normative. Our 
profession has become the most significant aspect of our identity, and this tendency is becoming 
addictive for some. I am no stranger to this trend. My unwavering devotion to my job led to me 
neglect my health and well-being. My daily struggle to excel inadvertently became my biggest 
motivation. Sitting at a desk job for close to twelve hours a day, six days a week took its toll on me, 
and my health began to suffer. In 2014, I was unexpectedly diagnosed with a slipped disc in my 
lower spine. I went through an array of tests to uncover the details of the problem and sat anxiously 
with stacks of reports filled with data that came from my body, of which I understood nothing. My 
dependency on my doctors for answers was frustrating. To make things worse, I was bed-ridden 
and left with nothing to do for three months, which caused my mind to waver frequently. 

In retrospect, being forced to lie down led to me developing a heightened sense of awareness of 
my body. I focused on getting to know myself better. I looked for physical and psychological 
patterns, such as being able to pre-empt a cold with the kind of headache I had. I was making 
mental notes all along. Subconsciously, I was lifelogging to keep track of changes in my body, and 
I continued to do so even after I had healed. I began to practice Yoga and soon found myself 
tracking my progress. I was more cognizant about how it was helping to reduce the pain in my 
back, increasing my flexibility, and making me happier. The opportunity to get to know myself 
better through increased awareness of my body, made me feel noticeably better about myself, and 
this knowledge has been life-changing 

During that time, the only tracking tools I had were my memory and the rare mobile entry in my 
Notes application, causing my lifelogging practice to be inconsistent and short-lived. Also, the data 
I captured was qualitative and personal, with no standard data points or guidelines in place to be 
able to draw insights in the form of comparisons or set goals. However, somehow it all made sense 
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to me because I was the one creating the data. I always longed for the right tools to help me capture 
aspects of my health, on the condition that they would not require my constant attention or 
extreme effort. 

When I discovered the Quantified Self community and learned about the rapid growth of biological 
sensors, I was enthralled. It felt like discovering a hidden treasure on a remote island. I was keen 
to explore what the world of self-tracking devices had to offer for improved physical and mental 
well-being. However, I was soon disappointed when I discovered that one-third of the devices sold 
globally were abandoned within the first six months of use (Gartner, 2018). I had to investigate 
why these devices that had the potential to truly transform our health and foster a culture of 
equitable care were being abandoned so quickly and in significant numbers. One of the most 
compelling reasons that came to light was gaps in how data extracted from the body and mind 
were being presented to the wearer. I found that the usual diagrams that inhabit business 
presentations and medical reports were being used to convey raw biological data to the average 
wearer. As a designer, I was bothered by this trend, and I viewed this and opportunity to reimagine 
the way health data is presented to those outside the medical community. 

I couldn’t help but wonder if we relate to our bodies the same way we relate to numbers at the 
workplace? Do we scrutinize ourselves the same way we examine statistics in business meetings? 
Has this ideology stemmed from the millennial intertwining of work and play? And if so, what 
culture is this trend advocating for the future of self-tracking This thesis is an attempt to move 
away from this utilitarian approach towards an empathetic and compassionate one. As designers, 
we must find ways to harness the potential of wearable technology to enhance our well-being that 
is both science-backed and keeps the wearer at the heart of the design process. 
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Technology has begun to take care of us in ways that we thought 

were uniquely human. 

CHRIS DANCY, THE MINDFUL CYBORG 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis presents a humane approach to visualizing data from the human body within the realm 
of health and well-being wearables. It employs an iterative development process to critique current 
industrial practices. By doing so, my research speculates alternate futures for a more empathetic 
and compassionate approach towards visualizing biological data from wearable, self-tracking 
devices. I investigate various theoretical concepts within health and well-being theory, Personal 
Informatics Tools and the Quantified Self. I also scan the industry and study tracking reports of 
Quantified Self. Simultaneously, I collect data from my body using a Fitbit, and the Flo menstrual 
tracker. I use this body of data and research to create an information architecture that categorizes 
different data points from the body. I then utilize this architecture to prototype a design system of 
embedded, ambient, hand-drawn, domestic visualizations. The visualizations have been created 
with the intent to contextualize biological data to the wearer’s lifestyle and routine and to present 
siloed data points coherently. I conduct user testing on the visualizations to gain insight into other 
wearer’s preferences and criticisms with approval from the Research Ethics Board at OCAD 
University. My prototype is one of many possible alternative ways to approach visualizing data 
from the human body and by no means the only right way to do so. The broader purpose of my 
thesis is to cultivate a more empathetic mindset within the design community when it comes to 
the design and development of personal informatics tools for health and well-being. 

Research Question: 
How might we design systems of data visualizations for health and fitness wearables that present 
gathered data in ways that are coherent, contextual, and humane? 
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RESEARCH RATIONALE 

2.1 Thesis Document Outline 

I employ this thesis to create awareness around critical concepts, issues and opportunities within 
self-tracking for health and well-being. This thesis document begins with a review of relevant 
theory, Quantified Self practitioner’s reports, and a horizon scan of commercial wearable devices. 
The review is followed by a detailed explanation of the methodologies and methods employed 
within this thesis. Thereafter, the research is synthesized, and the prototype creation process is 
elucidated. Also included are results from the Research Ethics Board (REB) approved user testing 
of the visualization prototypes created within this thesis. The document concludes with a reflection 
of my journey and the lessons learned. 

In this document, the term self-tracking is used several times. Depending on the argument at 
hand, it may be articulated as self-measurement, self-regulation, self-modulation or self-
enhancement. Also, the term active tracking is used when referring to manual logging, and the 
term passive tracking is used for sensor-based automated tracking. The term wearable also 
appears several times within this document. In my opinion, a wearable is a technological device 
designed to be placed on or within the body. Its purpose is to extract data from the body for 
improved health and well-being. 

The words coherent, contextual, and humane also appear a number of times in this document, 
including in my research question. These terms have motivated my research-creation process and 
served as guiding principles throughout my exploration. While I discuss the meaning of each term 
concerning this thesis in the Prototyping Motivations Section (5.1), I would like to introduce the 
three terms briefly to give the reader initial insight into their significance. The term coherent in 
my thesis refers to my attempt to correlate data points currently presented in silos in commercial 
wearable devices, in an attempt to better place the data within the everyday lived experience. The 
word contextual is pertinent to my research for various reasons. I attempt to contextualize the 
data I collect in order to present it in a way that can allow it to effortlessly integrate within a user’s 
lifestyle. I also attempt to add context to where the data is presented to the user by attempting to 
embed my prototypes within domestic spaces. The word humane reinforces my user-centered 
approach and stands for the consideration of factors such as privacy, transparency, and 
compassion within the development of my research. 
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2.2 Research Creation Process 

This thesis employs an iterative development process that comprises three predominant 
stages: examination, definition, and creation. Examination entails problem definition through a 
detailed research exercise, which involved an analysis of theory, Quantified Self practitioner’s 
reports, as well as a horizon scan of commercially available wearable devices. The objective of this 
phase was to gain insight into data types can be extracted from different bodies across different 
genders and life-stages. All of the research conducted during the examination stage was applied 
in the definition stage. The definition stage began with the creation of a set of diagrams that 
showcase various data points, based on their location on the human body. I then created a 
datasheet to capture missing aspects of data points in current wearable devices, in context to lived 
experiences. I also identified possible links between different data points that have not yet been 
established. I then created a User Persona based on myself to guide the prototype creation process. 
In the creation stage, I carried forward work done in both the examination and definition stage. I 
collected data from my body with a Fitbit Alta HR, which is a wearable wristband that tracks 
activity, sleep and heart data. I used this device along with various mobile applications to track my 
health. Later, I created an information architecture for categorizing various biological data points, 
which I followed with the creation of visualization wireframes. I collaborated with an illustrator 
who created space renders to showcase where my visualizations will reside within domestic 
settings. Finally, I used the data collected through my Fitbit to populate my visualizations and 
digitally painted them . Because the iterative development process is cyclical, this thesis turns 
back to the examination stage where the visualizations are used as cultural probes with users 
that fit the persona generated in the definition stage to understand their perspective, 
preferences and dislikes and evoke discussion on their experiences with self-tracking. 
Most steps within my iterative development process were iterative within themselves. 
Ideally, I would have gone back to the examination stage to rework my prototypes after 
using them as cultural probes. However, due to the time constraints within this thesis, I was 
unable to do so. A detailed diagram of this thesis prototype development process is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: My iterative development process to prototype creation. 

2.3 Choice to Work with my Data 

A number of creative practitioners that undertake data-based projects in relation to the human 
body choose to work with their data. Practitioners like Laurie Frick and Giorgia Lupi chose to 
collect and analyze their own data to create exhibits and publications. Roxolyana (Sana) Shepko-
Hamilton, as part of her Graduate Thesis, compounded eight years of social media conversations 
between her sister and herself and visualized them in order to understand human relationships in 
the time of the internet (Shepko-Hamilton, 2019) 
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I favoured working with my data because it gave me the opportunity to control the data collection 
process. Through my data analysis, I was able to uncover hidden values, beliefs, and assumptions 
that were embedded within my lifestyle and behaviors. This insight contributed to my reflection 
and visualization process, and the depth and quality of the insight would not have been the same 
with another individual’s data, or an application. I personally believe that self-tracking is an 
intimate, private practice, and I did not feel comfortable putting another individual or group of 
individuals through the intense surveillance that I underwent. I used my personal findings to 
validate the concept of personalizing data visualization for the body within my prototypes, which 
was integral to my research-creation process. 

Lastly, the reason I was inspired to undertake this research was to find sustainable, personal and 
accessible ways to look after my health and well-being. Using my own data, not only gave me 
critical insight into my research but also led me to make changes to my lifestyle and habits. 

2.4 Scope and Limitations 

The aim of this thesis is not to prescribe a new fool-proof system for biological data visualization, 
but to propose a shift in mindset, priorities, values, motivations, and behaviors for the design and 
development of biological data visualizations from health and fitness wearables. While there are 
multiple causes for device abandonment mentioned briefly within the context review, the focus 
here lies in visualizing the data in ways that are more contextual, coherent and humane. Listed 
below are the limitations of this thesis: 

o The number of visualizations created within the time allotted for this research. Given the 
array of data points that can be extracted from the body and categories than can be 
visualized, this thesis focusses on two key categories due to the constraints in time. In 
addition, due to the limited time the number of body types that the research is adapted to is 
limited to the author for this iteration of the research. 

o Feedback from user testing on the visualizations is reflected upon, however, not 
implemented into the prototypes created in this thesis, due to the time constraints. 

o Due to the speculative nature of this thesis, the visualizations have not been created with the 
sole intent of going to market. While they have been developed as prototypes, there is a 
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significant amount of development required in terms of strategy, insight and testing prior to 
being commercialized. 

o This thesis aims to decode the implications of visualizing biological data as per current 
industrial norms and addresses front end privacy issues with the visualization of biological 
data. Privacy concerns with the backend of the technology speculated in this thesis are 
discussed briefly in the Reflection Chapter (7.0). However, this aspect is not essential to and 
within the scope of this research and therefore not discussed in detail. 
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Context Review 

3.1 A Short History of Self-Tracking 

Wearable self-tracking devices have been described as triggering ‘a new 
culture of personal data’ and as representative of a revolution in how 
individuals understand their own bodies. 

- Wolf, 2009 

Finding ways to measure things has been an area of interest for humankind for a long time, as 
measuring things perhaps meant being able to master or control them. Measuring the human body 
is no exception to this desire. Foucault, in his essay on “Technologies of the self” (1988), elucidates 
humankind’s history of developing self-knowledge through fields such as “economics, biology, 
psychiatry, medicine, and penology” (p.18). He describes technologies of the self as those that 
allow individuals to change or transform themselves autonomously, or with the help of others by 
performing actions to attain “a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection or 
immortality (p. 18).” But as self-tracking has evolved, the level of empathy within the practice has 
gradually declined. I believe that as technology developed, mankind has simultaneously begun to 
consider themselves to be machine-like. They have often subjected themselves to the same level 
of analysis as the devices of their creation. This chapter provides insight into the evolution of self-
tracking to understand how the principles of empathy, that were once at the nexus of self-tracking, 
is no longer a priority. 

The human body is a sophisticated, beautiful system of systems that self-regulates. Its eleven 
systems comprise seventy-eight organs that work tirelessly to maintain a biological balance 
through what we call homeostasis (Lanese, 2019). In my opinion, self-regulation for the average 
person has typically been subjective in the past, and the need for effective self-regulation has been 
a critical driver in the development of self-tracking practices. While self-tracking once depended 
on natural cues from the body to indicate an imbalance, such as feeling hungry when nutrition is 
required and perspiring in warm environments. It requires a certain kind of awareness of the body 
to decipher cues and action a rebalance. In my opinion, traditional practices in the east, such as 
Yoga, emphasized developing this mind-body relationship to maintain adequate homeostasis 
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(Iyengar, 2002, p. 4). There were no quantified figures, tables or incentivized tracking contests. 
Teachers, who had devoted their lives to the practice helped individuals increase their bodily 
awareness in ways that worked for them. I believe that at the time, empathy formed an integral 
part of the teacher-pupil relationship, which also encompassed a deep sense of respect and 
reverence for the human body in all its manifestations. 

In the west, a new dialogue around the idea of the self, prompted self-tracking. Self-measurement 
was practiced by recording and reflecting. Foucault (1988) says that during the Hellenistic age 
(323-31 BC), “Taking care of oneself became linked to a constant writing activity” (p. 27). Self-
tracking was undertaken through diaries, journals and other manual methods. The purpose of self-
tracking was to pay attention to the “nuances of life, mood, and reading, and the experience of 
oneself,” or what we might now call the lived human experience. There was no critique on the form 
or performance of the body. It was merely a qualitative account of what the individual was 
experiencing. I believe that self-empathy was vital to this practice, and that is evident through the 
lack of criticism involved, as reflecting encompassed both the good and the bad. 

During the Renaissance, the ideology of the self and existence emerged as popular topics for 
writers. Some of the most prolific writings about the self, came from Husserl, Heidegger, Sartre 
and other philosophers. Amongst them was Rene Descartes, who wrote “A Discourse on Method” 
(1637). He said, “cogito, ergo sum,” better known as, “I think; therefore, I am” (p. 30). With this 
statement, Descartes established what is commonly called the Cartesian Split, which led to a mind-
body dichotomy that has persisted ever since its inception. Self-regulation of the mind gradually 
disconnected from the regulation of one’s physical body. The development of science and 
allopathic medicine accentuated this dichotomy, and the treatment of bodily disease with 
standardized chemical compounds became the norm for effective regulation. 

Additionally, as medicine exploded in the 1900s, individuals relegated control of bodily regulation 
to healthcare professionals, thereby causing a shift in the practice of care, from preventive to 
corrective (Winter, 2009). It is my position that during this time, the development of ambulatory 
devices (such as the electrocardiogram machine) in professional healthcare environments 
gradually quantified the process of reading signals from the body. However, deciphering and 
acting on the data was reserved for healthcare professionals. By setting benchmarks for good 
health and normal and abnormal ranges for readings, the medical community allowed the human 
body to be critiqued with absolute precision. Thus, caring turned to cure, and curing the human 
became transactional, causing empathy in care to slowly diminish. 
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As numbers became indicators of good and bad health, they made the process of self-tracking more 
robotic. The weight scale was the first quantified self-measuring device introduced over a century 
ago, in the early 1900s (Crawford, Lingel, & Karrpi, 2015, p. 495). It progressed rapidly from 
healthcare spaces into the public and eventually made its way into domestic households. For the 
first time, users were able to track an aspect of their body with precision, as often as they wanted, 
in the privacy of their homes. They could use this data to control their lifestyles, identify weight 
patterns, make changes to their diet and reflect upon the numbers objectively. Some older scales 
even came with quotes on them like “He who often weighs himself knows himself well. He who 
knows himself well lives well”. Therefore, it is plausible to believe that the history of the weight 
scale reminds us that “tracking devices are agents in shifting the process of knowing and 
controlling bodies, individually and collectively, as they normalize (and sometimes antagonize) 
human bodies” (Crawford et al., 2015, p. 483-484). Sadly, empathy continued to diminish as the 
number on the scale became an indicator of self-worth, especially for women, and not much has 
changed since. The authors also claim that weighing scales have offered the same promise over the 
last century, that wearable devices provide today, which I believe is enhanced self-knowledge 
through self-measurement. 

Figure 2: An advertisement for a weight scale in the 1900’s. (Source Unknown) 
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3.2 Self Tracking in 2020 

Today, self-tracking or self-measuring is becoming a precision-based, collaborative process 
between humans and machines. From smart thermometers and smart scales in every home to 
non-invasive glucose monitors, and seizure detecting skin sensors. Measuring various aspects of 
the body has become a precursor to any assessment of health and well-being. In her essay “Cyborg 
Manifesto” (2014), Donna Haraway states that the sharp contrast between human and machine is 
decreasing incrementally and that eventually, humans could turn into “theorized and fabricated 
hybrids of machine and organism” (p.150). N. Katherine Hayles, in her book “How We Became 
Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics” (2001), says that 
“although ‘posthuman’ differs in its articulations, a common theme is the union of the human with 
the intelligent machine” (p. 2). 

Currently, tracking devices are on our bodies, around us, and even inside us. We refer to them as 
wearables, implantables, ingestibles, and tattooables. Some of the most popular devices are the 
Apple Watch and Fitbit Versa, but there are also other devices focused on chronic disease 
management such as the ingestible sensor from Proteus health for diabetics (“Proteus Digital 
Health,” n.d.). The stark contrast between self-trackers who need the data to survive, and those 
who adopt it purely out of interest for trending gadgets are discussed in Section 3.6 of this thesis, 
titled “Motivations.” 

Wearables are moving beyond wristwatches into other wearable forms for the body. Smart 
clothing is making its way into consumer markets. Pivot Yoga, dubbed “World’s Smartest Yoga 
Wear” by Business Wire, comprises clothing with invisible sensors that claim to be able to tell your 
body’s yoga position accuracy down to the inch (“Pivot Yoga,” n.d.). Myant Inc., a Toronto based 
enterprise, is also developing smart clothes to read heart health (Fung, 2020). Wearables are 
unparalleled in their extreme proximity to the body, and their ability to gather data from it 24/7. 
Some wearables are even disappearing from our consciousness, because of how seamlessly they 
integrate with the human body (Dunne & Smyth, 2007, p. 3). Crawford et al. state that “By 
continuously recording a range of variables, these devices become an intimate part of everyday 
life, silently recording data 24/7, detecting patterns and inferring habits of users’ daily (and 
nightly) lives” (2015, p. 485). 

The surge of global wearable shipments in the coming years can be attributed to the rise of sensor-
based technology (Gartner, 2018). Sensors are becoming cheaper, smaller, smarter, more 
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connected and more intuitive, and therefore, wearables are becoming more wearable. Clint 
Zeagler, a wearable technology designer, states that “devices have become smaller while also being 
able to sense and measure more. More wearable devices are now used as body sensors, and more 
devices now take advantage of the human body’s ability to sense” (2017, p. 1). For the first time, 
users can access unprecedented amounts of data collected from their bodies. However, their ability 
to analyze and apply the insights from the data remains limited. This pertinent challenge is what 
I address within this thesis. 

Wearables serve our desires for longevity, self-optimization, enhancement and perhaps even 
perfection (Foucault, 1988, p. 4), by allowing us to self-regulate and self-modulate objectively 
through self-measurement. In the media, these aspirational forms of human beings have appeared 
in Bladerunner’s “Replicants” and Gattaca’s “Valids.” Steven Brown, in his book “Tokyo 
Cyberpunk,” refers to the Posthuman’s “achievement-orientated ideology” as a significant aspect 
of their personalities, for which wearables are befitting (2010, p. 6). Humans now track their steps, 
weight, heart rate, sleep patterns, eating habits, and fitness regimes. More specifically, women 
track their menstrual cycles, parents even track their babies swallowing patterns (“MomSense: 
The Smart Breastfeeding Monitor,” 2019), and pet owners track their pet’s activities. The benefits 
of wearables are plausible. They are empowering us to control our destinies, by giving us the 
unique opportunity to manage aspects of our health autonomously, with the intent of stimulating 
behavioral change. 

The fields of the Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence are also 
developing rapidly to provide supporting infrastructure to store, analyze, and interpret large sets 
of big data, collected through wearables across the globe. David Rose in his book “Enchanted 
Objects” states that the cost of processing (concerning sensors, computers, and displays) has 
reduced 128 times in the last decade” (2014, p. 118). As wearables are adopted rapidly, the culture 
of living with personal data could slowly normalize. In 2007, a community of self-trackers that call 
themselves the Quantified Self Movement emerged across the globe. They organize meetups where 
users present their journeys with self-tracking using various analogous and digital tools. Wolf, a 
co-founder of the Quantified Self movement, says that “Numbers are making their way into the 
smallest crevices of our lives (2009).” 

In my opinion, the health and fitness industries stand at the forefront of the wearables movement. 
The power of care is moving back to the individual as we enter a new area of participatory 
preventive health. Melanie Swan says that “The individual has become the central focal point in 
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health, which is now seen as a systemic complexity of wellness and prevention, as opposed to an 
isolated condition or pathology” (2012, p. 113). In her paper on the “Quantified Self”, she adds that 
the most critical challenge for contemporary medicine is prevention. Technologies that can detect 
early warning signs before the clinical diagnosis of disease are still in nascent stages. They require 
large volumes of unobstructed personal health data (about 1 billion points per person) to detect 
abnormalities or changes in patterns accurately (Swan, 2013, p. 87). Wearables pose a unique 
opportunity to address this prerequisite, with the ability to intimately and continually extract data 
from the wearer’s body. However, like most things, wearables come with their share of risks and 
issues. 

In my opinion, one challenge is the trend for commercial wearables is to communicate data in an 
objective, quantified approach that is sometimes punitive. This can often trigger adverse 
psychological reactions, such as self-doubt and anxiety for wearers. Arwa Mahdawi (2014), a 
writer for The Guardian, says, “There are already accounts of fitness trackers being used by people 
who suffer from eating disorders, a grim example of self- tracking and internalized surveillance 
taken to an extreme.” I think that authoritative wearables may also continually remind wearers of 
their incapacities and limitations. Natasha Singer (2015) quotes Natasha Dow Schull, author and 
professor, says that currently, most wearables cannot promise sustainable behavioral change and 
might be prodding users to make temporary alterations in their behavior, which only lasts until 
the user tires and abandons the device altogether. Incidentally, the Gartner report also states that 
approximately 30% of wearable devices that are purchased are usually abandoned within the first 
six months of use. Challenges with device adoption are discussed in Section 3.7, titled “Device 
Abandonment.” 

3.3 The Wearables Industry 

In some way, all of the Big Nine companies have ambitious health strategies 
that we will see unfold in the coming years. 

- Amy Webb, 2019, p. 279 

According to Deloitte’s 2019 “Global Healthcare Outlook”, global healthcare spending records in 
2018 were over $7 Trillion, and are slated to rise in the future (2018, p. 7). The need for high-
quality healthcare is only increasing with a steadily ageing population, growing numbers of 
chronic disease cases, increasing obesity rates and sedentary lifestyles. When it comes to the 
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digital healthcare innovation market, the Big Nine currently own it (Google, Amazon, Microsoft, 
Apple, IBM, Facebook in the USA, Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu in China). Amy Webb (2019) 
highlights the keen interest that these entities are taking in driving healthcare innovation, 
particularly in building wearables with advanced biometric sensors, recognition technologies, 
ubiquitous devices (IoT), AI frameworks and cloud servers. They are also making sizable 
acquisitions in the field (to build their respective health ecosystems), as well as setting up 
dedicated healthcare innovation teams within their organizations. It is evident that healthcare 
innovation is at the heart of the future agendas of these organizations, and wearables are at the 
heart of healthcare in the future. In a recent interview with CNBC Apple CEO, Tim Cook said, “If 
you zoom out into the future, and you look back, and you ask the question: ‘What was Apple’s 
greatest contribution to mankind?’, it will be about health, we are democratizing it. We are taking 
what has been with the institutions and empowering the individual to manage their health (“Apple 
CEO Tim Cook On China, Wall Street And Innovation,” 2019).” 

Apple has showcased its capabilities in consumer-centric healthcare technology with the new ECG 
feature on the Apple Watch, and its multiple research health research collaborations with leading 
healthcare institutions across North America. They also filed a patent for universal ear-pods with 
inbuilt biosensors (Patent No. US 10,149,041 B2, 2017), not to mention their open-source CareKit, 
ResearchKit and their foray into direct to consumer healthcare services. Google is not far behind 
with its WearOS, Deepmind and “big investments in genomics, healthcare application research 
and HIPAA compliance in the cloud” (Webb, 2019, p. 279). Amazon is catching up with its 
partnership with Berkshire Hathaway and J.P. Morgan to reimagine insurance and healthcare and 
its acquisition of PillPack (“Pillpack: by Amazon Pharmacy,” 2020) an online pharmacy that 
dispenses medication based on schedules. Amazon plans to integrate PillPack with Alexa to 
provide reminders and track individual healthcare needs more closely. More recently, Amazon 
forayed into creating their own wearables with Alexa powered eyeglasses, rings and EarPods. 

Apart from the Big Nine, numerous digital healthcare start-ups have made their mark across the 
globe in recent years and are contributing significantly to the advancing course of healthcare 
innovation. Proteus Health (“Proteus Digital Health,” n.d.) is one such example, with a digital 
medicine offering that includes a set of ingestible sensors, a wearable patch and a mobile 
application to support the hardware. The start-up promises efficiency and measurement in the 
management of chronic diseases, particularly diabetes and hypertension. Another start-up, 
Withme, has created a wearable for babies that can continuously monitor their vitals and 
movements and gives parents the data they need to safeguard their child’s health (Withme Baby 
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Monitor, n.d.). 

In an interview with Knowledge@Wharton, Martin Lindstrom discusses his book titled “Small 
Data: The Tiny Clues That Uncover Huge Trends” (2014). He talks about how small data reveals 
the “why” behind the big data, and that is where actual value and insight around consumers lies. 
The wearables industry must uncover the “why” to overcome current challenges with 
abandonment. He claims that the biggest issue is “that the corporate world has become completely 
blinded by Big Data. However, it’s very, very hard to describe emotions using data.” He also talks 
about how big data is all about analyzing the past, but small data has the power to uncover the 
future by giving us insight into how consumers live, and how they relate to the things around them 
(Knowledge@Wharton, 2016). I believe that for wearables to be successful, they need to uncover 
the hidden details in their consumer’s lifestyles, routines, values, beliefs and behaviors. The 
essence of this thesis lies in substantiating the role of small data in the individual’s health and 
well-being. 

3.4 The Quantified Self and Personal 
Informatics 

Swan defines the Quantified Self as “any individual engaged in the self-tracking of any kind of 
biological, physical, behavioral, or environmental information” What she also proceeds to state is 
that labels such as the Quantified Self are natural progressions in the human tendency to measure, 
calculate and prove things to bring control to the world (2013, p. 85-86). The emergent Quantified 
Self Community defines themselves as “an international community of users and makers of self-
tracking tools who share an interest in “self-knowledge through numbers” through “everyday 
science” (Quantified Self, n.d.). There are multiple social media groups for communities in 
different locations across the globe, such as on Facebook (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Facebook search result for Quantified Self Groups. 

While the name Quantified Self gained popularity across the globe through its global community, 
the term Personal Informatics is most commonly associated with the design and development of 
systems and tools that enhance self-knowledge within the realm of Human-Computer Interaction. 
Li, Dey, & Forlizzi (2010), define Personal Informatics as the process of collecting of reflecting 
upon data about oneself that informs people about themselves (p. 557). They also state that it 
“helps people by facilitating collection and storage of personal information, and by providing a 
means of exploring and reflecting on the information” (p. 558). According to Rooksby, Rost, 
Morrison, & Chalmers (2014), Personal Informatics can go beyond health and well-being (p. 1164). 
However, for the purpose of this thesis, I focus on Personal Informatics tools within this domain. 

3.5 Self-Tracking Motivations 

If you are tracking for any reason — to answer a health question, achieve a 
goal, explore an idea, or simply because you are curious — you can find help 
and support here. 

- Quantified Self, n.d. 

Before discussing motivations, it is essential to understand the desired outcomes for self-tracking. 
Swan, in her “Health 2050 Model” (Figure 4), highlights the various health outcomes for both 
physical and mental well-being. Her proposed outcomes range from essential desires such as cure 
and improvement, to more complex desires such as self-expression and longevity, both of which 
shed light upon how interconnected the mind and the body is (2012, p. 95). 
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Figure 4: Health 2050: An expanded concept of health and health care (Swan, 2012. p. 95). 

The five types of self-tracking, as defined by Rooksby et al. (2014, p. 1167-1169) are: 

o Directive tracking involves goal-driven tracking. Goals are either set by the user, the 
product they are using, or a coach that is guiding the process. Individuals generally self-track 
with an end goal in mind, usually triggered by a desired lifestyle change. For example, to get 
to a certain weight or muscle mass, optimize a particular aspect of their health, or to manage 
a long-term disease. Directive tracking usually continues over a prolonged period until the 
set goals are met, for which progress is usually mapped. 

o Documentary tracking entails documenting habits and behaviors, and not necessarily 
changing them. Individuals who track with this approach tend to look at the practice as a way 
to introspect, reflect or remember. Both pleasant experiences or bad experiences tare logged 
for their nuances, and the practice is usually inconsistent, as there is no real goal to meet that 
requires consistent effort. 

o Diagnostic tracking comprises tracking to look for connections, variances or 
abnormalities in the body. Extracted data may be logged to be shared either with a relevant 
professional or a peer. However, there are no set standards for recording with this practice. 
Tracking of this kind continues until a solution or an answer is found and is not typically 
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long term. It is generally employed by individuals who are managing a condition, or those 
looking for symptoms to an undiagnosed issue. 

o Collecting Rewards (Gamified tracking) encompasses incentive focused tracking. This 
form of tracking is emerging as a trend within the wearable industry with employers, 
insurers, and healthcare providers using this strategy to lure individuals into becoming more 
active, destress, or meeting specific goals set by their respective organizations. One 
application called Carrot Rewards, a mobile application for residents of three Canadian 
provinces and one territory, allowed users to complete health questionnaires and track steps 
in exchange for rewards points with real incentives such as coupons and gift cards (“Carrot 
Rewards,” n.d.) 

o Fetishized tracking is for trackers fascinated by technology. Trackers are in it merely to 
experiment with the gadgets they acquire. This type of tracking is short-lived, inconsistent, 
and only lasts while devices are trendy and desirable. 

It is clear from the motivations stated by Rooksby et al. that no one size fits all when it comes to 
self-tracking. The need for personalization within preventive healthcare is imminent. In my 
opinion, an individual wearing a device might even assume that the device understands their body, 
as opposed to a generic version of a person. For example, individuals tracking their nutrition 
through a documentary-based practice will probably not be inclined towards a device’s weight-
loss driven proposition to counting calories. The industry is yet to consider these differences. Also, 
I think that the individual’s mental and emotional well-being must play a significant role in the 
assessment of their overall health. Swan claims that as the new paradigm of participatory 
preventive health emerges, “mental health and mental performance optimization may become 
increasingly important as an outcome in the near future” (2012, p. 96). Though the industry is skill 
skewed towards physical data points, a new wave of devices tracking readings of the mind, such as 
cognitive load, activity, performance, mood and emotions, are emerging. The GoBe2 band tracks 
emotions using Galvanic Skin Responses and Stress using Heart Rate Variability, both critical 
aspects of overall well-being (HEALBE GoBe3, n.d.). While I did not use a device to gather my 
mental well-being data, I use my research and experience with self-tracking in this thesis to 
establish correlations between physical, mental, and social factors for well-being, that can 
“enmesh into our everyday life” (Rooksby et al., 2014). 
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My initial foray into self-tracking was documentary based to gain awareness into my lifestyle. I 
began tracking with the assumption that I was healthy, and that I needed to change nothing about 
myself. Through the exercise, I was able to gain an in-depth understanding of my habits, 
tendencies, and irregularities. I have learned that my caffeine binges and unbalanced sleep timings 
were affecting my productivity. I wanted to change this habit, which inadvertently converted my 
documentary-based practice into a directive one. As I began to track with a purpose, I have learned 
over time how to correlate different data points that were presented to me in silos and use my 
combined findings to derive insight in order to make sustainable changes to my sleep and caffeine 
consumption routine. This experience lasted two months and shaped my research-creation 
process significantly. 

3.6 Device Abandonment 

Wearables are proliferating owing to individuals across the globe who procure the devices as a 
form of self-investment (Schüll, 2016). The excitement of the purchase, however, is short-lived, 
and some devices end up being abandoned sooner than later. Charles Arthur (2014), states that 
fitness trackers are currently no stickier than new year’s resolutions. He expresses his concern for 
the future of wearables, given the current rates of device abandonment. He quotes research by the 
Endeavour Partners based in the United States of America, which states that “one-third of 
American consumers who have owned a wearable product stopped using it within six months. 

What is more, while one in ten American adults own some form of an activity tracker, half of them 
no longer use it.” This is an alarming number, given that almost 245 million wearable devices were 
sold across the globe in 2019 (Figure 7), according to a report by CCS Insight (n.d.). Arthur goes 
on to discuss where current challenges within the wearable industry might lie. He mentions the 
possibility of wearables being in nascent stages of development and, therefore, limited in the value 
they can provide. He also sheds light upon operational challenges such as the need for various 
device charging, poor device ergonomics, and ambiguous data visualization (2014). 
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Figure 5: CCS Insights summary on wearable shipments worldwide between 2016-2023 (n.d.). 

In this section, I discuss numerous potential causes for wearable device abandonment in 
alignment with the Stage Based Model of Personal Informatics (Li et al., 2010, p. 561). The model 
(Figure 8) was created to pave the way for Personal Informatics tools of the future to be designed 
holistically, and to allow a balance between user-control versus automated technology in tools for 
self-tracking. The authors state that these tools should also account for multiple facets of their 
user’s lives, which grounds this thesis exploration. Once I have detailed each of the potential 
abandonment causes, I conclude this section by summarizing the issues that I have attempted to 
address in my prototype creation process. 

Figure 6: Stage Based Model of Personal Informatics Systems (Li et al., 2010, p. 561). 
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Stage 1: Preparation 
During the preparation stage, the initial challenge for individuals lies in establishing motivation 
for tracking, which inadvertently influences their search for the appropriate device. It is at this 
stage that individuals are coerced by various advertisements and beautiful websites by wearable 
companies. The platforms comprise compelling testimonials (which cannot easily be verified) 
promising to transform an individual’s life quality (Figure 9). Orazi & Nyilasy (2019), state that 
“Advertisers have been aware of the need to temporally match advertisement delivery to 
consumers’ ever-changing moods, particularly, at a macro level (i.e., as a generally understood 
principle or matching based on larger chunks of consumer time)” (p. 138). However, wearers tend 
to be left disappointed in some cases, as their expectations of the device’s ability to help them 
transform (based on advertising promises), versus their everyday experience with the device daily 
can differ significantly. The phenomenon of overpromising and under-delivering is a cause for 
device abandonment. 

Another potential cause is the social acceptance of the device in the mind of the wearer. Dunne et 
al. (2014), state that self-tracking is no longer a selfish activity, but a sociable, shared practice (p. 
1). The socialization of self-tracking may be making wearers more critical about the aesthetics of 
the wearable devices they procure. The authors also state that wearables are no longer perceived 
merely as personal electronics or gadgets. However, because they are attached to the wearer’s 
bodies, they are viewed as a reflection of the wearer’s identity, value system, beliefs, and choices. 
The intimate relationship between the device and its wearer is what the authors refer to as the 
“apparel-body construct”. It suggests how the device might affect its wearer and vice versa (p. 
4159). Wearers are often subject to societal judgements based on their choice of device. For 
example, an individual wearing an Apple Watch might be perceived as a person who is trendy, and 
particular about their fitness habits and heart rate, as opposed to someone with an everyday 
wristwatch who might come across as more modest and simplistic. This argument compels me 
question if the practice of self-tracking is to be flaunted publicly, or intended to be intimate, 
private, and inconspicuous? In my opinion, wearables should seamlessly integrate within, on, or 
around our bodies in ways that allow them to become an inherent part of our physical bodies. 
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Figure 7: Headspace’s website promises a “happier life” with daily meditations (Left) (Headspace, n.d.). 
Fitbit advertisement promises more than your “regular self” (Center) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 

Figure 8: Movement Sensor Placement Body Map for ideal device placement (Zeagler, 2017). 

Stage 2: Collection 
One of the biggest challenges at the collection stage lies with the comfort of a wearable device on 
the wearer’s body. Dunne & Smyth (2007), define wearability as “the degree of comfort afforded 
by a body-mounted object or device.” In contrast, unwearability entails discomfort or 
unattractiveness, which can be attributed to devices that continuously demand the user’s 
conscious attention, often causing frustration (p. 1). It is my belief that physical challenges with 
wearable devices can be categorized into technological, ergonomic, and material. Technological 
challenges can come from poor battery life and the need for constant charging that can lead to 
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inconsistent data collection. Rooksby et al. (2014), state that the physicality or ergonomics of the 
device are vital to its adoption or abandonment (Figure 8). When it comes to the position of the 
device, wearers prefer wristwatches because they are least obstructive and not as expensive as 
smartphones (p. 1167). 

Wearables that seamlessly integrate with our ‘body schema’ tend to disappear from our 
consciousness, exist within our reach in our ’peripersonal space,’ and therefore are easier to adopt 
(Dunne & Smyth, 2007, p. 3). However, in some cases, this desire is pushed too far. The La Roche 
Posay UV Tracker is too small to keep track of and often misplaced by wearers because of its tiny 
size (La Roche-Posay: My Skin Track UV Sensor, n.d.) (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: La Roche Posay UV Tracker (Left). Reviews on apple.com for the La Roche Posay UV Tracker 
(Right) (La Roche-Posay: My Skin Track UV Sensor, n.d.). 

Authors Dunne and Smyth (2007), also state that wearable devices currently contain substantially 
higher concentrations of metallic or plastic elements as compared to clothing (p. 2). This material 
distinction can lead to an unfamiliar tactility, making wearables feeling unintuitive, stiffer heavier, 
and, therefore, uncomfortable. In my experience, I often removed my Fitbit and wiped it down 
because it was causing my skin to perspire more than usual. That being said, there are companies 
like Myant (Figure 10) that are working to overcome this material barrier by embedding knitted 
sensors and actuators within everyday clothing (Fung, 2020). 
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Figure 10: Myant’s SKIIN range with smart underwear to monitor heart health (Fung, 2020). 

User effort is also a significant challenge for wearable adoption with data collection. The arduous 
process of continuously inputting data to trace patterns and find anomalies can get tiring for users. 
In my opinion, manual user input can lead to data sets that are incomplete, inconsistent and 
inaccurate and, therefore, difficult to act on. This explains why the industry is skewing towards 
passive data collection for wearable technology in the future. Wolf (2010), in his piece for the New 
York Times, states that “when familiar pen-and-paper methods of self-analysis are enhanced by 
sensors that monitor our behavior automatically, the process of self-tracking becomes both more 
alluring and more meaningful.” At CES 2020, passive health and fitness wearables took center-
stage with devices like the GoBe3 which counts calories and hydration levels automatically 
(HEALBE GoBe3, n.d.), and the WELT Smart Belt Pro that uses a group of embedded sensors to 
let users know if they are over-eating (WELT: Smart Belt, n.d.). Swan (2013) states that from a 
perspective of practicality, self-tracking could become more mainstream if it were “automated, 
easy, inexpensive, and comfortable.” However, for now, manual data collection remains one of the 
biggest challenges for device adoption. 

Stage 3: Integration 
Data processing during the integration stage can either be effortless, passive, and automated or 
manual, repetitive, and cumbersome for the wearer. While data input is a challenge for users in 
the collection phase, in the integration phase, the onus of finding connections across different data 
points and organizing the data is usually occasionally on the user (Rooksby et al., 2014, p. 1169). 
While some wearable device applications present extracted data in siloed categories, I think that 
the essence of the practice lies in establishing correlations between different data points that can 
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indicate certain conditions when presented cohesively. Rooksby et al. (2014), conducted user 
research which led to the discovery that individuals were not using a single tracking device at a 
time, but a combination of devices, applications and exergames. The authors state that just as 
systems within the human body are deeply interconnected, it only makes sense for biological data 
points to be deeply integrated as well (p. 1172). The concept of “sensor fusion” is gaining 
momentum in the field of robotics and autonomous vehicles. It involves the merging of data from 
multiple sensors to reduce uncertainty within task performance, or motion navigation, a similar 
structure can be applied to data for health and well-being (“Sensor Fusion,” 2014). 

There is merit in developing devices in collaboration with the medical community that can provide 
invaluable insight into our health and well-being by integrating various data points. The AVA 
Bracelet for women (“AVA: Ovulation Tracking Bracelet,” n.d.) uses five distinctive readings from 
the female body to predict ovulation dates. The Embrace 2 by Empatica, helps patients with 
epilepsy detect oncoming seizures early, with a combined four readings from the body (“Embrace 
Watch: Smarter Epilepsy Management,” n.d.). With their open-source frameworks such as the 
CareKit by Apple, and Wear OS by Google, organizations are allowing developers and designers to 
create custom health sensors, that can integrate with their data-aggregating software. In this 
scenario, it is unrealistic to expect users to want to input manual data repeatedly, over prolonged 
periods. For my prototype, I have integrated data that I collected passively from various sources, 
or in proxy, into one cohesive dataset and then presented it through data visualizations. My 
objective was to showcase the potential of correlating different data points from my body to 
communicate its state of well-being, in the context of my everyday life. 

Stage 4: Reflection 
At the reflection stage, users explore and interact with the data presented to them. The challenge 
at this stage lies in the practice of short and long-term reflection for the individual. While short 
term reflection is vital for current updates on a day-to-day basis, long term reflection is undertaken 
occasionally, when patterns, trends, abnormalities, or progress need to derive actionable insight. 
Both types of reflection are equally important; however, as stated above, the frequency of accessing 
each type of reflection usually varies. 

In my opinion, current wearables do not provide enough value to users in long-term scenarios. In 
order for the user to be able to reflect and act on the data provided with ease; they need a plan of 
action. In my position, users of wearables might not want authoritative orders but are still looking 
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for qualitative insight in the form of advice, that they can choose to act on at their free will. Joseph 
F. Coughlin (2014), a contributor for The Huffington Post, wrote that while health companies 
continue to build devices to extract biological data, they must focus on the translation of the 
devices into real innovation to engage users. Coughlin states that the data collected from various 
devices can be visualized, but is the meaning of the data understood? And is it understood in a way 
that it empowers the user or unnerves the user? Currently, most applications come with 
disclaimers about health advice, and the lack of equivalency to medical diagnoses (McGrath, 
2019). I ask that if wearable organizations do not take accountability for their products, then are 
they worth the investment? I believe that the current process of reflection is a cause of 
abandonment. Users are left to analyze their data by themselves, and in some cases, this leads to 
an incorrect self-diagnosis. 

With short-term reflection, the challenge lies in the fact that the smallest variation in data, can 
cause paranoia and increased doctor visits. Schull states that permanent behavioral changes to 
habits cannot be made simply by displaying numerical information (Singer, 2015). However, on 
the other side of the spectrum, systems that are too punitive or prescriptive can also backfire, 
causing users undue anxiety and perhaps leading to device abandonment. Schull also says that 
some wearable trends have led to the creation of devices whose “primary function is less to 
enlighten users with information than to prod them to change.” She states that this trend has led 
to the creation of a new category called “nudging technology (Singer, 2015).” The HAPIfork is a 
classic example of a nudging device. Created by Jacques Lepine, the device promises weight loss, 
better digestion, and reduced gastric reflux with slow eating through a fork that vibrates in a 
motion they call “fork serving” if the user eats too quick (“HAPIfork: Eat slowly, lose weight, feel 
great!,” n.d.)( Figure 11). This constant reminder of a poor eating pattern can cause anxiety, stress, 
and even a loss of appetite for some individuals. I ask if this is the relationship we want to foster 
with our consumption? My information architecture proposes a switch to nutrients from counting 
calories and eating patterns, with a focus on nourishing the body. 

Another challenge faced during the reflection stage is the lack of data personalization. Body type, 
age (life-stage), gender, cultural background (lineage), lifestyle, routine, habits, geography, and 
several other factors can affect data readings from an individual’s body. Generic baselines and 
benchmarks may not resonate with users who want to feel like their investment in themselves have 
been worth the effort. These considerations need to be factored in when communicating data, 
especially for long-term reflection. For example, the Reddit channel for Fitbit has a post of a user 
having issues with collecting accurate data from steps (or glides) taken during skating. (Figure X) 
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(“Fitbit Charge HR data while ice skating,” n.d.). Perhaps, setting up custom baselines and 
benchmarks after developing a detailed understanding of the individual could tackle this issue. 

The final challenge in the reflection stage is contextualizing data. Context needs to be considered 
when presenting data to a user. For example, when would a workout summary feel most valuable 
or relevant? Or when would insight into a meal seem most useful? Li et al. (2010), state that we 
must “Recognize that data can be meaningful in the context it is produced but may lose meaning 
when it is removed from that context” (p. 1172). 

Figure 11: Reddit post on Fitbit data collection for ice-skating (Left) (“Fitbit Charge HR data while ice 
skating,” n.d.). HAPIfork Website Banner (Right) (“HAPIfork: Eat slowly, lose weight, feel great!” n.d.). 

Stage 5: Action 
The Action State is the point at which individuals act upon their reflections. At this stage, some 
companies coerce people to act upon their findings. They use techniques like gamification and 
incentivization to get individuals to meet set targets. In some cases, such as with step counts, I 
think that these targets tend to be arbitrary, and do not prove scientifically beneficial (Cox, 2018). 
Swan (2013), states that “The presence of financial incentives could also produce greater adoption 
in self-tracking” (p. 93). 

Nevertheless, it can also have adverse effects, such as intense surveillance for when insurers offer 
discounts on premiums to individuals who meet their daily step goals. Employers are also catching 
on to this trend. Fitbit’s “Health Solutions” arm works towards improving employee health for 
“better outcomes, and positive returns for your organization” (“One Easy Health Solution for All 
Your Employees,” n.d.). Their offering gives employers unrestricted access to employee health 
data and brings up questions about privacy and integrity within work cultures. 

It is my position that the main challenge with most wearables is that they do not suggest how to 
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act on data, which is a significant setback for device adoption. The inability to act due to lack of 
knowledge or confidence in the plan of action based on data can leave users feeling helpless, 
anxious, frustrated, and perhaps cause abandonment. 

Figure 12: Flo application screenshots: Flo application screen home screen for late period (Left). My 
experience with taking their in-application chatbot test to investigate why my period was late (Right) 

(FLO, n.d.) 

Data presentation is also a challenge in the action stage. As mentioned in the reflection stage, 
ambiguous data presentation can lead to anxiety, discomfort and possible abandonment, as no 
one wants to be reminded of their limitations or mistakes. My recent experience with the Flo 
menstrual tracker application (Figure 12) was upsetting (“Flo - ovulation calendar, period tracker, 
and pregnancy app,” n.d.). When my period was four days late, the application gave me no 
reassurance that a delay of up to a week is sometimes possible with travel, a changing routine or 
increased stress. The application’s insight section indicated that I take a pregnancy test. When I 
wanted to investigate other possible causes of a delayed period (because I knew this was not the 
cause), I was asked to buy the Premium subscription. Is it best to request an individual to pay for 
a subscription when they are emotionally vulnerable and in need of genuine advice? 
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Summary 
Li et al. (2010), state that problems in each stage of their model affects the next, in what they call 
“cascading barriers” (p. 563). Poor data collection affects the integration and, therefore, the 
reflection stage, leaving the individual unable to act. The authors claim that a holistic approach to 
the design of all stages for Personal Informatics tools of the future is critical. Each stage of the 
model needs to be considered both individually and holistically in order for the system to be 
effective (Figure 6). Below, I have briefly summarized and categorized the issues with device 
adoption that are discussed in this section: 

Issues not addressed in my prototype: 

o Misleading advertisements with false promises 
o Social acceptance of the device 
o Physical comfort afforded by technology, form and material 
o Inadequate/Insufficient data to act on 
o Short- and long-term reflection 

Issues addressed in my prototype: 

o Privacy in self-tracking 
o User effort in the form of manual input 
o Data interpretation and analysis 
o Authoritative devices and interfaces 
o Need for personalization 
o Setting context for data visualization 

3.7 Humanizing Biological Data 

Over the last few years, I have witnessed the digital product industry skewing towards humanized 
user interfaces, with some organizations using human attributes as inspiration for their design 
processes. They use this process to build empathy in user experiences and to make their products 
more relatable. When Airbnb launched the signature “Belo” identity system in 2014, its design 
philosophy embodied the idea that its customers should be able to feel like they belong anywhere 
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(AirBnb, n.d.). Google’s Material Design (Google, 2020) aims to humanize interface design across 
all devices, by bridging the gap between the physical and virtual world by creating the illusion of 
depth to flat screens. The design team at Apple even titled their design system for best practices 
as “Human Interface Guidelines” (Apple Inc., n.d.). 

As we enter a new information revolution (Lupi, n.d.)l, I believe that data visualization needs to 
embody similar values to user experience design. Since we can remember, data has mostly been 
visualized in a professional context. This trend has caused the industry to skew towards design 
systems that focus on efficiency and optimization. The need to visualize data beyond business is 
an emerging area. As data sets get bigger and more complex, the need to visualize them without 
dumbing them down is becoming imperative. Alberto Cairo (2013) says, “The problem arises when 
the act of reduction—in this case rendering data into an aesthetically elegant graphic—actually 
begins to oversimplify unintentionally, obscure, or warp the author’s intended narrative, instead 
of bringing it into focus” (p. 266). The adoption of a human-first approach, within data 
visualization, is vital. 

Giorgia Lupi’s (n.d.) ‘Data Humanism Manifesto’ (Figure 13) calls for a paradigm shift in the way 
information is represented visually. Giorgia asks practitioners to reconsider the way data is 
visualized. She asks them to move beyond adding numbers to charts into creating visual systems 
that could be more insightful, personal and thereby more relatable. She asks for data to be 
embraced in all its complexity and for designers to use the art of data visualization to connect 
numbers to rich concepts, perspectives, behaviors, cultures and experiences. 
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Figure 13: Giorgia Lupi’s Data Humanism Manifesto (Lupi, n.d.). 

In my opinion, when it comes to our health and well-being, our approach to visualizing data needs 
to change. Associating the human body with bar charts, pie charts and other precise visualizations 
can have adverse effects on the user’s state of mind. Cairo discusses the concepts of sight, 
perception, and cognition in his book “the functional art” (2013, p. 180). By taking inspiration 
from his writing, I argue that perceiving these precise visualizations for data from our bodies as 
normative, can lead to us subjecting our bodies to the same scrutiny and criticism as we do when 
number crunching for businesses. This scrutiny may lead to setting unrealistic goals or targets, 
causing the user to feel increasingly depressed or anxious. 

Within the emerging field of data humanism, we are also witnessing the advent of Data 
Physicalization as a way to humanize our interaction with data. According to the Data Physical 
Wikipedia, “Data Physicalizing aims to help people explore, understand, and communicate data 
using computer-supported physical data representations” (Data Phys Wiki, n.d.). Artist Laurie 
Frick uses materials like felt, acrylic sheets, and paper to visualize her sleep, mood, and personality 
(Figure 14) (Frick, n.d.). I believe that her practice is a critique of the simplification of complex 
biological data by commercial wearable devices, and an urge for humans to maintain their spatial 
understanding of the physical world. 

Figure 14: Laurie Frick’s felt personality visualization (Left). Sleep, mood and personal data visualization 
created using colored paper (Right) (Frick, n.d.). 
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It is my position that the fundamental principles of design communication apply to the design of 
data visualizations. Authors Isabel Meirelles and Cairo both refer to Gestalt’s Principles within 
their books (Figure 15) (2013, p. 23) (2013, p. 208). The word Gestalt means patterns, and the 
concept is built based on the brain’s ability to “follow certain principles of perceptual organization” 
(Cairo, 2013). Meirelles quotes Wertheimer (1959), who says that “the Gestalt principles are 
effective not only in enhancing perceptual inferences but also in facilitating problem- solving and 
thinking processes” (2013, p. 23). Cairo says that “the visual brain is a device that evolved to detect 
patterns” (2-13, p. 208). I take inspiration from Gestalt’s principles while creating my visualization 
prototypes to ensure that they are legible and easy to decode while being engaging and visually 
appealing. 

Figure 15: Gestalt’s Principles (“Gestalt Principles for Information Design,” 2018). 

Another essential piece of writing I apply within this thesis is the Ten Perceptual Tasks model by 
Cleveland and McGill (Figure 16) (Cairo, 2013, p. 216-218). Their paper recommends guidelines 
for choosing apt graphical forms to visualize data, depending on the purpose of the visualization. 
The model is based on how easily the human brain can detect differences across various graphical 
forms. The higher the form is on the scale, the more accurate the viewer’s judgement. 
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Figure 16: Cleveland and McGill’s Ten Perceptual Tasks Model (Cairo, 2013, p. 218) 

I also take inspiration from Bill Shander’s “4X4 model of Knowledge Content” (2016) (Figure 17). 
His model comprises four gradual steps to presenting knowledge to engage audiences. He 
recommends helping the audience to step into the right level of content based on their needs, 
thereby improving the outcomes of the visualization at hand. His model begins at the water cooler, 
where concepts are presented to the user. After that, it progresses to the cafe, where data is 
perceived, and storytelling conveys its’ complexity. He then moves to the research library, where 
the user begins to gain proficiency over the data and prepares to act on it. Lastly, he moves to the 
Lab, where users begin to interact with and act on the data in a way that best suits them 
individually. At this stage, users may draw correlations, identify anomalies, or even choose to 
share the data with others (Shander, 2016). Shander’s model helped me understand the user 
journey to tackle complexity within my data visualizations. 
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Figure 17: Bill Shander’s 4x4 Model of Knowledge Content (2016). 

3.8 Quantified Self Reports 

In this section, I investigate two Quantified Self practitioners’ reports to gain insight into the 
nature of data they collect, how it is interpreted and presented to their audiences. In my opinion, 
typical tracking devices currently display essential data points such as steps and weight but 
sometimes miss the mark on counting or tracking what their users need. There are also gaps in 
establishing patterns between different data points and presenting the data in an engaging way. I 
take inspiration from both the self-trackers whose work is showcased below, to organize my 
datasets and my information architecture prototype. 

3.8.1 Chris Dancy 
Chris Dancy calls himself “Mindful Cyborg” (2016) and is touted as the “most connected man of 
Earth.” At one point, he was using close to 700 sensors, devices, applications and services to track, 
analyze and optimize his life from his calorie intake to his spiritual well-being. Chris’ Data Book 
2016 (Figure 18) consists of an analysis of his favourite memories from the year, his travels, time 
affluence, computer usage patterns, favorite food, coffee shop and movie theatre visits. Upon 
analyzing Chris’s data more closely, I found that world events that were of matter to him, were 
also captured in his data book, and that travel took up a significant chunk of his time. Interestingly, 
his rate of computer usage was inversely proportionate to his travel schedule, and though he had 
captured the two in different places, the connection was clear. His data collection process is deeply 
intertwined with his day-to-day routine and tightly integrated with not only his habits and 
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behaviors but also his values and beliefs. This thesis considers how our values and beliefs affect 
our biological data and its visualization. 

Figure 18: Snippets from Chris Dancy’s 2016 Data Book (2016). 

3.8.2 Nicholas Felton 
Felton’s (2014) practice is centred around “translating quotidian data into meaningful objects and 
experiences.” His annual reports went viral when they launched, and though he discontinued them 
in 2014, they hold some hidden gems of insight. While Felton’s data captures his annual summary 
of an array of points such as his visited locations, weight, heart rate, sleep, computer usage, and 
alcohol consumption, the most alluring part of his report lies in his page on correlations (Figure 
19). It is here that Felton links points that might typically appear separately together, to derive 
self-knowledge through them. For example, he was able to calculate that the more time he spent 
at his computer, the more music he listened to and that his weight was inversely proportionate to 
his heart rate. Felton’s ability to co-relate data points that might not typically be found together 
but affect each other has motivated my prototyping process. His approach to self-tracking is 
practical and in tune with his everyday life. Felton’s knack to capture the complexity of life in a 
digestible way without dumbing it down or reducing it to a limited number of points for the sake 
of doing so is inspiring. 
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Figure 19: Nicholas Felton’s 2014 Annual Report, Correlations (n.d.). 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This thesis can be summarized as a critical investigation into the visualization of data from 
wearables for improved health and well-being. I intend to introduce empathy and compassion to 
data visualized from the body through the creation of an information architecture, which is then 
brought to life with two data visualization prototypes. The prototype creation process is iterative. 
It includes a series of steps of development that lead to the creation of speculative, ambient data 
visualizations embedded within domestic spaces. Insights into the methodologies and methods 
used within this thesis are provided in this chapter. 

4.1 Speculative Critical Design 

The most important question to ask about modern societies is, therefore, what 
understanding of human life is embodied in the prevailing technical 
arrangements. 

- Feenberg, 1999 

While machines are usually predictable, uniform, and disciplined (because we design them to be 
that way), humans are radically different. I consider that being human comes with the innate 
ability to be irrational, impulsive, emotional and spontaneous. Current wearable technology is still 
nascent in its understanding of human nature. The way data is presented on most wearable mobile 
applications often resembles infographics that frequent business presentations. Using a 
Speculative Critical Design Methodology, I challenge current approaches for the design of 
wearable applications, by re-evaluating how wearers want to feel when they interact with a 
technological entity that is telling of their very being. I also consider how these applications affect 
wearers on a deep, fundamental level and what the repercussions of their current commercialized 
approaches might be. 

According to Johannessen (2017), “Speculative Critical Design (SCD) explores the societal 
ramifications following the domestication of technology” to spur social debate on what kind of 
development is preferred for the future (p. 1). Speculative Critical Design also emphasizes ethical 
design practices that, in most cases, propose alternate trajectories of value systems (away from 
commercial ones) for products of the future. My chosen methodological combination suits my 
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research-creation process for the following reasons. While the critical lens allows me to question 
normative practices and challenges conventional values (Johannessen, 2017, p. 3), I use a 
speculative lens to propose alternate value systems for future scenarios that allow for humane data 
visualization with the user at the nexus of the design and development process. I aim to use the 
narrative qualities of science fiction that come from Speculative Design (Dunne & Raby, 2013, p. 
73), to envision the future of biological data visualization, which must seamlessly integrate into 
our life scenarios. 

Figure 20: A/B Manifesto Excerpt by Dunne and Raby (Johannessen, 2017, p. 4). 

Currently, traditional and affirmative design practices in the wearables industry are skewed in similar 
directions and are narrowing in terms of possibilities for preferred futures (Dunne & Raby, 2013, p. 
34). Designers often conform to building products that generate revenue, in line with the expectations 
of organizations, economies and society. Success is measured based on commercial viability. 
Currently, there are some concerns with affirmative practices within the wearables industry, which 
validates the telling rates of device abandonment across the globe. Using Dunne and Raby’s A/B 
Manifesto to create speculative artifacts (Figure 20), this thesis aims to widen the horizon of design 
for data visualization from wearables (Johannessen, 2017, p. 4). Listed below are some normative 
practices within the industry that I critique in this thesis: 

o Authoritarian approach: I critique the strict, disciplinarian approach that most 
commercially available wearables are adopting. The concept of “nudging technology” (Schüll, 
2016), creates frustration for users, which may stem from a place of the user being unable to 
keep up with the technology, when in actuality it is the technology that should adjust to the 
user (p. 12). 

o Lack of personalization: I critique the use of generic baselines and benchmarks, as 
discussed in detail in Device Abandonment (Section 3.6). Also, some applications set 
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unrealistic goals and targets for their users by using arbitrary figures and do not consider the 
nuances of the user’s lifestyle. This choice can disillusion a user who is unable to meet the 
required targets. 

o Gamification: While providing tangible incentives to users might be a smart way to get 
them to be more active (if that is what the user wants), this thesis critiques ambiguous 
scoring systems on wearable applications. The Fitbit sleep and cardio fitness score are 
examples or arbitrary numbers that can leave users feeling perplexed and unable to act. 

o Lack of actionable qualitative insight: Some wearable applications fail to provide 
actionable insight to their users. They present raw data on different charts but leave users in 
the dark when it comes to a guide to acting on data. Some applications provide “tips” with 
lengthy disclaimers to keep themselves safe, which also alarms users who might be anxious 
when confronted with an abnormality in their data patterns. For example, some menstrual 
tracking applications assume that a delayed cycle is due to a possible pregnancy. In the 
healthcare of the future within the home, “Providers of these future objects are ever more 
concerned with our health and safety, nudging us into behavior change but fearful of 
litigation” (Chamberlain & Craig, 2017, p. 125). 

o Context and Integration: Some wearable applications fail to consider the user’s lived 
experience with their biological data. The way the applications categorize data points does 
not align with the way the user lives through them. Data presented to the user can get 
challenging to decode, and act on. Further, applications do not consider the context in which 
the data might be of most value to the user. For example, when might a user be most inclined 
to view their sleep data? 

o The user’s psychological and emotional well-being: This thesis prototype critiques 
current practices of extracting data from the body that focuses on the physical form, and do 
not consider the user’s state of mind in presenting a picture of their overall health and well-
being. 

o Competitive approach: This thesis critiques current competitive approaches within 
social self-tracking to advocate more community-driven tracking practices with the intent of 
mutual growth at the forefront of the tracking exercise. 
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As a critical response to the concerns mentioned above, I use my biological data to create 
prototypes of Critical Speculative Artefacts in the form of domestic, embedded, ambient 
visualizations that intend to elicit empathy and compassion from users. The artifact prototypes 
function as design solutions and not art installations. According to Johannessen (2017), the 
semantic and social values of products are beginning to outweigh their utilitarian values (p. 1). 
Because data from our bodies can feel like a part of us, we feel a strong sense of ownership and 
responsibility towards it. This thesis aims to steer interface design for biological data in a more 
humane direction to pave the way for the design of future Personal Informatics tools. 

Figure 21: Traditional and Speculative Critical Design Comparison (Johannessen, 2017, p. 7). 

According to Johannessen's Traditional and Speculative Critical Design Comparison (Figure 21), 
this thesis employs a critical attitude towards industrial practices by speculating an idealistic 
future where data from our bodies can seamlessly enmesh itself into our daily routines and 
lifestyles (p. 7). My prototypes intend to act like companions as opposed to disciplinarians, in 
order to cultivate positive self-tracking practices. 

I use the principles of Discursive Design by Tharp and Tharp to generate knowledge and 
“encourage discourse” within the design and development of Personal Informatics tools for health 
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and well-being (Johannessen, 2017, p. 3). This thesis is catered towards both design experts and 
users of wearable devices. It resides within the Instrumental External Quadrant in Tharp and 
Tharp’s model on “Types of Discursive Products”, (Figure 22) for prototypes aimed at generating 
knowledge and encouraging discourse (Johannessen, 2017, p. 3). The visualization prototypes I 
create intend to serve as critical tools to not only spur debate within the wearable design 
community, but also serve as tools for critical reflection and discourse for self-trackers. My 
objective is to provoke new ways of thinking about the how we relate our biological data, to learn 
to be kinder to our bodies, and feel empowered to take control of our well-being. In the next section 
I shed light upon the iterative development method I undertook to build my prototype. 

Figure 22: Types of Discursive Products by Tharp & Tharp ((Johannessen, 2017, p. 3) 

4.2 Iterative Development 

This thesis employs an iterative development process that resides within a Speculative Critical 
Design methodology. Goodman, E., Kuniavsky, M., & Moed (2012), define iterative development 
as a “systematic way of integrating the process of finding the problems and creating solutions, 
focusing on individual elements without losing sight of the whole” (p. 29). The process is evidence-
based as opposed to being based on assumptions and calls for “continual refinement through trial 
and error” (p. 30). This call entails repetitive improvement across different steps of the 
development process until the prototype has met its set goals. Every cycle is “infusing the process 
with richer information” (p. 30). Iterative development is most synonymous within the digital 
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product development industry. I consider that the process is applicable across any domain with 
human-centred problem-solving at its heart. It is also called rapid development, iterative 
prototyping, and is gaining favor as a method over conventional ones such as Corporate edict and 
the Waterfall. As a User Experience Designer, this method has resonated strongly with my 
professional practice over the last seven years. Therefore, I chose to carry it forward into this thesis 
exploration. 

My prototype creation comprised a process of “progressive refinement through cyclical data-
driven development” (Goodman et al., 2012, p. 32). In this thesis, I have created the first version 
of a visualization prototype that can go through numerous further cycles of development to reach 
its potential and perhaps become marketable one day. Speaking from my personal experience with 
iterative development, the lack of a set outcome can make the process feel uncertain, which can 
also be frustrating for creators. However, I can say from experience that the iterative development 
process has several benefits. For one, it allows the designer to work with substantial evidence and 
not on assumptions. This factor was especially crucial for this thesis research since I am dealing 
with the health and well-being industry, which is normatively science and evidence backed. I 
wanted to ensure that my prototype is treated as a design prototype and not an art installation. I 
gathered evidence from extensive contextual research, as well as aligned with current practices 
within the wearables industry before creating my prototypes. 

Secondly, iterative design is a flexible working method and allows progressive refinement across 
any step of the process. Because this thesis is a new exploration into visualizing biological data, it 
was difficult to envision the end prototype without rounds of trial and error. Lastly, as I progressed 
through the various steps of my iterative development cycle (Figure 1), I was able to gain 
confidence and clarity into my vision for the high-fidelity prototype I would create as part of my 
research. Working in a structured, progressive manner through the development process was 
exhilarating. 

The three stages within my Iterative Development process, based on research by Goodman et al. 
(2012), are listed below: 

o Examine: According to Goodman et al. (2012), “This step attempts to define the problems 
and whom they affect”(p. 32). I began my research process by studying other Quantified Self 
practitioners (Section 3.8) to gain insight into their self-tracking exercises, as well as theory 
from the Quantified Self, personal informatics, and a horizon scan of commercially available 
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devices. I found that each Quantified Self tracker had a unique approach to self-modulating 
that was deeply connected to their reason for tracking in the first place. 

o Define: The definition stage was about honing all the research from the examination stage 
into defining an essential set of issues that need to be addressed within the creation stage. In 
my opinion, the definition stage is the most critical and challenging piece of the iterative 
development process. I used all the research I gathered during the examination phase to first 
create a set of diagrams that showcase various data points based on their location on human 
bodies. This exercise was critical in establishing an understanding of various data points in 
different body types, across genders, and life stages. After that, I created a data sheet that 
captured missing features of biological data points with context to lived experiences, as well 
as identified possible links between different data points that have not yet been established. I 
then created a User Persona based on myself to help me focus on who the user that I am 
prototyping user is. All of the steps mentioned above formed the basis for my creation stage. 
In the definition stage, the aspects of the industry that I wanted to critique in my prototype 
became apparent, and I was to create confidently with evidence to back my design decisions 
in the creation phase. 

o Create: Creating visualization prototypes was a culmination of progress from both 
the examination and definition stages. While I began this part of the exercise, I 
simultaneously collecting the data I had been tracking with a Fitbit Alta HR, and some 
mobile applications. Next, I created an Information Architecture to categorize the various 
biological data points I had studied previously. The goal of this architecture was to challenge 
normative practices within the industry and correlate data points that are usually presented 
in silos. I followed this step by creating wireframes for the visualizations. Then, I created 
space renders to showcase where the visualizations will reside within the domestic setting, 
and finally, I executed the digital painting and included the data I had collected within it. 

Due to the time constraint, it was challenging to go through the entire process repeatedly. 
Therefore, in some parts, there are multiple iterations within each step. Once the high-fidelity 
prototypes for the visualizations were created, I turned back to the examination stage. At this 
point, I tested the visualizations with various female users that fit my User Persona to gain an 
understanding of how they perceived it if they would use it, and how it made them feel. 
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4.3 The Role of my Prototype 

A primary strength of a prototype is in its incompleteness. It is the 
incompleteness that makes it possible to examine an idea’s qualities without 
building a copy of the final design. Prototypes are helpful as much in what they 
do not include as in what they do. 

- Stolterman, Tenenberg, & Lim, 2008, p. 7 

Traditionally, prototypes in Human-Computer Interaction have been judged based on their 
fidelity. Lim et al. (2008), propose a new mindset for prototyping that is more relevant to current 
practices within the domain (Figure 23). They define prototyping as “an activity with the purpose 
of creating a manifestation that, in its simplest form, filters the qualities in which designers are 
interested, without distorting the understanding of the whole. The best prototype is one that, most 
simply and efficiently, makes the possibilities and limitations of a design idea visible and 
measurable” (p. 4). They categorize prototypes as filters, and as manifestations of design ideas. In 
this thesis, I apply a mixed-fidelity approach to prototyping using an iterative development 
process. The fidelity across each step depends on its significance in correlation to my overall 
prototype. 

Prototypes as filters imply that designers must filter and focus on qualities that are of interest to 
them in their process. Because I spent the majority of my time on research, analysis, strategy, 
ideation, information architecture creation, and design, I decided to collaborate with a developer 
on the implementation of my visualization prototypes. I did this in order to be able to “extract 
knowledge about specific aspects of the design more precisely and effectively” (Stolterman et al., 
2008, p. 3). The essence of my research lies in uncovering the meaning and the implications of 
biological data. I was also dealing with several data points in tandem and had to understand each 
of them in detail. 

When it comes to prototypes as manifestations, it is stated that “designs are constituted through 
iterated interaction with external design manifestations” (Stolterman et al., 2008, p. 9). I view my 
prototype as a manifestation of my quest for better health. Each decision I made around its 
material, resolution, and scope was based on my broader objectives for answering my research 
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question in the most effective way possible. Therefore, I consider this thesis prototype, which is 
still a work in progress, as a manifestation of my needs, motivations, and goals. 

Figure 23: Table of variables for filtering and manifestation dimensions for prototypes (Stolterman et al., 
2008, p. 11). 
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4.4 Prototypes as cultural probes 

We often act as provocateurs through our designs, trying to shift current 
perceptions of technology functionally, aesthetically, culturally, and even 
politically. 

- Gaver, Dunne, & Pacenti, 1999

According to Gaver et al. (1999), cultural probes are intended to “provoke inspirational responses.” For 
the purpose of my research, I wanted to be able to gain insight on user preferences for my visualization 
prototypes without dominating the conversation or making it about my personal experience with self-
tracking. This step was critical in validating my research. In addition, I used the probes to gain insight 
into other user’s data collection and sorting priorities when tracking their menstrual cycles and rest in 
order for me to be able to contrast them to my own. The probes would trigger dialogue around the user’s 
experiences, attitudes, behaviors and recall of self-tracking and open up possibilities to discuss ideas for 
new data parameters, visualization styles and environments. Gaver et al. (1999), state that the intent of a 
cultural probe is not to commercialize products but to develop “new understandings of technology,” and 
therefore through speculation my thesis aims to provide opportunities for the design of biological data 
visualizations outside of current norms. The author’s also state that it is important to work on the 
aesthetics of the probes as it forms an integral part of the probe’s function as pleasure and delight are as 
critical as efficiency and usability. This aligns with my vision for the prototypes created through this 
research, and I developed my prototypes to a high fidelity, and ensured that they were interactive in 
order to gain authentic responses from users. Details on the use of the cultural probes, findings and 
reflections can be found in Section 6 of this document. 
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Prototype Creation 

My discovery process began around February 2019, in a graduate seminar class at OCAD 
University called “Digital Theory” taught by Professor Ala Roushan. This class allowed me to build 
a strong foundational understanding of the ownership, access, distribution, exchange, and use of 
digital healthcare data and its implications across the globe. On investigating further, I discovered 
that there was a lack of autonomy that individuals have over their health data. It inspired me to 
write about the urgent need to empower them with a mode of governance that fosters trust, 
promotes transparency and calls for accountability in the use of health data. 

During this time, I also took a graduate studio class named “Body Centric Technologies,” which 
was taught by my primary advisor Kate Hartman and Lee Jones. It was in this class that I learnt 
about the intimate relationship that individuals are beginning to share with sensor-based, 
wearable technological devices, and the science behind medical and pseudo-medical biological 
sensors, and the cultural implications of self-tracking. I dug deeper and discovered several flaws 
within the wearables industry, such as a lack of consideration for the user’s state of mind, emotions 
and lifestyle, as well as challenges with interfacing with wearable devices and their applications. 

I felt that although wearable hardware was developing rapidly, the software was not up to par with 
it. While I found a significant amount of literature on the adoption and abandonment of wearables 
in context to their hardware, very few academics were touching upon software issues and even 
fewer on the design of biological data visualization. This emerging gap was an opportunity for me 
to propose a novel approach to improving the user experience for wearables by addressing issues 
with user experiences and, more specifically, user interfaces. 

5.1 Prototyping Motivations 

Most wearable devices come with an interface that serves to display the data extracted from them. 
The interface itself might reside on the wearable device, or a networked personal device such as a 
smartphone, tablet, or computer. Webb (2019), says that though these applications are currently 
key to seeing and reporting data, adjusting settings, and archiving information, she goes on to say 
that this will soon change as smartphones gradually lose their popularity (p. 284). In this thesis, I 
propose that though smartphone applications may gradually disappear, the need for a wearable 
device to be supported by an interface that presents extracted data will not. As invisible and 
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intimate sensors for the body proliferate rapidly, the need to integrate the data they collect into a 
cohesive interpretation of well-being will be critical to the sustainable adoption of wearable 
technology. The following design principles motivated my prototype creation process: 

Fundamental Principles: 
o Empathic: The user is at the helm of my prototyping process. Considering the user’s 

lifestyle, routine, and state of mind have shaped each stage of my prototype. I use empathy to 
understand my user’s mental models, which gives me insight into how they organize and 
structure their data. Then, I use my learnings to create my information architecture and 
visualization with the hope of improving the relationship the user has with their biological 
data. 

o Coherent: Rooksby et al. (2014), suggest that Personal Informatics must be conducted over 
a range of lived activities and propose a branch of personal informatics as lived informatics, 
which signifies that people self-track to find meaning in their day to day lives (p. 1171). 
Additionally, Li et al. (2010), state that individuals might gather personal data for reasons 
beyond personal informatics (or self-knowledge through numbers). Some of these can be 
reasons can be reminiscing, aiding memory, and personal information management (p. 558). 
I strive to find connections between data points that are currently presented in silos in 
commercial wearables, to give the user a richer understanding of their data and its 
significance, and for them to be able to act upon it with ease. 

o Humane: I consider the unpredictable nature of everyday life and human imperfections. 
My prototype adopts a strategy that is not punitive towards users who have a cheat meal or a 
bad day, and it does not advocate perfectionism or precision as a practice. The user’s 
psychological and emotional well-being is as valuable as their physical well-being. My 
prototype will display the data transparently. However, it will be compassionate not only in 
the visualization of the data but also the actionable insights it provides. 

o Contextual: In this thesis, I emphasize the importance of context. The meaning and value 
of the data presented to the user is most likely dependent on the context it is presented in. In 
his paper Gardner (2000), stresses the need to develop sensitivity to the home as a sanctuary 
with multiple social and emotional functions that play a significant role in the health and 
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well-being of its residents. The role of the home as a safe space is what inspired me to 
integrate biological data using ambient visualizations across space seamlessly (p. 15). 

Supporting Principles: 
While the fundamental principles have served as drivers for my creative process, the supporting 
principles served to complement them, and inspire different aspects of my prototype. 

o Flexible: I have designed my prototype to be flexible enough to adapt to changing user 
types, needs, behaviors, beliefs, as well as changing devices and tracking motivations. 

o Effortless: I have attempted to minimize the effort required by the user to integrate and 
collect data from self-tracking by attempting to find data from proxy sources that are passive. 
The intent was to allow users to focus on the process of reflecting and acting on the data. 

o Realistic: I acknowledge that there might be gaps in data collected depending on the 
nature and use of the tracking devices and that individuals may choose to discontinue use or 
change trackers. It is unlikely that individuals will wear more than one to two trackers. My 
prototype considers collecting data from multiple sources. 

o Trustworthy: The individual that uses my prototype will remain in control of their data, 
whom they choose to share it with, and what they decide to do with it. They will be given 
complete knowledge of the system before using it. 

o Meaningful: I have presented data beyond numbers, in an attempt to move away from 
conventional representations of numerical data. I aim to provide an approximate, 
qualitative, sophisticated, insight-driven approach to presenting data to positively transform 
the way individuals can relate to their data, and therefore themselves. 

o Engaging: My purpose was to move beyond the convention of quick, easy, and minimal 
interface design to engage users in ways that are delightful, affable, and intriguing. I wanted 
to stimulate the users and propose a shift in the way they interact with their biological data. 

o Inclusive: I advocate socializing tracking, not through a competitive but communal 
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approach that is supportive and mutually beneficial. This practice is especially pertinent with 
mental well-being, as well as in health emergencies. 

5.2 Data Collection 

I began self-tracking using a Fitbit Alta HR device in June 2019 (Fitbit Inc., n.d.) (Figure 24). I 
procured the device as part of the examination phase in my iterative development process (Figure 
1), with the premise of collecting data as the raw material for my visualizations. Using this device 
was my first experience with a wearable and it was revelatory. My experience with self-tracking 
was intended as an exploration and not a scientific analysis, and the process of reflecting and 
learning about myself was a by-product of tracking that I had not anticipated or planned for. 
Therefore, it has not been stated as a method within this research. 

This particular device comes with an accelerometer as well as an infrared heart rate sensor. From 
a hardware perspective, the device was compact, but the thick rubber-based strap was suffocating. 
The battery life of the device was average. It had to be charged every three to four days, which led 
to weekly gaps in my sleep data collection. 

Figure 24: (Left) Fitbit Alta HR device (“Fitbit Alta HR,” n.d.). (Right) Me wearing the device. 

From a software perspective, the device was straight forward. Figure 25 shows two screenshots I 
captured of the Fitbit iOS application home screen on July 12, 2019. The application captured my 
daily step count, resting heart rate, and sleep quality passively and expected me to log my period, 
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daily weight, daily food consumption and water intake manually. The only logging, I willingly 
undertook through the application was for my menstrual cycle. Not once did I feel inclined to stand 
on a weighing scale and manually log my weight. I did not log my diet on the application, primarily 
because I did not see tangible benefits for doing so. Over time, however, I developed a keen interest 
in monitoring my heart rate and my sleep patterns closely. 

. 

Figure 25: Fitbit home screen for my data on July 12, 2019 (Left, Centre). Fitbit daily heart rate summary 
screen (Right) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 

The Fitbit captures a pulse through its infrared sensor, which is used to derive a daily average for 
a resting heart rate. An individual’s resting heart rate offers insight into their stress levels and 
heart health. My addiction to checking my resting heart rate can be attributed to the stress I felt 
during this thesis development. Initially, I needed a week with the device to learn how to calibrate 
the digital reading with my physical awareness of stress. Soon, I found myself checking my heart 
rate more when I was anxious, which usually caused it to rise further. Also, the line graph that 
Fitbit used to display daily heart rate variations (Figure 25 was impossible to decipher and came 
with no insight into what measures I could take to feel less anxious. The graph was not interactive 
and only showed variances across different ranges of heart rate without context. There was no way 
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to correlate my heart rate to my life. I could not recollect where, when, or why my heart rate was 
high, and therefore, I never referred to this chart to reflect, as I derived no value in doing so. 

While the Fitbit application does not provide insight into the significance of resting heart rate 
readings and how to improve them, over time, I learnt to derive these insights on my own. For 
example, on days that I woke up tired due to a bad night’s rest, I noticed that my resting heart rate 
was high, which was a clear indicator of my body being under more stress than usual. Interestingly, 
the reading would also rise around a day or two before I got my period. However, the application 
never told me that my resting heart rate could be affected by my hormones, even though I was 
using the application to track my cycle. 

On days with cardiovascular exercise, my resting heart rate would drop a few bears, indicating that 
the exercise was reducing the stress on my body, but once again, this was insight I derived on my 
own. The Fitbit application does provide insight into overall Cardio Fitness. However, I found that 
the baselines were too generic, and the derivation of the score was unclear. This reading made me 
anxious as the application was drawing comparisons between a professional athlete (Figure 26) 
and me. It also claimed that I only had a 20% scope for improvement if I lost 3 kilograms (when 
weight loss was not on my agenda - because I do not think I need it). 

Figure 26: Cardio Fitness comparison on Fitbit application. Potential improvement with suggested 
weight loss (Left). Comparison Drawn with Female Athlete (Right) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 

I also experimented with the Premium Fitbit Coach, using their guided workout programs as part 
of my exercise routine (Figure 27). The programs themselves were very well structured and 
engaging. I enjoyed the experience of working out with a virtual instructor. While the application 
could register walking or running as activities (apart from their preset workout regimes with 
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automated calorie counts), it could not register fairly common workouts such as running on a 
treadmill, Pilates or yoga. 

. 

Figure 27: Fitbit Coach data on the Exercise section of the application (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Summary screen 
(Left). Detail screen for each workout (Right). 

In my opinion, the application’s sleep module was one of the most poorly designed for a few 
reasons. Firstly, their sleep score derivation process was ambiguous, and the application failed to 
provide actionable insight on how to sleep better (Figure 28, Left and Center). While information 
about the sleep phases was useful, it was generic. Secondly, insight into my sleeping heart rate, 
restlessness, and snoring, which are valuable in the context of sleep scenarios, was reserved for 
premium subscribers. The third setback was that Fitbit provided “typical ranges” for women my 
age and drew comparisons without contextualizing the group’s varied lifestyles, stress levels, 
routines or cultural backgrounds (Figure 28, Right). Overall, I think that crucial insights in my 
experience with sleep, such as napping, having bad dreams, menstruating, or consuming too much 
caffeine too late, were missing from this module. 
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Figure 28: Sleep summary screen and sleep phases screen on Fitbit Application (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 
Summary screen (Left). Detail screen visualization (Center). Detail screen benchmarks and premium 

offers (Right). 

After using the Fitbit application to track my period for a few months (Figure 29, Left), I switched 
over to Flo (Figure 29, Right), because I stumbled upon some great reviews about it online. Upon 
using it, however, I was disappointed to find that the experience was strikingly similar to the Fitbit 
menstrual tracker. One, I had to manually enter the first day of my period when it arrived each 
month, which I occasionally forgot to do. Two, if the application’s predictions were incorrect, it 
would indicate that my period was late, and not that their algorithm was still learning about my 
cycle. Eventually, I sensed that the application was inclined to assuming that a possible pregnancy 
was the default cause for a late period. When I tried using the application’s Chatbot feature to 
discuss other causes for my delay, the application prompted me to subscribe to their premium 
application, before giving me any insight based on the data, they had just collected from me. This 
experience was agitating. I couldn’t help but wonder why an application that was intended to make 
me feel better about tracking myself was manipulating me. Neither Fitbit nor Flo took my lifestyle, 
stress levels, travel patterns or exercise regime into consideration when predicting my cycle dates, 
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and their predictions were incorrect most months. Also, neither could help me plan my work and 
life schedule more efficiently so that I could have more restful days to cope with the pain when 
menstruating. Overall, my tracking experience with menstrual data was far from satisfying, and I 
had to address the pertinent issues mentioned above, within my prototype. 

. 

Figure 29: Fitbit menstrual calendar (Left) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Flo menstrual calendar (Right) (“Flo 
ovulation calendar, period tracker, and pregnancy app,” n.d.). 

Detailed datasets from my Fitbit device can be found in Appendix B of this thesis. The way I have 
used my Fitbit data in the visualizations I create within this prototype, is deeply interwoven with 
other forms of tracking through applications like Flo (FLO, n.d.), iCal, my credit card bills, and 
manual reflective logging. Occasionally, I would also utilize my phone’s photo gallery to recollect 
memories from specific days to make sense of my Fitbit data. 

5.3 Prototype One 
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During the summer of 2019, I had the opportunity to partake in an intensive three-day workshop 
at the Canadian Film Centre to test the first version of my prototype. The experience was insightful 
as it allowed me to receive feedback on my hypothesis of the need to humanize the visualization of 
biological data. Giorgia Lupi’s approach approaching data more insightful, complex, and relatable, 
inspired me to create my first data visualization prototypes. I began developing them iteratively, 
in a process that comprised five stages shown in Figure 30. I began each of the three prototypes 
by gathering the data I needed from my Fitbit, which was followed by developing mood boards off 
Pinterest to inspire the design. I hand-drew the visualizations on my iPad Pro using Procreate and 
added simple animations to the visualizations in Photoshop to make them feel alive. Lastly, I 
tested the visualizations with prospective users at the workshop (REB Approval number: 2019-
44). 

Figure 30: Iterative Development process for Prototype One. 

Each visualization was inspired by a different design principle. The three visualizations developed 
for this workshop are discussed below and accompanied by images that comprise the original 
Fitbit screen on the left, the design inspiration mood board in the center, and the visualization 
prototype that I created on the right. I animated the visualizations with static data for this first 
round. My purpose was to gain insight into the aesthetic and affective preferences of prospective 
users, before deep diving into a deeper prototype exploration. 

5.3.1 Sleep Phase Visualization 
I wanted to bring alive a whimsical, dreamy narrative through my sleep phase visualization (Figure 
31). I was inspired by galactic bodies like planets and the stars in the night sky. The elements were 
animated to twinkle in this visualization. I used a line graph to plot my sleep journey during a 
night and used stars in different colors to connect the sleep phases to the journey. I wanted to 
build empathy and personalize the content on the screen. I added an action button to integrate a 
meditation feature into the visualization, for those who might have trouble getting to bed as I do. 
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Figure 31: Sleep detail screen on Fitbit (Left). Sleep mood board (Center Top) (Richter, 2015), (Center 
Bottom) (Strautniekas, 2017). Sleep visualization prototype (Right). 

5.3.2 Resting Heart Rate Visualization 
For the resting heart rate visualization, ambiguity was my driving principle (Figure 32). Giorgia 
Lupi’s (n.d.), philosophy on small, qualitative data that slows users down as opposed to making 
them more efficient inspired me. When it came to my experience with heart rate data, I found that 
the live pulse reading made me more anxious. Therefore, I wanted to add a level of complexity and 
ambiguity to my resting heart visualization to advocate calmness through the approximation of 
leaf sizes, as opposed to displaying a precise number for a healthy or unhealthy heart rate, which 
changes from person to person and depends on several factors (Kremer, 2017). Metaphorically, I 
turned to leaves because leaves and humans are both systems of nature and have veins that allow 
life to flow through them. For the animations, I added subtle beating movements to the leaves to 
resemble those of a heartbeat. Positive affirmations were used in the content. 
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Figure 32: Daily heart rate screen on Fitbit (Left). Heart rate mood board (Center Top) (“Studio 
Cocorrina,” n.d.) (Center Center), (Central Illustration Agency, n.d.) (Center Bottom). Heart rate 

visualization prototype (Right). 

5.3.3 Menstrual Cycle Visualization 
I firmly believe that most menstrual cycle tracking applications do not consider the emotional or 
psychological well-being of their female users when presenting them with a utilitarian tracking 
calendar as a regularly used interface. As a biological female, I can say that before and during the 
first day or two of my menstrual cycle, I feel extremely low, off-balance, anxious, and stressed. It 
is at this time that I seek comfort, support, and encouragement from my loved ones the most. 

Upon researching further, I found that most menstrual tracking applications were skewed towards 
pregnancy and comprised substantially of the color pink. I wanted to change my approach and 
designed my visualization with the principle of inclusivity at its core. I wanted to present my 
female trackers with an interface that felt non-judgmental, natural, and more relatable. I intended 
to design a visualization that was not overtly feminine but conveyed a sense of warmth, support, 
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and comfort (Figure 33). I took inspiration from a dandelion chart and created monthly flowers, 
with colour-coded petals to showcase different menstrual phases. I also wanted to give the user a 
glimpse into the prior and next months without interfering with the visualization in focus. The 
animated version comprised of subtly motioned flowers in the wind. Because I did not have 
enough insight into tracking objectives at this stage, I refrained from adding data 

Figure 33: Menstrual calendar screen on Fitbit (Left). Menstrual mood board (Center Top) (James, n.d.), 
(KRAJACEC, 2015) (Center Bottom). Menstrual visualization prototype (Right). 

5.3.4 Summary 
At the workshop, I had the opportunity to receive feedback on my visualizations with 
approximately twenty users. The Research Ethics Board at OCAD University approved the 
workshop (Approval number: 2019-44). They stated that the visualization prototypes were 
friendlier, calming, soothing, less robotic, more playful and gave them joy. Some said that the 
visualizations made them feel like the experience was personalized, as numbers and statistics can 
feel impersonal. Others even responded to the text stating that the positive language made the 
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experience more motivating and uplifting. One user claimed, “the interface makes me feel better 
about the data overall.” 

In addition to the positive feedback, there was also constructive criticism that I wanted to apply in 
the next stage of my prototype development process. Some individuals wanted assurance that the 
ambiguity of the visualization did not compromise the integrity of the data. One user said that the 
data should be “something that you can grasp right away.” Some users wanted more interactivity 
and animation in the visualizations. There was secondary feedback about allocating real estate to 
the data versus other supporting components on a small smartphone screen. While the menstrual 
cycle and sleep phase visualizations were well received, the heart rate visualization was too 
ambiguous for most individuals. Its data was too hard to decode, and the leaf metaphor was not 
clear enough. Some individuals wanted to add personalized benchmarks and goals to help them 
improve plausibly. They also felt like there was a layer of depth in lived data missing that they 
would have liked to see in the visualizations, such as the effect of a nightmare on a good night’s 
rest. I considered all the feedback stated above, in future prototype iterations. 

This experience made the need to incorporate more qualitative, personalized, and actionable 
visualizations into the next version of my prototype evident. I also had to attempt to make the 
learning process between the user and their visualized data effortless. I designed this prototype 
for mobile screens, but my research findings compelled me to look at a ubiquitous integration of 
the data in the individual’s life. 

5.4 Prototype Two 

The feedback I received from Prototype One was enlightening. However, the experience also made 
me feel like I had to gain an in-depth understanding of the types of biological data, their values, 
units of measurement, and importance. I also wanted to study how the points might vary across 
body types and life stages, before embarking on another round of making. I needed to build 
confidence in my understanding of data from the human body, in order to be able to identify gaps 
in data extraction and visualization, to propose alternate approaches. 

5.4.1 Data Mapping on Human Bodies 
Deborah Lupton (2016) discusses how digital devices are employed to collect numbers on body 
functions, emotional states, sexual and social encounters, work productivity, physical activities 
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and geo-location, to name just some variables (p. 3). Swan (2013), references a table by K. 
Augemberg, that categorizes various data points from the body (Figure 34) (p. 86). I began data 
mapping by categorizing and listing biological data points that I discovered through my experience 
with my Fitbit, my contextual review, and a horizon scan of devices available for sale within the 
global wearables industry (Appendix C). It is worth noting that more devices with combinations 
of sensors are gaining popularity, as they can provide more rounded insight into an individual’s 
health and well-being. 

Figure 34: Quantified Self Tracking Categories and Variables, by K. Augemberg (Swan, 2013, p. 86). 

During this process, I learnt that there were three broad categories of types of biological data. The 
first, electrophysiology, is concerned with reading electric signals (Carter & C.Shieh, 2010). The 
second, biomechanics, is concerned with the movement of the body (Rogers, 2019). The 
third, biochemical, is concerned with liquid or chemical readings (Dhruv R. Seshadri et al., 2019). 
It is my position, that while electrophysical and biomechanical sensors are popular, the 
promising field of biochemical sensing is still in its nascent stages of development. For this thesis, 
I mapped a male and female adult body, within the age bracket of 25-45 years (Appendix D). I 
limited my search to this group because data requirements and readings for older adults vary. For 
example, women in menopause have differing data needs for their reproductive system, and 
readings like heart rate and blood pressure also differ for most older adults. I was limited to 
exploring a few body types due to the time allocated. However, I have also mapped an infant’s 
body to elucidate the contrast in readings across life stages from birth to adulthood (Appendix D). 

With its’ innate ability to reproduce, I learnt that the female body comprised more data points 
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around the abdomen as compared to a male reproductive system, for which there are currently no 
devices available. Some applications have begun to accommodate male fertility as a feature. 
However, the data collected pertains to their lifestyle choices and not readings from their body 
(Alba, 2015). Additionally, some of the points on the female body overlap with the male body could 
also signal more data within themselves. Pregnant women also have many dual functioning data 
points that can provide critical insight into both the mother and babies' health simultaneously. 
However, I was constrained by time and could not deep dive into this body type. 

Another lesson through this process was based on priorities with data types that change across 
varying life stages. For example, gaining insight into an infant’s swallowing patterns is vital to 
understanding if they are getting the nutrition they need since they cannot communicate 
(“MomSense: The Smart Breastfeeding Monitor,” 2019). On the other end, for some senior 
citizens, especially those that live alone, a fall detector is critical for emergencies (Apple, n.d.-c). I 
also discovered that infants were more closely and intensely surveilled by their primary caregivers 
(especially first-time parents) than individuals who were self-tracking (Wang, O’Kane, Newhouse, 
Sethu-Jones, & De Barbaro, 2017, p. 3). 

I created my diagrams in two iterations, while the first was intended as a wireframe to map data 
points (Appendix D), for the second I focused on streamlining the labels into types of readings as 
opposed to types of sensors. I also collaborated with an illustrator Yadnyee Shingre, who created 
beautiful illustrations for my human bodies. I wanted to invest time in creating these diagrams 
because I believe they would be useful for future researchers within the fields of the Quantified 
Self and Healthcare (Appendix E). 

5.4.2 Lived Data Points 
Post data mapping, I wanted to reflect upon the data points, to identify data collection gaps, and 
to establish connections across different data points that may be more valuable when presented 
coherently. With this list, I would gain the clarity I needed to create my information architecture. 
I studied each data point individually, by listing the old method of data collection (manual), a new 
method (device or application), sensors used to extract data, and details on readings currently 
presented from the sensors (Appendix A). 

Once I had completed this process, I reflected upon each data point to examine how it is situated 
within my everyday life, and how I prioritize data collection. I connected various points based on 
my tracking motivations and referenced the Quantified Self practitioners I had studied to uncover 
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their sense-making processes (Section 3.8). Interestingly, Felton (2014), learnt through self-
tracking that his increasing heart rate was directly proportional to his body temperature and that 
the more time he spent in his studio, the less physically active he was. I took inspiration from 
Felton’s ability to capture and present complex data in a digestible way without dumbing it down 
or reducing the number of points to make the data easy to present. 

At this point in my exploration, I was already using my Fitbit to self-track. I studied the Fitbit iOS 
application and reflected upon gaps in my experience, to add to my sheet. The most significant 
gap, in my opinion, was with the emphasis given to step counting. I never saw value in knowing 
how many steps I took or how much distance I covered in a day. My step count aggregate never 
influenced my assessment of my fitness. Over a month, I continued evaluating my Fitbit and went 
through two iterations of capturing gaps in the data points I had tabulated, based on my lived 
experience. One unique connection was identifying that my resting heart rate would rise 
significantly on windier days to fight the cold, and the increase would leave me feeling tired faster. 
It is worth noting at this stage that I was not tracking data manually at any point in time. 

It became apparent that my goals and motivations deeply influenced my experience with self-
tracking. My practice was reflective, as I was consciously looking for links and anomalies within 
the data to make sense of what my body was telling me. One evening, at a meal with my friends, I 
found myself checking my heart rate every couple of minutes because of the discomfort I was 
experiencing from an extra cup of coffee that I had earlier in the day. However, I wasn’t anxious 
because I knew what caused the increase and why. That was the moment that I realized I was 
getting hooked to my device. Whenever I was even the slightest bit uncomfortable, I would 
robotically turn to my wrist and check my heart rate. The satisfaction of knowing that my heart 
rate was high at my convenience was cathartic. 

5.4.3 User Persona 
Swan (2012), says that tools like wearables will have to cater to a “subjective dimension of concerns 
such as mindset, experience, emotion, ethics, values, and culture at the levels of the individual, 
family, community, and society that is outside of the realm of reason, science, a system, or some 
other form of objective truth” (p. 108). As a User Experience designer, I have always created a User 
Persona before prototyping. It served as a compass to navigate my prototype’s design direction 
and drove my decision-making process. The first iteration of my User Persona (Appendix F) was 
based on a hypothetical female user, as I had not firmly decided to position myself as the User of 
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my prototype just yet. For the second iteration (Appendix F), I decided to posit myself as the 
prototype user. Strangely, while I had no problem crafting personas professionally, undertaking 
this exercise as a reflective practice was challenging. Our values, beliefs, desires and challenges 
shape us and influence our behaviors, personality, and lifestyles. However, we rarely articulate 
these fundamentals. This experience was eye-opening and shed light on my tracking behaviors, 
indicating that I prioritized my menstrual cycle and sleep schedule in my practice. 

5.4.4 Information Architecture 
Upon completing my User Persona, I realized that while the data points that sensors can capture 
will likely not change drastically in the near future, the way the data is categorized and presented 
is where the potential to transform the experience lies. I revisited the Fitbit (Fitbit Inc, n.d.) and 
Apple Health (Apple, n.d.-a) iOS applications, where the disconnected in the presentation of data 
points became apparent. Both applications had siloed categories to present data that they were 
capturing (Figure 39), but neither were considering how intertwined these data points are within 
our everyday life. 

Swan (2013), says “The aggregation of multiple data streams could be a preliminary step toward 
two-way communication in big data Quantified Self applications that offer real-time 
interventional suggestions based on insights from multifactor sensor input processing. This 
functionality could be extended to the development of flexible services that respond in real-time 
to demand at not just the individual level but also the community level” (p. 89). (I set out to 
brainstorm and create an information architecture that presents biological data collected from 
various sources cohesively. 
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Figure 35: Fitbit (Fitbit Inc, n.d.) and Apple Health iOS (“Health,” n.d.) application home screens. 

During the first iteration (Figure 36), I categorized the data sets based on how I traverse through 
my daily life. When it came to sleep, I was more interested in how rested I was feeling. With energy, 
I longed for insight into my nutrition levels over calorie counting. When it came to activity, I 
wanted to encompass my daily experiences into a timeline, or a journey, with a focus beyond 
fitness. I also wanted to be able to know if my loved ones are well. When I conceptualized the four 
categories for this iteration, I articulated my process as “How we restore affects how we energize, 
how we energize affects the way we experience life and connect with our loved ones.” 
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Figure 36: First iteration of information architecture. 

5.4.5 Visualization Wireframes 
I began sketching visualizations for a web-based application, that was inspired by nature (Figure 
37). Throughout the wireframing process, I attempted to create a level of abstraction and avoid 
showing precise numerical data, since I had feedback about numbers triggering anxiety. While 
digitizing my wireframes, I was drawn to working with radial forms because they were versatile 
enough to expand to an entire visual system (Appendix J lists tools used). 

. 

Figure 37: Data Sketches for overall well-being visualizations. 
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Appendix G shows both iterations of my overall health and well-being wireframe. The 
visualizations provide an overarching view of the four categories in my information architecture, 
to present them cohesively. The first visualization did not give the user a clear understanding of 
varying levels of completion within each category. Therefore, I came up with a second iteration. 
With the second iteration, I was able to establish more clarity with the levels of completion, 
without providing precise numbers. There were subtle rings to indicate a minimum, ideal and 
maximum capacity for each category. I designed the layout so each category could house its 
insight. 

After that, I moved on to creating a wireframe for the energize category (Appendix G). Most 
nutrition applications I had referred to during my context review were so focused on calorie 
counting that they hadn’t considered other factors internal (within the body) or external (outside 
the body) that might affect our energy levels. I wanted to combine both types of factors to give the 
user an overall perspective into data points that might affect their energy levels. For the internal 
points, I showcase food, water, alcohol (including hangovers) and caffeine consumption levels. For 
external factors, I showcased humidity (because too much of it triggers nausea for me and also 
affects the kind of food I want to eat), pollution levels, allergen levels, and sunlight intensity. 
Having lived in a large pollution city (Mumbai, India) most of my life, I find that pollution can kill 
appetite and cause extreme fatigue. I also have severe pollen allergies that tend to block my sinuses 
frequently and inadvertently affect my appetite. Lastly, too much sunlight can cause a heat stroke 
and calls for cooling foods. Back home, my family would consume more yogurt and buttermilk 
when it was too hot outside. I took inspiration from all of the above to create this cohesive 
wireframe. 

The next visualization I tackled was for nourishment within the energize category (Appendix G). 
As discussed previously, I wanted to move focus away from the calorie counting culture and try to 
visualize nutrition-based data. I looked up government-recommended food plans (Canada, n.d.) 
and reflected upon my experience shopping at grocery stores. I realized that we sort and shop for 
food based on food groups, and therefore why can’t we present data that aligns with this pattern? 
Government health plans recommend daily intakes for each food group based on age, sex and 
lifestyle. I applied insights from these plans into my visualization. Each category within the central 
grey circle represents a particular food group (Appendix G). The amount recommended for an 
individual over a day is displayed through outlined circles. Filled circles represent how much the 
individual has already consumed during that day. I have also visualized a family’s nutrition (Figure 
45), for caregivers that take charge of their diets. I wanted to contextualize the visualization not 
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only to the experience of consuming food but also to obtain it. 

5.4.6 Summary 
The second round of prototyping gave me confidence in my progress for the examination phase. I 
wanted to continue iterating through the definition and creation phase. While I had clarity in my 
wireframes, I was not satisfied with the decision to create a web-based application to house them. 
I revisited my contextual research and realized that the “nudging technology” smartphone 
applications were inundated with, constituted the direction I was headed in. I was also reminded 
of Rooksby et al. ’s (2014) call to develop Personal Informatics tools that can seamlessly integrate 
within our everyday life, and it became clear to me that a web-based application was not the right 
medium for my prototype. 

5.5 Prototype Three 

Before embarking on my third prototype iteration, I revisited my research question to evaluate if 
I was meeting the three criteria that I had set for my research - coherent, contextual and humane. 
My attempt to create more coherent visualizations was being realized through the re-
categorization of data points in my information architecture and the wireframes I was creating. I 
was addressing the need for a humane approach, with the abstraction of data and the qualitative 
insight-based approach in my wireframes. However, I had not addressed the need for context. 

This gap made me asked myself, when and where does my data matter to me? I reflected upon the 
time and place that I was thinking about my wellness. When I woke up, the first thing I was used 
to checking was my sleep data and heart rate on my Fitbit. For my nutrition data, I was mentally 
processing most information when I was opening my refrigerator, making grocery lists, and 
shopping. For my menstrual data, I was usually reflecting as a reflex to physical symptoms when 
I was alone. 

If I was on the move, or engrossed in my work at school, I was not thinking about my body. This 
behavior made me wonder why health applications nudge users when they are preoccupied and 
unlikely to process the information presented to them. I realized that most of my detailed 
interactions with my data were within the comfort of my home, at ease. This was my eureka 
moment. I wanted to find ways to integrate biological data into everyday life in ways that are 
ambient, passive, unobtrusive and intuitive. 
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“There is evidence that the home environment is therapeutically advantageous” 

- Liaschenko, Breier (Gardner, 2000, p. 15). 

I also came across a paper by Glenn Gardner, titled “Hospital and home. Strange bed fellows of 
new partners?” (2000, where he talks about the home as a private space, “a haven from the 
demands of the world”. He discusses how the word ‘home’ itself, evokes a sense of belonging, 
comfort, security and calm, and how being surrounded by familiar things and routines can have a 
positive impact on our health and well-being. Gardner also discusses how the space of the home 
can give us control and safety (p. 14). In my opinion, this feeling of control is especially pertinent 
when it comes to managing our health and safeguarding our data. Perhaps being within the safe 
space of their homes makes individuals feel confident, like the expert, therefore empowering them 
to manage their health. 

5.5.1 Space Renders 
In the next part of my process, I envisioned where my visualizations would be situated within the 
home. I collaborated with illustrator Andrii Bondarenko (Bondarenko, n.d.)who brought life to 
the spaces and depicted where my visualizations would reside (Figure 38). The visualizations are 
embedded within the space, without taking the wearer out of their environment or task, where the 
data would be of most value to them (Kremer, 2017). The visualizations would reside in the 
periphery of the user’s attention and be informative without nudging the user repeatedly. I 
intended for the user to develop a relationship with the visualizations over time and that the 
visualizations fuse seamlessly to their lived experience. While menstrual data is displayed in the 
private, intimate space of the kitchen, the dining area is where nourishment is displayed. The 
bedroom is employed to showcase rest data and the living area to showcase experience data 
(Figure 38). After this step, I reiterated upon my information architecture and wireframes to 
further contextualize the visualizations to the spaces they belonged in. 
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Figure 38: Space renders with subtle graphics as placeholders for my visualizations (Bondarenko, n.d.). 
Washroom for menstrual visualization (Top Left). Kitchen for nourishment visualization (Top Right). 

Bedroom for restoration visualization (Bottom Left). Living Room (Bottom Right). 

5.5.2 Information Architecture and Wireframe 
I developed the second iteration of my wireframes and information architecture in parallel. For 
the revised information architecture (Figure 39), I was inspired by professor Laurie Santos (n.d.) 
at Yale, who teaches one of their most popular courses titled “The Science of Well-Being.” She says 
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that human being’s assessment of their well-being is dependent on how they spend their time 
(time affluence), how much they socialize, help others, and how kind they are. These points are 
closely linked to the lived human experience and added rigor to my prototype creation process. 

Figure 39: Sitemap Iteration Two. 

I developed wireframes with higher fidelity for this round. My effort was devoted to honing best 
practices from information visualization, conveying the depth and complexity of the data to the 
user, without overcomplicating the visualizations. I created wireframes for ambient versions of the 
data visualization as well as for interactive versions, to aid in decoding them. I was aware of the 
learning curve that the user would undergo with the visualizations and how the users would relate 
to them in both the ambient and explanatory context. 

For the restoration visualization, I displayed sleep phases and sleep influencers like caffeine, food, 
alcohol and media consumption, which is known to affect sleep quality according to research 
(Caitlyn Fuller, Lehman, Hicks, & Novick, 2017). I also subtly connected the menstrual 
visualization to this one because I find that menstrual symptoms affect my sleep quality (Appendix 
G). 

For the menstrual visualization, I connected my schedule to my cycle. I visualized my experience 
with physical and mental exertion, in correspondence to symptoms like cramps and mood swings 
(Appendix G). I applied my learnings from using the Fitbit and Flo menstrual trackers. I was 
inspired by the paper on “Examining Menstrual Tracking to Inform the Design of Personal 
Informatics Tools” by Epstein et al., (2017). The authors claim that existing applications fail to 
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consider the changing female body across life stages such as youth, adulthood, pregnancy, and 
menopause (p. 1). They elucidate findings from user interviews, where one respondent says, “so I 
know I am not crazy when I start to PMS and so I can up my dosage of my anxiety meds” (p. 4) to 
counter her mood swings. Another respondent says, “I can literally plan my vacations and 
excursions around my time” (p. 4), because a period can really dampen holiday plans. A third 
respondent says, “I suffer from debilitating cramps that cause me to stay home from work, so I 
track my period to plan in advance as best I can” (p. 4). A fourth respondent says that menstrual 
tracking applications are a “constant reminder of trying to conceive and not succeeding”(p. 9), as 
tracking applications can be overtly feminine, and too inclined towards pregnancy, inadvertently 
upsetting and even hurting those struggling to conceive, or those who have faced a miscarriage 
(Epstein et al., 2017). 

The examples stated above clearly indicate that menstrual tracking is central to the lives of some 
female trackers. Knowing that I shared my challenges gave me the reassurance I needed to develop 
this visualization as authentically as I could. Due to time limitations, I could not develop detailed 
wireframes for the connect and experience categories of my information architecture and had to 
proceed to designing interfaces for my existing prototypes. 

5.5.3 Restoration Visualization Design 
For this iteration of my restoration visualization (Appendix H), I used data from my Fitbit to depict 
my sleep phases through the night. For consumption data (food, caffeine, media), I depicted 
hypothetical instances. I was inspired by Studio Coccorina (Cocorrina, n.d.), for the aesthetic 
direction of this visualization. I wanted to carry forward the dreamy scene I had depicted in my 
first prototype iteration, for which I received positive feedback. I created planets, stars, and other 
galactic bodies in this visualization, and used lines to show my journey across sleep phases over 
time. 

I was not satisfied with this exploration. Though it was aesthetically pleasing, I found several gaps 
from a data visualization perspective. Firstly, there was a weak hierarchy in depicting which 
aspects of the interface were data points, and which were purely aesthetic. Secondly, some of the 
most striking elements in the design were not related to the data at all but could be misconstrued 
as depictions of data. Thirdly, the design was too intricate and hard to comprehend at a glance, 
thereby increasing the cognitive load on the user, which went against my prototyping motivations. 
Lastly, I believe that the hand-drawn visualizations from my initial prototypes afforded a sense of 
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warmth and relatability that the geometric forms and deep colors in this visualization were unable 
to offer. I decided not to proceed in this direction. 

5.5.4 Summary 
This round of prototyping gave me confidence through each step up to my creation stage. For the 
next prototype iteration, I had to focus on sorting, integrating, analyzing my data, in order to be 
able to visualize it. After that, I would develop the interface design for the visualizations in high 
fidelity. 

5.6 Prototype Four 

For the last iteration of my prototype for this thesis, I first devoted my effort to sorting through all 
my Fitbit data, cleaning it up, and organizing it. Next, I searched for proxy data sources to integrate 
into my dataset, to be able to populate some of the parameters I had envisioned in my information 
architecture and wireframes. Since manual logging was not a feasible option for me, finding 
proxies was necessary in order to create my visualizations with real and not hypothetical data. This 
step was most challenging, but also the most educational. It is my position that since user effort is 
a cause for device abandonment, other self-trackers also face this challenge, and therefore I 
wanted to work around it. Once my datasets were ready, I shifted focus to designing the menstrual 
and restoration visualizations and their interactions. I collaborated with developer Vladimir 
Kuchinov, who built my visualizations in d3.js, using the data and design files provided to him. 
Once the visualizations were interactive, I user tested them with peers who matched my User 
Persona. Lastly, I planned the user experience for the thesis exhibit and created a floor plan for 
my installation (Section 5.7). 

5.6.1 Menstrual Visualization 
For my menstruation prototype, I already had my wireframe in place, and I was clear on the visual 
direction I wanted to take. Therefore, I spent most time sorting and categorizing my data 
(Appendix I). To connect my fatigue levels to my cycle, I correlated the data from my iCal to my 
Fitbit and Flo cycle datasets. I gathered data for two months of my cycle, which is September and 
October 2019. From my iCal schedule, I was able to gauge how tired I was and how long I was 
working. I also gauged the days I cancelled meetings or working from school, which also happened 
to align with my cycle. I created a column to note a theme for the day, which I noted as a reflection, 
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in correlation to my schedule, to derive insight on dipping energy and mood levels around the date 
of my period (Appendix I). I also added a column for reflection to summarize my analysis of each 
day while organizing the data. 

Before I began designing my visualization, I experimented with my data in Tableau to analyze the 
correlation I had established in my dataset. I had to convert some of my qualitative parameters 
into a quantitative set to be able to visualize my data in Tableau (Figure 40, 41). I replaced my 
Theme column with fatigue levels, which I scored from 1-10 based on my schedule for the day 
(Appendix I). Below are some of the experiments I conducted. Seeing the data visualized in 
Tableau was helpful in reinforcing my hypothesis about correlating my fatigue to my cycle. I then 
proceeded to design the visualization on my iPad using Procreate. 

Figure 40: Bar chart that shows correlation between flow and fatigue levels. 
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Figure 41: Line chart that shows correlation between fatigue levels, and menstrual phases. 

Appendix I, represents the menstrual visualization in both its ambient and interactive form. The 
flower at the center of the screen represents the current monthly cycle. Each petal represents a day 
of the month (September 2019 in this image). The color red represents days I had my period, the 
bigger the dot, the heavier the flow. Ovulation is represented with the color pink, orange signifies 
high chances of pregnancy, and yellow signifies low chances. The length of the petals is adjusted 
to the phases as well. Period and ovulation dates are most significant, and therefore those petals 
are longer. The thin blue line attached to each petal signifies the exertion or fatigue on that day. 
The small blue flower on top represents the previous month, and the flower at the bottom 
represents the next month. Appendix I comprises enlarged version of these visualizations. This 
visualization will reside on a washroom mirror or wall as shown in the space renders (Section 
5.5.1). Once I had created the visualization in Procreate, I moved it to Photoshop to design the 
interactive pieces with the typography. In its interactive version, each petal of the flower is 
clickable and gives me insight into my reflection for the day as well as well as my fatigue levels. 
The visualization would also move subtly, with the flowers gently blowing in the wind. Setup 
details for this visualization are explained in detail in the Exhibit Design Section (5.7). 

Once my design files were ready, I handed then over to Vladimir Kuchinov, along with my dataset. 
After a detailed conversation about the dataset, its translation to the visualization, the animations, 
and the interactions, he began implementing the visualization. He employed d3.js to develop the 
visualization, using an HTML design framework called PixiJS (Goodboy, n.d.). After a few rounds 
of iterating, and brainstorming, we were able to swipe between months, and even display data on 
the flowers for previous and next months. I then moved onto the restoration visualization. 
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Live visualization: https://vedaadnani.com/floraldiagram/ 

5.6.2 Restoration Visualization 
Like the menstrual visualization, I began work on the restoration visualization with sorting my 
dataset. I had data on total time spent in sleep phases from my wearable device, but it was not 
time sensitive. While Fitbit accounts for four phases of sleep – awake, light sleep, REM (Rapid Eye 
Movement) sleep, and deep sleep, it does not allow the user to download data on how they 
transitioned across sleep phases through the night. This data is crucial to understanding quality 
of rest. For example, on nights that I was in the awake phase at an odd hour, I knew I would wake 
up tired but the way the data was presented to me was in the format of total awake minutes, which 
was not valuable. The Fitbit sleep quality score was also ambiguous, and I could not derive any 
actionable data from it either. Secondly, I needed proxy data sources on my food, alcohol, and 
caffeine. While I could use my credit card to track meals I had outside, it was impossible to track 
my consumption patterns at home, which led to some gaps in my data collection. Also, I was not 
tracking my screen time using an application, and the default tracker on my iPhone only captured 
data for a week. Therefore, I had no input into this critical data point. Thirdly, my analysis for 
restoration was more complex and layered than the menstrual visualization. Therefore, I could not 
use Tableau to experiment with this dataset as it was hard to quantify how much alcohol or food I 
had consumed on a scale. Lastly, because I had to charge my Fitbit once a week, I had regular data 
gaps that I could not replace manually (Appendix J). 

For the visualization itself, I was also challenged with rethinking my wireframe and design, since 
it was not successful during my exploration in Prototype Three (Section 5.5). While I was 
thematically committed to the night sky, I had to reconceptualize the details of each visual 
structure before I could proceed to the design stage. 

Figure 42: Restoration visualization wireframe. Wireframe for a day (Left). Wireframe for a week (Right). 
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I began by using my dataset to create a visual system for each night of sleep. I used concentering 
rings to represent time spent in different sleep phases (awake, light, REM, deep sleep), with 
gradually darkening shades of blue. I then depicted caffeine consumption post 5:00 pm with a 
brown dot on the last orbit, and fatigue level as a pink ring. Depicting caffeine and fatigue was 
necessary, as both affected my quality of deep sleep adversely (Figure 54). There were some data 
points I was debating. The first was being explicit about a good versus a bad night’s rest. While I 
had initially wireframed the glowing yellow circle to depict a good night’s rest and glowing blue 
for bad, I opted out of this hierarchy because of my own negative experience with the Fitbit sleep 
score (lack of clarity on good and poor rest). Next, I was deliberating the display of menstrual data, 
as for some female users it can affect their sleep, however, because of its sensitivity, I was not 
convinced about displaying it in a bedroom. Upon reflecting, I decided to display the data as 
another moon (Appendix J), which matched the colors on the menstrual visualization because I 
believe that partners should be attuned to our menstrual cycles. While including naps was part of 
my initial concept, I am not a napper, and therefore I had no data on sleeping during the day on 
my device to apply in this visualization. 

Figure 54 (Right), shows a wireframe for a week of restoration. The seven visual circles each 
represent a night of rest. The biggest one represents the last night, emphasized the next morning. 
Next, I moved into designing this visualization. I had envisaged this visualization displayed on my 
ceiling over my bed. I would view it first thing in the morning, at a glance as part of my morning 
routine, and then proceed with my day. Because of its unique position, I designed the visualization 
to feel like I was looking through the trees into the universe (Appendix J). I maintained consistency 
with the cool, dreamy color palette I had used in my first prototype iteration. 

For restoration insight (Figure 55, Below), I tried to use qualitative sentences as opposed to 
numbers, to try and convey the data as meaningfully as possible. For the implementation, I 
followed the same process with the developer, as for the Menstrual Visualization. The only 
difference was in converting some numerical data into a basic semantics to make it easier for the 
user to decode. For example, Fatigue from 1 to 3 can be considered low, and 7 to 10 can be 
considered high. It can be communicated qualitatively, using these interpretations. 

Live Visualization: https://vedaadnani.com/stardomediagram/ 
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5.7 Exhibit Design 

As mentioned previously, Gardner (2000), discusses the role of the home as one with multiple 
social and emotional functions that can profoundly influence an individual’s health and well-being 
(p. 15). In this thesis, I propose contextualizing my biological data visualizations to the spaces in 
which they are most beneficial. I envisioned these prototypes as ambient, embedded displays 
within the home that can belong to the spaces they are most useful in. It is my position that by 
displaying data in this manner, it eases the process of decoding the data for the user. It also allows 
the user to interact with the data when they need it and empowers them to act upon the data at 
their free will. I critique nudging technology, by applying the principles of Calm Design (Kremer, 
2017), to allow users to perceive their data in their periphery, only interacting with it if need be, 
and maintaining their spatial awareness throughout the experience. 

For the purpose of my exhibit, I chose to showcase my visualizations in the domestic spaces they 
are intended for. Figure 43 shows a floor plan of my proposed exhibit setup. As users walk into the 
exhibition space, they are first shown a brief video that explains my research process. Thereafter, 
they can first look at the menstrual visualization prototype setup within a washroom (sink and 
mirror), and the sleep visualization which will be projected onto the ceiling using a projector, with 
a bed to lay upon and view the visualization. I chose to showcase the menstrual visualization first 
because data from it is carried forward into the sleep visualization. By designing my exhibit this 
way, I believe that visitors will be able to evaluate the visualizations with an added layer of depth, 
by building spatial context. To me, this setup is key to realising my research. 

Figure 43: Exhibition setup floor plan design. 
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Cultural Probes 
Once my visualization prototypes were developed to a high-fidelity, I wanted to use them as probes 
to validate my proposed research question and provoke dialogue around self-tracking. This step 
was imperative, as I had spent most of my prototyping process independently. By using cultural 
probes, I could assess if my personal need for humanizing visualizations resonated with other 
users. Although I had plenty of secondary research available online, engaging with potential 
users contributed an authentic, real-world perspective and offered dialogue to create new 
opportunities, ideas to validate my research. Further, I initiated this thesis wanting to 
change what is considered as normative for wearable device data visualization, and using the 
cultural probes and tools for dialogue warranted that I was heading in the right direction. 

I began the process with approval from the Research Ethics Board at OCAD (Approval number: 
101714). Thereafter, I sent out emails to potential users to invite them to experience my 
visualizations. The objective of this exercise was not to collect self-tracked data from my users but 
share my experience with tracking to better understand theirs. I wanted to evoke a dialogue with 
my users on their experiences with tracking. I also wanted them to identify similarities and 
differences in their data priorities when assessing my visualizations. I also wanted to understand 
their aesthetic preferences when it came to the visualizations as I had created the prototypes based 
on my distinct taste and preferences. For each of the five sessions, I ran the user through each of 
the two visualizations, articulated my own experience with tracking and then asked for their 
feedback. We discussed data sources, methods for tracking and organizing data and context for 
the ambient visualizations to give them clarity on the ideology behind the prototypes. 

Because the cultural probes involved personal and sensitive information being disclosed, I have 
opted to not mention any demographic details of my users in this section to respect their privacy. 
The only demographic aspect I choose to disclose is that all my interviewees were female. 
Because the visualizations I created were based on my data (I identify as female), I needed users 
who could assess both the menstrual and restoration visualization from experience. In this 
section, I share a brief overview of each user session and then summarize the key insights 
learned through this exercise. 
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6.1 Session Overviews 

Manual logging can come with a bias, while automatic tracking is perceived as 
more authentic. 

- User One 

My first user had never used a tracking device but used an application to track her menstrual cycle. 
She also used a sleep tracking application, but only used its alarm clock feature, since she felt like 
she was a good sleeper. Her menstrual tracking revolved around being aware of her mood during 
the time. However, she did not feel the need to log the data in her application, since she already 
knew what to expect from her period. She believes that manual logging can come with a bias and 
states the advantage of automatic tracking is in its authenticity and the reassurance it provides. 
She didn’t care for her current menstrual tracking application. She thought that the visualization 
prototypes were visually pleasing, felt intrigued, and more inclined to engage with them. She 
thought the visualizations were easy to comprehend after a short brief. The privacy of her data was 
most vital to her, especially when placed in an ambient context. She wanted complete control and 
autonomy over her data because it was inherently hers. 

The visualization makes the whole process and the idea of menstruating look 
pretty, feel natural, and it makes me feel like I am going to be ok. Everything 
you see nowadays is about data, looks boring and medical. Menstruation is not 
treated as a natural process even though it’s the most natural thing there is. 

- User Two 

My second user wore an Apple Watch, but the only feature she used was the exercise tracker. She 
used a different application to track her menstrual cycle, on which her focus was on her mood and 
occasionally her sleep and hair texture. She felt like she wasn’t getting returns in the form of 
insights or advice from her investment of inputting data into the application, and therefore 
stopped logging. Upon seeing the visualization prototypes, the idea of planning her schedule and 
holidays around her cycle, having the ability to look at them cohesively, and mentally prepare 
herself for the next day, excited her. The ambiguity in the visualizations made her feel less anxious 
about the data. She said that always measuring makes her feel paranoid and like nothing is natural. 
The visualizations she said, were visually appealing and resonated with her. She felt like necessary 
advice on lifestyle improvements should be mandated for health and fitness applications and was 
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intrigued by the idea of time-sensitive ambient visualizations. 

It’s not pretty, I don’t like wearing it, and it makes me feel bad about myself, so 
I took it off. 

- User Three 

While the third user was a self-tracker in the past, failing to meet arbitrary and generic goals set 
for her, made her discontinue. The application made her feel stressed and less than the numbers 
projected on it. She doesn’t see value in tracking menstrual cycles via applications, unless they are 
intended for pregnancy. Upon looking at the visualizations, she preferred their non-numerical 
approach. Her most crucial need to want to start tracking again, was for individual baselines and 
targets to be applied rather than generic ones. She saw the value of linking fatigue with 
menstruation. Though she was comfortable with displaying her data ambiently, she was averse to 
interacting with it in the space itself, as it would allow other people to gain access to her data. She 
was drawn to inherent nature of displaying disturbed sleep, to allow the user to start their day on 
the right note. 

The visualization feels less machinist, less robotic. Flowers feel personal; they 
feel more relatable; everyone relates to them differently. By relating it to 
menstruation, you are personalizing it. 

- User Four 

My fourth user was only tracking her menstrual cycle and not her sleep. She was not logging any 
data manually and longed for more insight into what to expect with each new cycle. She felt like 
the visualizations were less mechanical, machinist, and said that they felt more relatable and 
personal. We discussed the possibility of customizing the visualizations in the future, to add a layer 
of personalization to the experience. With the sleep visualization, the user wanted more clarity 
into the hierarchy of the stages and wanted to see what a good night’s rest might look like. We also 
discussed how abrupt sleep disturbances and long day naps might appear in the rest visualizations. 
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A critical part of humanizing this experience is about how do we balance this 
creative tension between the human and the device? Advice should not always 
feel like a bitch slap. 

- User Five

My final user was a manual logger. While she has self-tracked using technology in the past, she 
felt like she was in a one-way relationship with the applications, so she moved to pen and paper. 
She was tracking to be an advocate of her health, looking to learn about her body. Tracking on 
paper, she said, has given her deep, complex insight into her body, something no application could 
deliver. She thought the visualizations were stunning, and a refreshing change from blood 
applications that are usually red, and female applications that are very pink. She appreciated the 
dynamism, and biomimicry of the visualizations, and felt like they were alive. The depth and 
movement of the visualizations were refreshing to her. She saw the potential to layer the 
visualizations further, by adding points like exercise, self-care, stressors, outliers, diet anomalies, 
travel schedules to them. The deep correlation of varied points to match her day would be the most 
valuable part of tracking for her. The need to layer and compare several types of data, and to watch 
the visualizations evolve made her most curious. One of the most striking aspects of our 
conversation was about designing for balance. The biological process of homeostasis inspired the 
context for balance in self-tracking. We discussed the potential for self-tracking applications to 
reinforce balance with compassion and not in a punitive way. 

6.2 Knowledge Gained 

Key insights from my cultural probes are listed below: 

o All of my users had firm opinions about the menstrual prototype but were reasonably neutral
when it came to the sleep prototype. All of them found it easy to interact with the menstrual
visualization once explained briefly. The sleep visualization was static, as it was still in
development.

o All of them were visually attracted to both visualizations. Some were more intrigued by them,
and more enticed to engage with them. I would create customizable visualizations in the
future, to personalize the experience.
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o Each of my users had unique data needs within both the menstrual and sleep visualization.
This pattern made me think about a parameter list, from which users can pick what matters
to them, instead of being subjected to seeing and decoding several data points that might not
be relevant to them.

o All of my users wanted actionable, qualitative insight as a return on investing in the device
emotionally. Some used words such as companion, mother, kind, humorous, joyful, and
voluntary to describe the nature of advice they wanted.

o All of my users were seeking a more personalized experience with self-tracking with
individualized baselines, goals and targets if set for them.

o Not all users were comfortable with interacting with the ambient visualizations outside of
their devices.

o Most users could identify the menstrual data being used in the sleep visualization
independently and correlate it to the menstrual visualization.

o Not all users were inclined to manual logging; most picked automatic sensing over it when
given the option.

o Privacy was crucial, most of my users felt a strong sense of ownership over their data. They
wanted to protect it at all costs and have complete autonomy over it.

To summarize, the cultural probe sessions were invaluable. They gave me direction for a future 
trajectory for my prototypes, which in order to pursue, require a deeper understanding of the role 
of menstrual health in the overall health and well-being of females. 
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REFLECTION 

How do we reassess and imagine new algorithmic paradigms that encompass 
imperfection, accident and messiness? 

- McCrae, n.d.

When I reflect upon the year-long journey of my thesis exploration, I feel optimistic about the 
future of wearable technology. If we can harness its potential to manage our well-being by 
approaching the design and development process with empathy and compassion. In doing so, we 
can move away from the overly critical relationship we have begun to form with our bodies, 
towards one that is humane. 

This thesis is an initial exploration into visualizing biological data from wearables in engaging, 
meaningful, and personalized ways, and therefore seeks to identify opportunities rather than 
present conclusions. Using an iterative development process, I have applied research from the 
industry, academia, and Quantified Self practitioners to offer a multi-layered perspective on the 
implications of self-tracking, to propose an alternate trajectory for its future. I mapped biological 
data points on different body types, captured missing data points in context to my lived 
experiences. I self-tracked for six months to be able to use my data in the creation of my 
prototype. I created an information architecture to categorize the data points coherently, then 
wireframed, designed and developed biological data visualizations to elucidate my conceptual 
proposition.   

In this thesis, I have documented each step within my research and prototype creation process in 
detail. This has been done to provide sufficient evidence for my proposition of an alternate 
approach to the future of biological data visualization that is coherent, contextual and humane. 
Because these three terms were vital to the realization of my research question, I discuss how I 
strived to address each of them. In order to achieve coherence, I have developed my information 
architecture prototypes to align with my everyday experiences in life. Within the architecture, I 
categorize data points based on the various stages of my day as a critique of generic 
categorization based on the data type. I have added context in three aspects of my prototype 
creation process, first, by contextualizing the data points to how they are experienced in real life. 
Second, by embedding my visualizations in a home, as a component of the ambience, to 
maximize value and natural-ness to the user. Third, I contextualize the visualizations to the 
devices they are embedded in, by creating contrasts between the ambient and interactive states. I 
used multiple digital and physical tools in the creation of my prototype (Appendix K). 
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Besides addressing the criteria in my research question, I have also addressed issues with device 
abandonment. Through the creation of my prototype, I minimize user effort by sourcing proxy 
data sources to passively track data and advocate privacy in self-tracking by presenting the data 
within the safe space of the home. I also simplify the process of data analysis for the user and 
propose a more humane, personalized, forgiving and qualitative approach to providing the user 
with insight and visualizing their data, to make the process of self-tracking more engaging. 

From the creation of this research, I gained a newfound appreciation for my body, and the 
lessons I have learned, have made me feel more empowered in managing my health and well-
being. This thesis emphasized the premise of Data Humanism, which revolves around the ideas 
of small, qualitative, imperfect, complex, and inspiring data, part of which inspired me to look 
for data from unconventional sources. I embraced my biological data in all its complexity to build 
a narrative that presented it in ways that felt more humane, natural, and relatable. 

I have learned from both my visualization prototypes and using them as cultural probes, 
that each individual is affected by the data presented to them uniquely. Hence, 
personalization within biological data visualization is imperative. In my opinion, this need opens 
up a lot of possibilities in the future for the customization of data points, insights and 
visualizations for groups of users. With the menstrual visualization, I have learned how central 
menstrual tracking is in a female’s life, and how it can form the nexus of several layers of 
insight into other aspects of their health and well-being. With the restoration visualization, I 
have learned that are several occurrences during the day that affect rest quality that users need 
to reflect upon to assess the quality of their rest. 

By using cultural probes, I could also validate my decision to group data points based on how 
they are lived through, and to add a layer of abstraction to reduce anxiety and ease the 
process of interacting with the data. All my users found the visualizations easy to 
understand. They were able to recall data points within both visualizations with ease when 
asked to do so. This exercise triggered healthy dialogue around different biological data 
parameters based on how they are lived through, how they should be grouped and 
prioritized. I learnt about new parameters that I hadn’t considered before and this inspired 
me to chart new trajectories for future iterations of my prototypes. Further, the exercise also 
gave rise to conversations around aesthetic preferences and the opportunity to customize 
visualizations in the future. There was also discussion around infusing personality into the 
interfaces themselves as well as the tone of the insights provided to users. All of the above shed 
light upon the need for personalization in
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futuristic iterations of biological data visualization. 

This thesis exploration also came with challenges. While I was advocating passive tracking 
throughout my research, finding reliable proxies as data sources were, and cleaning up and 
organizing the data I found was challenging. To add, learning how to work with numerical data 
and interpret it as semantics was also a new experience. I also consider the influence of the 
application I had envisioned creating initially on the role of my prototype, but due to being 
pressed for time, I did not have the opportunity to develop it. 

Within this thesis, strategies for privacy in the front-end are explored in substantial detail but 
strategies for privacy in the backend were not part of my scope and therefore, only discussed 
briefly. However, I believe that it is important to acknowledge how my research might embed 
into an ethic of data privacy into the broader vision of society for which I believe 
decentralization is the answer. The future I speculated through my research is one where 
wearable and ambient devices that capture various aspects of our health and well-being and 
exist as self-sufficient systems within the domestic setting. These systems should be designed to 
receive data automatically, but only send data with the explicit consent of the residents at their 
ease. I also imagined one networked interface as the control centre for all devices and 
visualizations with both the front and backend of the technology remaining embedded within 
the home. This proposed system design increases opportunities for personalizing user 
experiences by allowing algorithms to adapt to individuals, as well as families or co-residents 
collectively. It also allows users to customize their visualizations and data parameters based on 
their nuanced needs and preferences. Lastly, through this system I envisioned that every house  
over time will possess unique algorithms and self-tracking behaviours that best reflects who they 
are as individuals and families. 

Though I undertook this thesis as a personal exploration, I chose to share my data and my 
experience with others. My decision was based on my belief in allowing others to see an 
alternative approach to visualizing their data so that they can make perhaps be more mindful 
and kinder towards themselves. 
This thesis puts forth the idea that an individual’s biological data is deeply impressionable. It 
affects not only our states of physical well-being but also our values, beliefs, identity and our 
culture in the long term. This thesis is intended to benefit individuals who are currently self-
tracking or plan to do so in the future. While the long-term repercussions of authoritative and 
punitive wearables are yet to be seen, I believe that if people become more aware of how these
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systems of wearables work, they can form healthier relationships with the data and manage 
certain aspects of their health autonomously. Additionally, since employers and healthcare 
professionals are beginning to hand out tracking devices, average users must understand the 
repercussions of being surveilled continuously. Users must be empowered and able to control the 
data from their bodies and have full ownership over it, but for that to be true, they need to know 
what this world of biological data comprises off in the first place. 

7.1 Future Work 

I believe that my research delivers a strong message to the industry in an effort to reconsider 
what interfaces for biological data visualization are considered normative. Second, my research 
appeals to designers of personal informatics tools to reconsider their approach to designing 
them, for which I attempt to emphasize the significance of a deep, qualitative understanding of 
the user’s values, lifestyle and behaviours. Third, my research is intended for individuals 
currently engaged in self-tracking to help them understand the fundamentals of biological data, 
its purpose and its implications. 

Having had the opportunity to reflect upon my literary and contextual research, my iterative 
development process, and the lessons learned through creating my prototype, I feel confident in 
continuing my research into biological data visualization in the future, by pursuing a deeper 
exploration into the role of menstrual health, in the overall health and well-being of females. I 
strongly believe that digital female health needs innovation urgently and is an underdeveloped 
sector. From my experience, I can say being a woman is hard. On one hand, we are critical about 
ourselves and often feel like we need to conform to societal requirements. We look after 
our loved ones and tend to forget to look after ourselves in the process. Through the 
cultural probes, I discovered that most of my interviewees believed that female 
health was underrepresented and sometimes treated as taboo. Even in 2020, 
menstrual health is stigmatized around the world. 

Initially, I had envisioned continuing my research by possibly building a digital product for 
female health and well-being to change the industry. Coming from a product design background 
myself, I felt like mobile applications possess the farthest reach in terms of user volume, have 
utilitarian value and are easy to use for most smartphone users. Upon reflection and consulting 
with my committee however, I was reminded of the endless mobile applications for women’s 
health (that have been disappointing to say the least) I had researched over the last two years 
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and felt like I was only adding to the problem by walking down this path. 

Though a precise outcome for the future of my research is unclear at this point, I have strategized 
a possible direction for continuing to develop it. First, I plan to live with my visualizations and 
update the data regularly as part of an autoethnographic exercise. During this time, I would like 
to make minor adjustments to the system in order to fix any glitches and make it easy to use for 
my next round of development. For the second round I would like to share the visualizations 
with a small group of users, have them live with them and reflect upon their experiences. The 
idea behind this exercise is to test if the concept of making biological data visualizations ambient 
is valid and adoptable in the long run. 

In parallel to this research I have envision building a tool, toolkit or a workshop with the purpose 
of uplifting and empowering women to manage their physical, mental, emotional and social 
health and well-being. The essence of this outcome will lie in promoting body literacy as well as 
data literacy for female biological data. As part of this outcome I would like to create tools to 
enable women to imagine their daily routines and find hidden data parameters that matter to 
them. Thereafter I would aid them using their own mental models to categorize the parameters 
into groups of their choice, find possible sources for each of the parameters and eventually ideate 
on how they would imagine their visualizations looking and talking to them. Though I am still 
unclear on whether this possible outcome should be executed virtually or in the physical world, 
my hope in either of the two scenarios is that women learn to take better care of themselves and 
feel good about it. 

We have one life. We want to self-optimize and milk the shit out of it. 

- Paltrow, 2020

To conclude this iteration of my research, and in the hope for a better future for female health 
and well-being across the globe, I would like to state that the larger purpose of this thesis 
exploration has been about re-evaluating the significance what self-tracking. While the term is 
often associated with synonyms like self-transformation, self-modulation, self-measurement, 
self-enhancement, and self-regulation amongst others, I have begun to view self-tracking as self- 
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love, self-care, self-kindness and self-acceptance. I have been lucky to find ways to use my data to 
uplift and empower me, and I hope to create this opportunity for other individuals who want to 
take control of managing their health and well-being. 
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Figure 46: Infant body data mapping, iteration one. 
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Figure 47: Female body data mapping, iteration two. 
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     Figure 48: Male body data mapping, iteration two. 
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Figure 50: User Persona, iteration one. 
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   Figure 51: User Persona, iteration two. 
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APPENDIX G: VISUALIZATION WIREFRAMES 

Figure 52: Overall well-being wireframe iteration one, prototype two. 
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       Figure 53: Overall well-being wireframe iteration two, prototype two. 
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      Figure 56: Family nourishment wireframe, prototype two. 
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  Figure 57: Restoration wireframe ambient state, prototype three. 
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       Figure 58: Restoration wireframe interactive state, prototype three. 
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       Figure 59: Menstrual wireframe ambient state, prototype three. 
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       Figure 60: Menstrual wireframe interactive state, prototype three. 
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Figure 61: Restoration visualization design, prototype three. 
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      Figure 62: Menstrual visualization design ambient state, prototype four. 
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      Figure 63: Menstrual visualization design interactive state, prototype four. 
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      Figure 64: Restoration visualization design ambient state, prototype four. 
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Figure 65: Restoration visualization design interactive state, prototype four. 

Figure 66: Restoration visualization explanation diagram, prototype four. 
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APPENDIX K: SOFTWARE 

Wireframing & Prototyping 

Adobe XD 

Illustration 

Procreate for iPad Pro 

Design 

Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop 

Motion Graphics 

Adobe After Effects, Adobe Photoshop 

Data Sorting 

Microsoft Excel 

Data Visualization 

Tableau, D3.js 
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	AUTHOR’S NOTE 
	AUTHOR’S NOTE 
	When I chose to write this thesis on building empathy in self-tracking, I was unaware of just how meaningful the process would end up being. Writing this thesis has been an enriching, invigorating journey of self-discovery. This thesis has given me a deep understanding into just how connected my mind and body are, and what factors affect my physical and mental health and well-being. 
	Born a millennial, I am part of a generation that seeks purpose in their work with their professional and personal aspirations deeply intertwined. The concept of “hustling harder” and pushing beyond the conventional 9:00 am to 5:00 pm job to expedite growth became somewhat normative. Our profession has become the most significant aspect of our identity, and this tendency is becoming addictive for some. I am no stranger to this trend. My unwavering devotion to my job led to me neglect my health and well-bein
	In retrospect, being forced to lie down led to me developing a heightened sense of awareness of my body. I focused on getting to know myself better. I looked for physical and psychological patterns, such as being able to pre-empt a cold with the kind of headache I had. I was making mental notes all along. Subconsciously, I was lifelogging to keep track of changes in my body, and I continued to do so even after I had healed. I began to practice Yoga and soon found myself tracking my progress. I was more cogn
	During that time, the only tracking tools I had were my memory and the rare mobile entry in my Notes application, causing my lifelogging practice to be inconsistent and short-lived. Also, the data I captured was qualitative and personal, with no standard data points or guidelines in place to be able to draw insights in the form of comparisons or set goals. However, somehow it all made sense 
	During that time, the only tracking tools I had were my memory and the rare mobile entry in my Notes application, causing my lifelogging practice to be inconsistent and short-lived. Also, the data I captured was qualitative and personal, with no standard data points or guidelines in place to be able to draw insights in the form of comparisons or set goals. However, somehow it all made sense 
	to me because I was the one creating the data. I always longed for the right tools to help me capture aspects of my health, on the condition that they would not require my constant attention or extreme effort. 

	When I discovered the Quantified Self community and learned about the rapid growth of biological sensors, I was enthralled. It felt like discovering a hidden treasure on a remote island. I was keen to explore what the world of self-tracking devices had to offer for improved physical and mental well-being. However, I was soon disappointed when I discovered that one-third of the devices sold globally were abandoned within the first six months of use (Gartner, 2018). I had to investigate why these devices that
	I couldn’t help but wonder if we relate to our bodies the same way we relate to numbers at the workplace? Do we scrutinize ourselves the same way we examine statistics in business meetings? Has this ideology stemmed from the millennial intertwining of work and play? And if so, what culture is this trend advocating for the future of self-tracking This thesis is an attempt to move away from this utilitarian approach towards an empathetic and compassionate one. As designers, we must find ways to harness the po
	Technology has begun to take care of us in ways that we thought were uniquely human. 
	CHRIS DANCY, THE MINDFUL CYBORG 

	INTRODUCTION 
	INTRODUCTION 
	This thesis presents a humane approach to visualizing data from the human body within the realm of health and well-being wearables. It employs an iterative development process to critique current industrial practices. By doing so, my research speculates alternate futures for a more empathetic and compassionate approach towards visualizing biological data from wearable, self-tracking devices. I investigate various theoretical concepts within health and well-being theory, Personal Informatics Tools and the Qu
	Research Question: 
	Research Question: 
	How might we design systems of data visualizations for health and fitness wearables that present gathered data in ways that are coherent, contextual, and humane? 


	RESEARCH RATIONALE 
	RESEARCH RATIONALE 
	2.1 Thesis Document Outline 
	2.1 Thesis Document Outline 
	I employ this thesis to create awareness around critical concepts, issues and opportunities within self-tracking for health and well-being. This thesis document begins with a review of relevant theory, Quantified Self practitioner’s reports, and a horizon scan of commercial wearable devices. The review is followed by a detailed explanation of the methodologies and methods employed within this thesis. Thereafter, the research is synthesized, and the prototype creation process is elucidated. Also included are
	In this document, the term self-tracking is used several times. Depending on the argument at hand, it may be articulated as self-measurement, self-regulation, self-modulation or self-enhancement. Also, the term active tracking is used when referring to manual logging, and the term passive tracking is used for sensor-based automated tracking. The term wearable also appears several times within this document. In my opinion, a wearable is a technological device designed to be placed on or within the body. Its 
	The words coherent, contextual, and humane also appear a number of times in this document, including in my research question. These terms have motivated my research-creation process and served as guiding principles throughout my exploration. While I discuss the meaning of each term concerning this thesis in the Prototyping Motivations Section (5.1), I would like to introduce the three terms briefly to give the reader initial insight into their significance. The term coherent in my thesis refers to my attemp

	2.2 Research Creation Process 
	2.2 Research Creation Process 
	This thesis employs an iterative development process that comprises three predominant stages: examination, definition, and creation. Examination entails problem definition through a detailed research exercise, which involved an analysis of theory, Quantified Self practitioner’s reports, as well as a horizon scan of commercially available wearable devices. The objective of this phase was to gain insight into data types can be extracted from different bodies across different genders and life-stages. All of th
	Figure
	Figure 1: My iterative development process to prototype creation. 

	2.3 Choice to Work with my Data 
	2.3 Choice to Work with my Data 
	A number of creative practitioners that undertake data-based projects in relation to the human body choose to work with their data. Practitioners like Laurie Frick and Giorgia Lupi chose to collect and analyze their own data to create exhibits and publications. Roxolyana (Sana) Shepko-Hamilton, as part of her Graduate Thesis, compounded eight years of social media conversations between her sister and herself and visualized them in order to understand human relationships in the time of the internet (Shepko-H
	I favoured working with my data because it gave me the opportunity to control the data collection process. Through my data analysis, I was able to uncover hidden values, beliefs, and assumptions that were embedded within my lifestyle and behaviors. This insight contributed to my reflection and visualization process, and the depth and quality of the insight would not have been the same with another individual’s data, or an application. I personally believe that self-tracking is an intimate, private practice,
	Lastly, the reason I was inspired to undertake this research was to find sustainable, personal and accessible ways to look after my health and well-being. Using my own data, not only gave me critical insight into my research but also led me to make changes to my lifestyle and habits. 

	2.4 Scope and Limitations 
	2.4 Scope and Limitations 
	The aim of this thesis is not to prescribe a new fool-proof system for biological data visualization, but to propose a shift in mindset, priorities, values, motivations, and behaviors for the design and development of biological data visualizations from health and fitness wearables. While there are multiple causes for device abandonment mentioned briefly within the context review, the focus here lies in visualizing the data in ways that are more contextual, coherent and humane. Listed below are the limitati
	o 
	o 
	o 
	The number of visualizations created within the time allotted for this research. Given the array of data points that can be extracted from the body and categories than can be visualized, this thesis focusses on two key categories due to the constraints in time. In addition, due to the limited time the number of body types that the research is adapted to is limited to the author for this iteration of the research. 

	o 
	o 
	Feedback from user testing on the visualizations is reflected upon, however, not implemented into the prototypes created in this thesis, due to the time constraints. 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Due to the speculative nature of this thesis, the visualizations have not been created with the sole intent of going to market. While they have been developed as prototypes, there is a 

	significant amount of development required in terms of strategy, insight and testing prior to being commercialized. 

	o 
	o 
	This thesis aims to decode the implications of visualizing biological data as per current industrial norms and addresses front end privacy issues with the visualization of biological data. Privacy concerns with the backend of the technology speculated in this thesis are discussed briefly in the Reflection Chapter (7.0). However, this aspect is not essential to and within the scope of this research and therefore not discussed in detail. 




	Context Review 
	Context Review 
	3.1 A Short History of Self-Tracking 
	3.1 A Short History of Self-Tracking 
	Wearable self-tracking devices have been described as triggering ‘a new culture of personal data’ and as representative of a revolution in how individuals understand their own bodies. 
	-Wolf, 2009 
	Finding ways to measure things has been an area of interest for humankind for a long time, as measuring things perhaps meant being able to master or control them. Measuring the human body is no exception to this desire. Foucault, in his essay on “Technologies of the self” (1988), elucidates humankind’s history of developing self-knowledge through fields such as “economics, biology, psychiatry, medicine, and penology” (p.18). He describes technologies of the self as those that allow individuals to change or 
	The human body is a sophisticated, beautiful system of systems that self-regulates. Its eleven systems comprise seventy-eight organs that work tirelessly to maintain a biological balance through what we call homeostasis (Lanese, 2019). In my opinion, self-regulation for the average person has typically been subjective in the past, and the need for effective self-regulation has been a critical driver in the development of self-tracking practices. While self-tracking once depended on natural cues from the bod
	The human body is a sophisticated, beautiful system of systems that self-regulates. Its eleven systems comprise seventy-eight organs that work tirelessly to maintain a biological balance through what we call homeostasis (Lanese, 2019). In my opinion, self-regulation for the average person has typically been subjective in the past, and the need for effective self-regulation has been a critical driver in the development of self-tracking practices. While self-tracking once depended on natural cues from the bod
	(Iyengar, 2002, p. 4). There were no quantified figures, tables or incentivized tracking contests. Teachers, who had devoted their lives to the practice helped individuals increase their bodily awareness in ways that worked for them. I believe that at the time, empathy formed an integral part of the teacher-pupil relationship, which also encompassed a deep sense of respect and reverence for the human body in all its manifestations. 

	In the west, a new dialogue around the idea of the self, prompted self-tracking. Self-measurement was practiced by recording and reflecting. Foucault (1988) says that during the Hellenistic age (323-31 BC), “Taking care of oneself became linked to a constant writing activity” (p. 27). Self-tracking was undertaken through diaries, journals and other manual methods. The purpose of self-tracking was to pay attention to the “nuances of life, mood, and reading, and the experience of oneself,” or what we might no
	During the Renaissance, the ideology of the self and existence emerged as popular topics for writers. Some of the most prolific writings about the self, came from Husserl, Heidegger, Sartre and other philosophers. Amongst them was Rene Descartes, who wrote “A Discourse on Method” (1637). He said, “cogito, ergo sum,” better known as, “I think; therefore, I am” (p. 30). With this statement, Descartes established what is commonly called the Cartesian Split, which led to a mind-body dichotomy that has persisted
	Additionally, as medicine exploded in the 1900s, individuals relegated control of bodily regulation to healthcare professionals, thereby causing a shift in the practice of care, from preventive to corrective (Winter, 2009). It is my position that during this time, the development of ambulatory devices (such as the electrocardiogram machine) in professional healthcare environments gradually quantified the process of reading signals from the body. However, deciphering and acting on the data was reserved for h
	As numbers became indicators of good and bad health, they made the process of self-tracking more robotic. The weight scale was the first quantified self-measuring device introduced over a century ago, in the early 1900s (Crawford, Lingel, & Karrpi, 2015, p. 495). It progressed rapidly from healthcare spaces into the public and eventually made its way into domestic households. For the first time, users were able to track an aspect of their body with precision, as often as they wanted, in the privacy of their
	Figure

	Figure 2: An advertisement for a weight scale in the 1900’s. (Source Unknown) 
	Figure 2: An advertisement for a weight scale in the 1900’s. (Source Unknown) 

	3.2 Self Tracking in 2020 
	3.2 Self Tracking in 2020 
	Today, self-tracking or self-measuring is becoming a precision-based, collaborative process between humans and machines. From smart thermometers and smart scales in every home to non-invasive glucose monitors, and seizure detecting skin sensors. Measuring various aspects of the body has become a precursor to any assessment of health and well-being. In her essay “Cyborg Manifesto” (2014), Donna Haraway states that the sharp contrast between human and machine is decreasing incrementally and that eventually, h
	Currently, tracking devices are on our bodies, around us, and even inside us. We refer to them as wearables, implantables, ingestibles, and tattooables. Some of the most popular devices are the Apple Watch and Fitbit Versa, but there are also other devices focused on chronic disease management such as the ingestible sensor from Proteus health for diabetics (“Proteus Digital Health,” n.d.). The stark contrast between self-trackers who need the data to survive, and those who adopt it purely out of interest fo
	Wearables are moving beyond wristwatches into other wearable forms for the body. Smart clothing is making its way into consumer markets. Pivot Yoga, dubbed “World’s Smartest Yoga Wear” by Business Wire, comprises clothing with invisible sensors that claim to be able to tell your body’s yoga position accuracy down to the inch (“Pivot Yoga,” n.d.). Myant Inc., a Toronto based enterprise, is also developing smart clothes to read heart health (Fung, 2020). Wearables are unparalleled in their extreme proximity t
	The surge of global wearable shipments in the coming years can be attributed to the rise of sensor-based technology (Gartner, 2018). Sensors are becoming cheaper, smaller, smarter, more 
	connected and more intuitive, and therefore, wearables are becoming more wearable. Clint Zeagler, a wearable technology designer, states that “devices have become smaller while also being able to sense and measure more. More wearable devices are now used as body sensors, and more devices now take advantage of the human body’s ability to sense” (2017, p. 1). For the first time, users can access unprecedented amounts of data collected from their bodies. However, their ability to analyze and apply the insights
	Wearables serve our desires for longevity, self-optimization, enhancement and perhaps even perfection (Foucault, 1988, p. 4), by allowing us to self-regulate and self-modulate objectively through self-measurement. In the media, these aspirational forms of human beings have appeared in Bladerunner’s “Replicants” and Gattaca’s “Valids.” Steven Brown, in his book “Tokyo Cyberpunk,” refers to the Posthuman’s “achievement-orientated ideology” as a significant aspect of their personalities, for which wearables ar
	The fields of the Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence are also developing rapidly to provide supporting infrastructure to store, analyze, and interpret large sets of big data, collected through wearables across the globe. David Rose in his book “Enchanted Objects” states that the cost of processing (concerning sensors, computers, and displays) has reduced 128 times in the last decade” (2014, p. 118). As wearables are adopted rapidly, the culture of living with personal 
	In my opinion, the health and fitness industries stand at the forefront of the wearables movement. The power of care is moving back to the individual as we enter a new area of participatory preventive health. Melanie Swan says that “The individual has become the central focal point in 
	In my opinion, the health and fitness industries stand at the forefront of the wearables movement. The power of care is moving back to the individual as we enter a new area of participatory preventive health. Melanie Swan says that “The individual has become the central focal point in 
	health, which is now seen as a systemic complexity of wellness and prevention, as opposed to an isolated condition or pathology” (2012, p. 113). In her paper on the “Quantified Self”, she adds that the most critical challenge for contemporary medicine is prevention. Technologies that can detect early warning signs before the clinical diagnosis of disease are still in nascent stages. They require large volumes of unobstructed personal health data (about 1 billion points per person) to detect abnormalities or

	In my opinion, one challenge is the trend for commercial wearables is to communicate data in an objective, quantified approach that is sometimes punitive. This can often trigger adverse psychological reactions, such as self-doubt and anxiety for wearers. Arwa Mahdawi (2014), a writer for The Guardian, says, “There are already accounts of fitness trackers being used by people who suffer from eating disorders, a grim example of self-tracking and internalized surveillance taken to an extreme.” I think that aut

	3.3 The Wearables Industry 
	3.3 The Wearables Industry 
	In some way, all of the Big Nine companies have ambitious health strategies that we will see unfold in the coming years. 
	-Amy Webb, 2019, p. 279 
	According to Deloitte’s 2019 “Global Healthcare Outlook”, global healthcare spending records in 2018 were over $7 Trillion, and are slated to rise in the future (2018, p. 7). The need for high-quality healthcare is only increasing with a steadily ageing population, growing numbers of chronic disease cases, increasing obesity rates and sedentary lifestyles. When it comes to the 
	According to Deloitte’s 2019 “Global Healthcare Outlook”, global healthcare spending records in 2018 were over $7 Trillion, and are slated to rise in the future (2018, p. 7). The need for high-quality healthcare is only increasing with a steadily ageing population, growing numbers of chronic disease cases, increasing obesity rates and sedentary lifestyles. When it comes to the 
	digital healthcare innovation market, the Big Nine currently own it (Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Apple, IBM, Facebook in the USA, Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu in China). Amy Webb (2019) highlights the keen interest that these entities are taking in driving healthcare innovation, particularly in building wearables with advanced biometric sensors, recognition technologies, ubiquitous devices (IoT), AI frameworks and cloud servers. They are also making sizable acquisitions in the field (to build their respective 

	Apple has showcased its capabilities in consumer-centric healthcare technology with the new ECG feature on the Apple Watch, and its multiple research health research collaborations with leading healthcare institutions across North America. They also filed a patent for universal ear-pods with inbuilt biosensors (Patent No. US 10,149,041 B2, 2017), not to mention their open-source CareKit, ResearchKit and their foray into direct to consumer healthcare services. Google is not far behind with its WearOS, Deepmi
	Apart from the Big Nine, numerous digital healthcare start-ups have made their mark across the globe in recent years and are contributing significantly to the advancing course of healthcare innovation. Proteus Health (“Proteus Digital Health,” n.d.) is one such example, with a digital medicine offering that includes a set of ingestible sensors, a wearable patch and a mobile application to support the hardware. The start-up promises efficiency and measurement in the management of chronic diseases, particular
	Apart from the Big Nine, numerous digital healthcare start-ups have made their mark across the globe in recent years and are contributing significantly to the advancing course of healthcare innovation. Proteus Health (“Proteus Digital Health,” n.d.) is one such example, with a digital medicine offering that includes a set of ingestible sensors, a wearable patch and a mobile application to support the hardware. The start-up promises efficiency and measurement in the management of chronic diseases, particular
	Monitor, n.d.). 

	In an interview with Knowledge@Wharton, Martin Lindstrom discusses his book titled “Small Data: The Tiny Clues That Uncover Huge Trends” (2014). He talks about how small data reveals the “why” behind the big data, and that is where actual value and insight around consumers lies. The wearables industry must uncover the “why” to overcome current challenges with abandonment. He claims that the biggest issue is “that the corporate world has become completely blinded by Big Data. However, it’s very, very hard to

	3.4 The Quantified Self and Personal Informatics 
	3.4 The Quantified Self and Personal Informatics 
	Swan defines the Quantified Self as “any individual engaged in the self-tracking of any kind of biological, physical, behavioral, or environmental information” What she also proceeds to state is that labels such as the Quantified Self are natural progressions in the human tendency to measure, calculate and prove things to bring control to the world (2013, p. 85-86). The emergent Quantified Self Community defines themselves as “an international community of users and makers of self-tracking tools who share a
	Figure
	Figure 3: Facebook search result for Quantified Self Groups. 
	While the name Quantified Self gained popularity across the globe through its global community, the term Personal Informatics is most commonly associated with the design and development of systems and tools that enhance self-knowledge within the realm of Human-Computer Interaction. Li, Dey, & Forlizzi (2010), define Personal Informatics as the process of collecting of reflecting upon data about oneself that informs people about themselves (p. 557). They also state that it “helps people by facilitating colle

	3.5 Self-Tracking Motivations 
	3.5 Self-Tracking Motivations 
	If you are tracking for any reason — to answer a health question, achieve a goal, explore an idea, or simply because you are curious — you can find help and support here. 
	-Quantified Self, n.d. 
	Before discussing motivations, it is essential to understand the desired outcomes for self-tracking. Swan, in her “Health 2050 Model” (Figure 4), highlights the various health outcomes for both physical and mental well-being. Her proposed outcomes range from essential desires such as cure and improvement, to more complex desires such as self-expression and longevity, both of which shed light upon how interconnected the mind and the body is (2012, p. 95). 
	Figure
	Figure 4: Health 2050: An expanded concept of health and health care (Swan, 2012. p. 95). 
	The five types of self-tracking, as defined by Rooksby et al. (2014, p. 1167-1169) are: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Directive tracking involves goal-driven tracking. Goals are either set by the user, the product they are using, or a coach that is guiding the process. Individuals generally self-track with an end goal in mind, usually triggered by a desired lifestyle change. For example, to get to a certain weight or muscle mass, optimize a particular aspect of their health, or to manage a long-term disease. Directive tracking usually continues over a prolonged period until the set goals are met, for which progress is usua

	o 
	o 
	Documentary tracking entails documenting habits and behaviors, and not necessarily changing them. Individuals who track with this approach tend to look at the practice as a way to introspect, reflect or remember. Both pleasant experiences or bad experiences tare logged for their nuances, and the practice is usually inconsistent, as there is no real goal to meet that requires consistent effort. 

	o 
	o 
	Diagnostic tracking comprises tracking to look for connections, variances or abnormalities in the body. Extracted data may be logged to be shared either with a relevant professional or a peer. However, there are no set standards for recording with this practice. Tracking of this kind continues until a solution or an answer is found and is not typically 


	long term. It is generally employed by individuals who are managing a condition, or those 
	looking for symptoms to an undiagnosed issue. 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Collecting Rewards (Gamified tracking) encompasses incentive focused tracking. This form of tracking is emerging as a trend within the wearable industry with employers, insurers, and healthcare providers using this strategy to lure individuals into becoming more active, destress, or meeting specific goals set by their respective organizations. One application called Carrot Rewards, a mobile application for residents of three Canadian provinces and one territory, allowed users to complete health questionnair

	o 
	o 
	Fetishized tracking is for trackers fascinated by technology. Trackers are in it merely to experiment with the gadgets they acquire. This type of tracking is short-lived, inconsistent, and only lasts while devices are trendy and desirable. 


	It is clear from the motivations stated by Rooksby et al. that no one size fits all when it comes to self-tracking. The need for personalization within preventive healthcare is imminent. In my opinion, an individual wearing a device might even assume that the device understands their body, as opposed to a generic version of a person. For example, individuals tracking their nutrition through a documentary-based practice will probably not be inclined towards a device’s weight-loss driven proposition to counti
	My initial foray into self-tracking was documentary based to gain awareness into my lifestyle. I began tracking with the assumption that I was healthy, and that I needed to change nothing about myself. Through the exercise, I was able to gain an in-depth understanding of my habits, tendencies, and irregularities. I have learned that my caffeine binges and unbalanced sleep timings were affecting my productivity. I wanted to change this habit, which inadvertently converted my documentary-based practice into a
	3.6 Device Abandonment 
	Wearables are proliferating owing to individuals across the globe who procure the devices as a form of self-investment (Schüll, 2016). The excitement of the purchase, however, is short-lived, and some devices end up being abandoned sooner than later. Charles Arthur (2014), states that fitness trackers are currently no stickier than new year’s resolutions. He expresses his concern for the future of wearables, given the current rates of device abandonment. He quotes research by the Endeavour Partners based in
	What is more, while one in ten American adults own some form of an activity tracker, half of them no longer use it.” This is an alarming number, given that almost 245 million wearable devices were sold across the globe in 2019 (Figure 7), according to a report by CCS Insight (n.d.). Arthur goes on to discuss where current challenges within the wearable industry might lie. He mentions the possibility of wearables being in nascent stages of development and, therefore, limited in the value they can provide. He
	Figure
	Figure 5: CCS Insights summary on wearable shipments worldwide between 2016-2023 (n.d.). 
	In this section, I discuss numerous potential causes for wearable device abandonment in alignment with the Stage Based Model of Personal Informatics (Li et al., 2010, p. 561). The model (Figure 8) was created to pave the way for Personal Informatics tools of the future to be designed holistically, and to allow a balance between user-control versus automated technology in tools for self-tracking. The authors state that these tools should also account for multiple facets of their user’s lives, which grounds t
	Figure
	Figure 6: Stage Based Model of Personal Informatics Systems (Li et al., 2010, p. 561). 
	Stage 1: Preparation 
	During the preparation stage, the initial challenge for individuals lies in establishing motivation for tracking, which inadvertently influences their search for the appropriate device. It is at this stage that individuals are coerced by various advertisements and beautiful websites by wearable companies. The platforms comprise compelling testimonials (which cannot easily be verified) promising to transform an individual’s life quality (Figure 9). Orazi & Nyilasy (2019), state that “Advertisers have been aw
	Another potential cause is the social acceptance of the device in the mind of the wearer. Dunne et al. (2014), state that self-tracking is no longer a selfish activity, but a sociable, shared practice (p. 1). The socialization of self-tracking may be making wearers more critical about the aesthetics of the wearable devices they procure. The authors also state that wearables are no longer perceived merely as personal electronics or gadgets. However, because they are attached to the wearer’s bodies, they are 
	Figure
	Figure 7: Headspace’s website promises a “happier life” with daily meditations (Left) (Headspace, n.d.). Fitbit advertisement promises more than your “regular self” (Center) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 
	Figure
	Figure 8: Movement Sensor Placement Body Map for ideal device placement (Zeagler, 2017). 
	Stage 2: Collection 
	One of the biggest challenges at the collection stage lies with the comfort of a wearable device on the wearer’s body. Dunne & Smyth (2007), define wearability as “the degree of comfort afforded by a body-mounted object or device.” In contrast, unwearability entails discomfort or unattractiveness, which can be attributed to devices that continuously demand the user’s conscious attention, often causing frustration (p. 1). It is my belief that physical challenges with wearable devices can be categorized into 
	One of the biggest challenges at the collection stage lies with the comfort of a wearable device on the wearer’s body. Dunne & Smyth (2007), define wearability as “the degree of comfort afforded by a body-mounted object or device.” In contrast, unwearability entails discomfort or unattractiveness, which can be attributed to devices that continuously demand the user’s conscious attention, often causing frustration (p. 1). It is my belief that physical challenges with wearable devices can be categorized into 
	inconsistent data collection. Rooksby et al. (2014), state that the physicality or ergonomics of the device are vital to its adoption or abandonment (Figure 8). When it comes to the position of the device, wearers prefer wristwatches because they are least obstructive and not as expensive as smartphones (p. 1167). 

	Wearables that seamlessly integrate with our ‘body schema’ tend to disappear from our consciousness, exist within our reach in our ’peripersonal space,’ and therefore are easier to adopt (Dunne & Smyth, 2007, p. 3). However, in some cases, this desire is pushed too far. The La Roche Posay UV Tracker is too small to keep track of and often misplaced by wearers because of its tiny size (La Roche-Posay: My Skin Track UV Sensor, n.d.) (Figure 9). 
	Figure
	Figure 9: La Roche Posay UV Tracker (Left). (Right) (La Roche-Posay: My Skin Track UV Sensor, n.d.). 
	Reviews on apple.com for the La Roche Posay UV Tracker 

	Authors Dunne and Smyth (2007), also state that wearable devices currently contain substantially higher concentrations of metallic or plastic elements as compared to clothing (p. 2). This material distinction can lead to an unfamiliar tactility, making wearables feeling unintuitive, stiffer heavier, and, therefore, uncomfortable. In my experience, I often removed my Fitbit and wiped it down because it was causing my skin to perspire more than usual. That being said, there are companies like Myant (Figure 10
	Figure
	Figure 10: Myant’s SKIIN range with smart underwear to monitor heart health (Fung, 2020). 
	Figure 10: Myant’s SKIIN range with smart underwear to monitor heart health (Fung, 2020). 


	User effort is also a significant challenge for wearable adoption with data collection. The arduous process of continuously inputting data to trace patterns and find anomalies can get tiring for users. In my opinion, manual user input can lead to data sets that are incomplete, inconsistent and inaccurate and, therefore, difficult to act on. This explains why the industry is skewing towards passive data collection for wearable technology in the future. Wolf (2010), in his piece for the New York Times, states
	stage with devices like the GoBe3 which counts calories and hydration levels automatically (HEALBE GoBe3, n.d.), and the WELT Smart Belt Pro that uses a group of embedded sensors to let users know if they are over-eating (WELT: Smart Belt, n.d.). Swan (2013) states that from a 
	perspective of practicality, self-tracking could become more mainstream if it were “automated, easy, inexpensive, and comfortable.” However, for now, manual data collection remains one of the biggest challenges for device adoption. 
	Stage 3: Integration 
	Data processing during the integration stage can either be effortless, passive, and automated or manual, repetitive, and cumbersome for the wearer. While data input is a challenge for users in the collection phase, in the integration phase, the onus of finding connections across different data points and organizing the data is usually occasionally on the user (Rooksby et al., 2014, p. 1169). While some wearable device applications present extracted data in siloed categories, I think that the essence of the 
	Data processing during the integration stage can either be effortless, passive, and automated or manual, repetitive, and cumbersome for the wearer. While data input is a challenge for users in the collection phase, in the integration phase, the onus of finding connections across different data points and organizing the data is usually occasionally on the user (Rooksby et al., 2014, p. 1169). While some wearable device applications present extracted data in siloed categories, I think that the essence of the 
	indicate certain conditions when presented cohesively. Rooksby et al. (2014), conducted user research which led to the discovery that individuals were not using a single tracking device at a time, but a combination of devices, applications and exergames. The authors state that just as systems within the human body are deeply interconnected, it only makes sense for biological data points to be deeply integrated as well (p. 1172). The concept of “sensor fusion” is gaining momentum in the field of robotics and

	There is merit in developing devices in collaboration with the medical community that can provide invaluable insight into our health and well-being by integrating various data points. The AVA Bracelet for women (“AVA: Ovulation Tracking Bracelet,” n.d.) uses five distinctive readings from the female body to predict ovulation dates. The Embrace 2 by Empatica, helps patients with epilepsy detect oncoming seizures early, with a combined four readings from the body (“Embrace Watch: Smarter Epilepsy Management,”
	Stage 4: Reflection 
	At the reflection stage, users explore and interact with the data presented to them. The challenge at this stage lies in the practice of short and long-term reflection for the individual. While short term reflection is vital for current updates on a day-to-day basis, long term reflection is undertaken occasionally, when patterns, trends, abnormalities, or progress need to derive actionable insight. Both types of reflection are equally important; however, as stated above, the frequency of accessing each type
	In my opinion, current wearables do not provide enough value to users in long-term scenarios. In order for the user to be able to reflect and act on the data provided with ease; they need a plan of action. In my position, users of wearables might not want authoritative orders but are still looking 
	In my opinion, current wearables do not provide enough value to users in long-term scenarios. In order for the user to be able to reflect and act on the data provided with ease; they need a plan of action. In my position, users of wearables might not want authoritative orders but are still looking 
	for qualitative insight in the form of advice, that they can choose to act on at their free will. Joseph 

	F. Coughlin (2014), a contributor for The Huffington Post, wrote that while health companies continue to build devices to extract biological data, they must focus on the translation of the devices into real innovation to engage users. Coughlin states that the data collected from various devices can be visualized, but is the meaning of the data understood? And is it understood in a way that it empowers the user or unnerves the user? Currently, most applications come with disclaimers about health advice, and 
	With short-term reflection, the challenge lies in the fact that the smallest variation in data, can cause paranoia and increased doctor visits. Schull states that permanent behavioral changes to habits cannot be made simply by displaying numerical information (Singer, 2015). However, on the other side of the spectrum, systems that are too punitive or prescriptive can also backfire, causing users undue anxiety and perhaps leading to device abandonment. Schull also says that some wearable trends have led to t
	Another challenge faced during the reflection stage is the lack of data personalization. Body type, age (life-stage), gender, cultural background (lineage), lifestyle, routine, habits, geography, and several other factors can affect data readings from an individual’s body. Generic baselines and benchmarks may not resonate with users who want to feel like their investment in themselves have been worth the effort. These considerations need to be factored in when communicating data, especially for long-term re
	Another challenge faced during the reflection stage is the lack of data personalization. Body type, age (life-stage), gender, cultural background (lineage), lifestyle, routine, habits, geography, and several other factors can affect data readings from an individual’s body. Generic baselines and benchmarks may not resonate with users who want to feel like their investment in themselves have been worth the effort. These considerations need to be factored in when communicating data, especially for long-term re
	(“Fitbit Charge HR data while ice skating,” n.d.). Perhaps, setting up custom baselines and benchmarks after developing a detailed understanding of the individual could tackle this issue. 

	The final challenge in the reflection stage is contextualizing data. Context needs to be considered when presenting data to a user. For example, when would a workout summary feel most valuable or relevant? Or when would insight into a meal seem most useful? Li et al. (2010), state that we must “Recognize that data can be meaningful in the context it is produced but may lose meaning when it is removed from that context” (p. 1172). 
	Figure
	Figure 11: Reddit post on Fitbit data collection for ice-skating (Left) (“Fitbit Charge HR data while ice skating,” n.d.). HAPIfork Website Banner (Right) (“HAPIfork: Eat slowly, lose weight, feel great!” n.d.). 
	Figure 11: Reddit post on Fitbit data collection for ice-skating (Left) (“Fitbit Charge HR data while ice skating,” n.d.). HAPIfork Website Banner (Right) (“HAPIfork: Eat slowly, lose weight, feel great!” n.d.). 


	Stage 5: Action 
	The Action State is the point at which individuals act upon their reflections. At this stage, some companies coerce people to act upon their findings. They use techniques like gamification and incentivization to get individuals to meet set targets. In some cases, such as with step counts, I think that these targets tend to be arbitrary, and do not prove scientifically beneficial (Cox, 2018). Swan (2013), states that “The presence of financial incentives could also produce greater adoption in self-tracking” 
	Nevertheless, it can also have adverse effects, such as intense surveillance for when insurers offer discounts on premiums to individuals who meet their daily step goals. Employers are also catching on to this trend. Fitbit’s “Health Solutions” arm works towards improving employee health for “better outcomes, and positive returns for your organization” (“One Easy Health Solution for All Your Employees,” n.d.). Their offering gives employers unrestricted access to employee health data and brings up questions
	It is my position that the main challenge with most wearables is that they do not suggest how to 
	act on data, which is a significant setback for device adoption. The inability to act due to lack of knowledge or confidence in the plan of action based on data can leave users feeling helpless, anxious, frustrated, and perhaps cause abandonment. 
	Figure
	Figure 12: Flo application screenshots: Flo application screen home screen for late period (Left). My experience with taking their in-application chatbot test to investigate why my period was late (Right) (FLO, n.d.) 
	Figure 12: Flo application screenshots: Flo application screen home screen for late period (Left). My experience with taking their in-application chatbot test to investigate why my period was late (Right) (FLO, n.d.) 


	Data presentation is also a challenge in the action stage. As mentioned in the reflection stage, ambiguous data presentation can lead to anxiety, discomfort and possible abandonment, as no one wants to be reminded of their limitations or mistakes. My recent experience with the Flo menstrual tracker application (Figure 12) was upsetting (“Flo -ovulation calendar, period tracker, and pregnancy app,” n.d.). When my period was four days late, the application gave me no reassurance that a delay of up to a week i
	Summary 
	Li et al. (2010), state that problems in each stage of their model affects the next, in what they call “cascading barriers” (p. 563). Poor data collection affects the integration and, therefore, the reflection stage, leaving the individual unable to act. The authors claim that a holistic approach to the design of all stages for Personal Informatics tools of the future is critical. Each stage of the model needs to be considered both individually and holistically in order for the system to be effective (Figur
	Issues not addressed in my prototype: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Misleading advertisements with false promises 

	o 
	o 
	Social acceptance of the device 

	o 
	o 
	Physical comfort afforded by technology, form and material 

	o 
	o 
	Inadequate/Insufficient data to act on 

	o 
	o 
	Short-and long-term reflection 


	Issues addressed in my prototype: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Privacy in self-tracking 

	o 
	o 
	User effort in the form of manual input 

	o 
	o 
	Data interpretation and analysis 

	o 
	o 
	Authoritative devices and interfaces 

	o 
	o 
	Need for personalization 

	o 
	o 
	Setting context for data visualization 


	3.7 Humanizing Biological Data 
	Over the last few years, I have witnessed the digital product industry skewing towards humanized user interfaces, with some organizations using human attributes as inspiration for their design processes. They use this process to build empathy in user experiences and to make their products more relatable. When Airbnb launched the signature “Belo” identity system in 2014, its design philosophy embodied the idea that its customers should be able to feel like they belong anywhere 
	Over the last few years, I have witnessed the digital product industry skewing towards humanized user interfaces, with some organizations using human attributes as inspiration for their design processes. They use this process to build empathy in user experiences and to make their products more relatable. When Airbnb launched the signature “Belo” identity system in 2014, its design philosophy embodied the idea that its customers should be able to feel like they belong anywhere 
	(AirBnb, n.d.). Google’s Material Design (Google, 2020) aims to humanize interface design across all devices, by bridging the gap between the physical and virtual world by creating the illusion of depth to flat screens. The design team at Apple even titled their design system for best practices as “Human Interface Guidelines” (Apple Inc., n.d.). 

	As we enter a new information revolution (Lupi, n.d.)l, I believe that data visualization needs to embody similar values to user experience design. Since we can remember, data has mostly been visualized in a professional context. This trend has caused the industry to skew towards design systems that focus on efficiency and optimization. The need to visualize data beyond business is an emerging area. As data sets get bigger and more complex, the need to visualize them without dumbing them down is becoming im
	Giorgia Lupi’s (n.d.) ‘Data Humanism Manifesto’ (Figure 13) calls for a paradigm shift in the way information is represented visually. Giorgia asks practitioners to reconsider the way data is visualized. She asks them to move beyond adding numbers to charts into creating visual systems that could be more insightful, personal and thereby more relatable. She asks for data to be embraced in all its complexity and for designers to use the art of data visualization to connect numbers to rich concepts, perspectiv
	Figure
	Figure 13: Giorgia Lupi’s Data Humanism Manifesto (Lupi, n.d.). 
	In my opinion, when it comes to our health and well-being, our approach to visualizing data needs to change. Associating the human body with bar charts, pie charts and other precise visualizations can have adverse effects on the user’s state of mind. Cairo discusses the concepts of sight, perception, and cognition in his book “the functional art” (2013, p. 180). By taking inspiration from his writing, I argue that perceiving these precise visualizations for data from our bodies as normative, can lead to us 
	Within the emerging field of data humanism, we are also witnessing the advent of Data Physicalization as a way to humanize our interaction with data. According to the Data Physical Wikipedia, “Data Physicalizing aims to help people explore, understand, and communicate data using computer-supported physical data representations” (Data Phys Wiki, n.d.). Artist Laurie Frick uses materials like felt, acrylic sheets, and paper to visualize her sleep, mood, and personality (Figure 14) (Frick, n.d.). I believe tha
	Figure
	Figure 14: Laurie Frick’s felt personality visualization (Left). Sleep, mood and personal data visualization created using colored paper (Right) (Frick, n.d.). 
	Figure 14: Laurie Frick’s felt personality visualization (Left). Sleep, mood and personal data visualization created using colored paper (Right) (Frick, n.d.). 


	It is my position that the fundamental principles of design communication apply to the design of data visualizations. Authors Isabel Meirelles and Cairo both refer to Gestalt’s Principles within their books (Figure 15) (2013, p. 23) (2013, p. 208). The word Gestalt means patterns, and the concept is built based on the brain’s ability to “follow certain principles of perceptual organization” (Cairo, 2013). Meirelles quotes Wertheimer (1959), who says that “the Gestalt principles are effective not only in enh
	Figure
	Figure 15: Gestalt’s Principles (“Gestalt Principles for Information Design,” 2018). 
	Figure 15: Gestalt’s Principles (“Gestalt Principles for Information Design,” 2018). 


	Another essential piece of writing I apply within this thesis is the Ten Perceptual Tasks model by Cleveland and McGill (Figure 16) (Cairo, 2013, p. 216-218). Their paper recommends guidelines for choosing apt graphical forms to visualize data, depending on the purpose of the visualization. The model is based on how easily the human brain can detect differences across various graphical forms. The higher the form is on the scale, the more accurate the viewer’s judgement. 
	Figure
	Figure 16: Cleveland and McGill’s Ten Perceptual Tasks Model (Cairo, 2013, p. 218) 
	Figure 16: Cleveland and McGill’s Ten Perceptual Tasks Model (Cairo, 2013, p. 218) 


	I also take inspiration from Bill Shander’s “4X4 model of Knowledge Content” (2016) (Figure 17). His model comprises four gradual steps to presenting knowledge to engage audiences. He recommends helping the audience to step into the right level of content based on their needs, thereby improving the outcomes of the visualization at hand. His model begins at the water cooler, where concepts are presented to the user. After that, it progresses to the cafe, where data is perceived, and storytelling conveys its’
	Figure
	Figure 17: Bill Shander’s 4x4 Model of Knowledge Content (2016). 
	Figure 17: Bill Shander’s 4x4 Model of Knowledge Content (2016). 


	3.8 Quantified Self Reports 
	In this section, I investigate two Quantified Self practitioners’ reports to gain insight into the nature of data they collect, how it is interpreted and presented to their audiences. In my opinion, typical tracking devices currently display essential data points such as steps and weight but sometimes miss the mark on counting or tracking what their users need. There are also gaps in establishing patterns between different data points and presenting the data in an engaging way. I take inspiration from both 
	3.8.1 Chris Dancy 
	Chris Dancy calls himself “Mindful Cyborg” (2016) and is touted as the “most connected man of Earth.” At one point, he was using close to 700 sensors, devices, applications and services to track, analyze and optimize his life from his calorie intake to his spiritual well-being. Chris’ Data Book 2016 (Figure 18) consists of an analysis of his favourite memories from the year, his travels, time affluence, computer usage patterns, favorite food, coffee shop and movie theatre visits. Upon analyzing Chris’s data
	Chris Dancy calls himself “Mindful Cyborg” (2016) and is touted as the “most connected man of Earth.” At one point, he was using close to 700 sensors, devices, applications and services to track, analyze and optimize his life from his calorie intake to his spiritual well-being. Chris’ Data Book 2016 (Figure 18) consists of an analysis of his favourite memories from the year, his travels, time affluence, computer usage patterns, favorite food, coffee shop and movie theatre visits. Upon analyzing Chris’s data
	behaviors but also his values and beliefs. This thesis considers how our values and beliefs affect our biological data and its visualization. 

	Figure
	Figure 18: Snippets from Chris Dancy’s 2016 Data Book (2016). 
	Figure 18: Snippets from Chris Dancy’s 2016 Data Book (2016). 


	3.8.2 Nicholas Felton 
	Felton’s (2014) practice is centred around “translating quotidian data into meaningful objects and experiences.” His annual reports went viral when they launched, and though he discontinued them in 2014, they hold some hidden gems of insight. While Felton’s data captures his annual summary of an array of points such as his visited locations, weight, heart rate, sleep, computer usage, and alcohol consumption, the most alluring part of his report lies in his page on correlations (Figure 19). It is here that F
	Figure
	Figure 19: Nicholas Felton’s 2014 Annual Report, Correlations (n.d.). 
	Figure 19: Nicholas Felton’s 2014 Annual Report, Correlations (n.d.). 


	RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
	This thesis can be summarized as a critical investigation into the visualization of data from wearables for improved health and well-being. I intend to introduce empathy and compassion to data visualized from the body through the creation of an information architecture, which is then brought to life with two data visualization prototypes. The prototype creation process is iterative. It includes a series of steps of development that lead to the creation of speculative, ambient data visualizations embedded wi
	4.1 Speculative Critical Design 
	The most important question to ask about modern societies is, therefore, what understanding of human life is embodied in the prevailing technical arrangements. 
	-Feenberg, 1999 
	While machines are usually predictable, uniform, and disciplined (because we design them to be that way), humans are radically different. I consider that being human comes with the innate ability to be irrational, impulsive, emotional and spontaneous. Current wearable technology is still nascent in its understanding of human nature. The way data is presented on most wearable mobile applications often resembles infographics that frequent business presentations. Using a Speculative Critical Design Methodology
	According to Johannessen (2017), “Speculative Critical Design (SCD) explores the societal ramifications following the domestication of technology” to spur social debate on what kind of development is preferred for the future (p. 1). Speculative Critical Design also emphasizes ethical design practices that, in most cases, propose alternate trajectories of value systems (away from commercial ones) for products of the future. My chosen methodological combination suits my 
	According to Johannessen (2017), “Speculative Critical Design (SCD) explores the societal ramifications following the domestication of technology” to spur social debate on what kind of development is preferred for the future (p. 1). Speculative Critical Design also emphasizes ethical design practices that, in most cases, propose alternate trajectories of value systems (away from commercial ones) for products of the future. My chosen methodological combination suits my 
	research-creation process for the following reasons. While the critical lens allows me to question normative practices and challenges conventional values (Johannessen, 2017, p. 3), I use a speculative lens to propose alternate value systems for future scenarios that allow for humane data visualization with the user at the nexus of the design and development process. I aim to use the narrative qualities of science fiction that come from Speculative Design (Dunne & Raby, 2013, p. 73), to envision the future o

	Figure
	Figure 20: A/B Manifesto Excerpt by Dunne and Raby (Johannessen, 2017, p. 4). 
	Figure 20: A/B Manifesto Excerpt by Dunne and Raby (Johannessen, 2017, p. 4). 


	Currently, traditional and affirmative design practices in the wearables industry are skewed in similar directions and are narrowing in terms of possibilities for preferred futures (Dunne & Raby, 2013, p. 34). Designers often conform to building products that generate revenue, in line with the expectations of organizations, economies and society. Success is measured based on commercial viability. Currently, there are some concerns with affirmative practices within the wearables industry, which validates the
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Authoritarian approach: I critique the strict, disciplinarian approach that most commercially available wearables are adopting. The concept of “nudging technology” (Schüll, 2016), creates frustration for users, which may stem from a place of the user being unable to keep up with the technology, when in actuality it is the technology that should adjust to the user (p. 12). 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Lack of personalization: I critique the use of generic baselines and benchmarks, as discussed in detail in Device Abandonment (Section 3.6). Also, some applications set 

	unrealistic goals and targets for their users by using arbitrary figures and do not consider the nuances of the user’s lifestyle. This choice can disillusion a user who is unable to meet the required targets. 

	o 
	o 
	Gamification: While providing tangible incentives to users might be a smart way to get them to be more active (if that is what the user wants), this thesis critiques ambiguous scoring systems on wearable applications. The Fitbit sleep and cardio fitness score are examples or arbitrary numbers that can leave users feeling perplexed and unable to act. 

	o 
	o 
	Lack of actionable qualitative insight: Some wearable applications fail to provide actionable insight to their users. They present raw data on different charts but leave users in the dark when it comes to a guide to acting on data. Some applications provide “tips” with lengthy disclaimers to keep themselves safe, which also alarms users who might be anxious when confronted with an abnormality in their data patterns. For example, some menstrual tracking applications assume that a delayed cycle is due to a po

	o 
	o 
	Context and Integration: Some wearable applications fail to consider the user’s lived experience with their biological data. The way the applications categorize data points does not align with the way the user lives through them. Data presented to the user can get challenging to decode, and act on. Further, applications do not consider the context in which the data might be of most value to the user. For example, when might a user be most inclined to view their sleep data? 

	o 
	o 
	The user’s psychological and emotional well-being: This thesis prototype critiques current practices of extracting data from the body that focuses on the physical form, and do not consider the user’s state of mind in presenting a picture of their overall health and wellbeing. 
	-


	o 
	o 
	Competitive approach: This thesis critiques current competitive approaches within social self-tracking to advocate more community-driven tracking practices with the intent of mutual growth at the forefront of the tracking exercise. 


	As a critical response to the concerns mentioned above, I use my biological data to create prototypes of Critical Speculative Artefacts in the form of domestic, embedded, ambient visualizations that intend to elicit empathy and compassion from users. The artifact prototypes function as design solutions and not art installations. According to Johannessen (2017), the semantic and social values of products are beginning to outweigh their utilitarian values (p. 1). Because data from our bodies can feel like a p
	Figure
	Figure 21: Traditional and Speculative Critical Design Comparison (Johannessen, 2017, p. 7). 
	Figure 21: Traditional and Speculative Critical Design Comparison (Johannessen, 2017, p. 7). 


	According to Johannessen's Traditional and Speculative Critical Design Comparison (Figure 21), this thesis employs a critical attitude towards industrial practices by speculating an idealistic future where data from our bodies can seamlessly enmesh itself into our daily routines and lifestyles (p. 7). My prototypes intend to act like companions as opposed to disciplinarians, in order to cultivate positive self-tracking practices. 
	I use the principles of Discursive Design by Tharp and Tharp to generate knowledge and “encourage discourse” within the design and development of Personal Informatics tools for health 
	I use the principles of Discursive Design by Tharp and Tharp to generate knowledge and “encourage discourse” within the design and development of Personal Informatics tools for health 
	and well-being (Johannessen, 2017, p. 3). This thesis is catered towards both design experts and users of wearable devices. It resides within the Instrumental External Quadrant in Tharp and Tharp’s model on “Types of Discursive Products”, (Figure 22) for prototypes aimed at generating knowledge and encouraging discourse (Johannessen, 2017, p. 3). The visualization prototypes I create intend to serve as critical tools to not only spur debate within the wearable design community, but also serve as tools for c

	Figure
	Figure 22: Types of Discursive Products by Tharp & Tharp ((Johannessen, 2017, p. 3) 
	Figure 22: Types of Discursive Products by Tharp & Tharp ((Johannessen, 2017, p. 3) 


	4.2 Iterative Development 
	This thesis employs an iterative development process that resides within a Speculative Critical Design methodology. Goodman, E., Kuniavsky, M., & Moed (2012), define iterative development as a “systematic way of integrating the process of finding the problems and creating solutions, focusing on individual elements without losing sight of the whole” (p. 29). The process is evidence-based as opposed to being based on assumptions and calls for “continual refinement through trial and error” (p. 30). This call e
	This thesis employs an iterative development process that resides within a Speculative Critical Design methodology. Goodman, E., Kuniavsky, M., & Moed (2012), define iterative development as a “systematic way of integrating the process of finding the problems and creating solutions, focusing on individual elements without losing sight of the whole” (p. 29). The process is evidence-based as opposed to being based on assumptions and calls for “continual refinement through trial and error” (p. 30). This call e
	product development industry. I consider that the process is applicable across any domain with human-centred problem-solving at its heart. It is also called rapid development, iterative prototyping, and is gaining favor as a method over conventional ones such as Corporate edict and the Waterfall. As a User Experience Designer, this method has resonated strongly with my professional practice over the last seven years. Therefore, I chose to carry it forward into this thesis exploration. 

	My prototype creation comprised a process of “progressive refinement through cyclical data-driven development” (Goodman et al., 2012, p. 32). In this thesis, I have created the first version of a visualization prototype that can go through numerous further cycles of development to reach its potential and perhaps become marketable one day. Speaking from my personal experience with iterative development, the lack of a set outcome can make the process feel uncertain, which can also be frustrating for creators.
	Secondly, iterative design is a flexible working method and allows progressive refinement across any step of the process. Because this thesis is a new exploration into visualizing biological data, it was difficult to envision the end prototype without rounds of trial and error. Lastly, as I progressed through the various steps of my iterative development cycle (Figure 1), I was able to gain confidence and clarity into my vision for the high-fidelity prototype I would create as part of my research. Working i
	The three stages within my Iterative Development process, based on research by Goodman et al. (2012), are listed below: 
	o Examine: According to Goodman et al. (2012), “This step attempts to define the problems and whom they affect”(p. 32). I began my research process by studying other Quantified Self practitioners (Section 3.8) to gain insight into their self-tracking exercises, as well as theory from the Quantified Self, personal informatics, and a horizon scan of commercially available 
	o Examine: According to Goodman et al. (2012), “This step attempts to define the problems and whom they affect”(p. 32). I began my research process by studying other Quantified Self practitioners (Section 3.8) to gain insight into their self-tracking exercises, as well as theory from the Quantified Self, personal informatics, and a horizon scan of commercially available 
	devices. I found that each Quantified Self tracker had a unique approach to self-modulating 

	that was deeply connected to their reason for tracking in the first place. 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Define: The definition stage was about honing all the research from the examination stage into defining an essential set of issues that need to be addressed within the creation stage. In my opinion, the definition stage is the most critical and challenging piece of the iterative development process. I used all the research I gathered during the examination phase to first create a set of diagrams that showcase various data points based on their location on human bodies. This exercise was critical in establis

	o 
	o 
	Create: Creating visualization prototypes was a culmination of progress from both the examination and definition stages. While I began this part of the exercise, I simultaneously collecting the data I had been tracking with a Fitbit Alta HR, and some mobile applications. Next, I created an Information Architecture to categorize the various biological data points I had studied previously. The goal of this architecture was to challenge normative practices within the industry and correlate data points that are


	Due to the time constraint, it was challenging to go through the entire process repeatedly. Therefore, in some parts, there are multiple iterations within each step. Once the high-fidelity prototypes for the visualizations were created, I turned back to the examination stage. At this point, I tested the visualizations with various female users that fit my User Persona to gain an understanding of how they perceived it if they would use it, and how it made them feel. 
	4.3 The Role of my Prototype 
	A primary strength of a prototype is in its incompleteness. It is the incompleteness that makes it possible to examine an idea’s qualities without building a copy of the final design. Prototypes are helpful as much in what they do not include as in what they do. 
	-Stolterman, Tenenberg, & Lim, 2008, p. 7 
	Traditionally, prototypes in Human-Computer Interaction have been judged based on their fidelity. Lim et al. (2008), propose a new mindset for prototyping that is more relevant to current practices within the domain (Figure 23). They define prototyping as “an activity with the purpose of creating a manifestation that, in its simplest form, filters the qualities in which designers are interested, without distorting the understanding of the whole. The best prototype is one that, most simply and efficiently, m
	Prototypes as filters imply that designers must filter and focus on qualities that are of interest to them in their process. Because I spent the majority of my time on research, analysis, strategy, ideation, information architecture creation, and design, I decided to collaborate with a developer on the implementation of my visualization prototypes. I did this in order to be able to “extract knowledge about specific aspects of the design more precisely and effectively” (Stolterman et al., 2008, p. 3). The es
	When it comes to prototypes as manifestations, it is stated that “designs are constituted through iterated interaction with external design manifestations” (Stolterman et al., 2008, p. 9). I view my prototype as a manifestation of my quest for better health. Each decision I made around its material, resolution, and scope was based on my broader objectives for answering my research 
	When it comes to prototypes as manifestations, it is stated that “designs are constituted through iterated interaction with external design manifestations” (Stolterman et al., 2008, p. 9). I view my prototype as a manifestation of my quest for better health. Each decision I made around its material, resolution, and scope was based on my broader objectives for answering my research 
	question in the most effective way possible. Therefore, I consider this thesis prototype, which is still a work in progress, as a manifestation of my needs, motivations, and goals. 

	Figure
	Figure 23: Table of variables for filtering and manifestation dimensions for prototypes (Stolterman et al., 2008, p. 11). 
	Figure 23: Table of variables for filtering and manifestation dimensions for prototypes (Stolterman et al., 2008, p. 11). 


	4.4 Prototypes as user probes 
	We often act as provocateurs through our designs, trying to shift current perceptions of technology functionally, aesthetically, culturally, and even politically. 
	-Gaver, Dunne, & Pacenti, 1999 
	According to Gaver et al. (1999), cultural probes are intended to “provoke inspirational responses.” For the purpose of my research, I wanted to be able to gain insight on user preferences for my visualization prototypes without dominating the conversation or making it about my personal experience with self-tracking. This step was critical in validating my research. In addition, I used the probes to gain insight into other user’s data collection and sorting priorities when tracking their menstrual cycles an
	Prototype Creation 
	My discovery process began around February 2019, in a graduate seminar class at OCAD University called “Digital Theory” taught by Professor Ala Roushan. This class allowed me to build a strong foundational understanding of the ownership, access, distribution, exchange, and use of digital healthcare data and its implications across the globe. On investigating further, I discovered that there was a lack of autonomy that individuals have over their health data. It inspired me to write about the urgent need to 
	During this time, I also took a graduate studio class named “Body Centric Technologies,” which was taught by my primary advisor Kate Hartman and Lee Jones. It was in this class that I learnt about the intimate relationship that individuals are beginning to share with sensor-based, wearable technological devices, and the science behind medical and pseudo-medical biological sensors, and the cultural implications of self-tracking. I dug deeper and discovered several flaws within the wearables industry, such as
	I felt that although wearable hardware was developing rapidly, the software was not up to par with it. While I found a significant amount of literature on the adoption and abandonment of wearables in context to their hardware, very few academics were touching upon software issues and even fewer on the design of biological data visualization. This emerging gap was an opportunity for me to propose a novel approach to improving the user experience for wearables by addressing issues with user experiences and, m
	5.1Prototyping Motivations 
	Most wearable devices come with an interface that serves to display the data extracted from them. The interface itself might reside on the wearable device, or a networked personal device such as a smartphone, tablet, or computer. Webb (2019), says that though these applications are currently key to seeing and reporting data, adjusting settings, and archiving information, she goes on to say that this will soon change as smartphones gradually lose their popularity (p. 284). In this thesis, I propose that thou
	Most wearable devices come with an interface that serves to display the data extracted from them. The interface itself might reside on the wearable device, or a networked personal device such as a smartphone, tablet, or computer. Webb (2019), says that though these applications are currently key to seeing and reporting data, adjusting settings, and archiving information, she goes on to say that this will soon change as smartphones gradually lose their popularity (p. 284). In this thesis, I propose that thou
	intimate sensors for the body proliferate rapidly, the need to integrate the data they collect into a cohesive interpretation of well-being will be critical to the sustainable adoption of wearable technology. The following design principles motivated my prototype creation process: 

	Fundamental Principles: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Empathic: The user is at the helm of my prototyping process. Considering the user’s lifestyle, routine, and state of mind have shaped each stage of my prototype. I use empathy to understand my user’s mental models, which gives me insight into how they organize and structure their data. Then, I use my learnings to create my information architecture and visualization with the hope of improving the relationship the user has with their biological data. 

	o 
	o 
	Coherent: Rooksby et al. (2014), suggest that Personal Informatics must be conducted over a range of lived activities and propose a branch of personal informatics as lived informatics, which signifies that people self-track to find meaning in their day to day lives (p. 1171). Additionally, Li et al. (2010), state that individuals might gather personal data for reasons beyond personal informatics (or self-knowledge through numbers). Some of these can be reasons can be reminiscing, aiding memory, and personal

	o 
	o 
	Humane: I consider the unpredictable nature of everyday life and human imperfections. My prototype adopts a strategy that is not punitive towards users who have a cheat meal or a bad day, and it does not advocate perfectionism or precision as a practice. The user’s psychological and emotional well-being is as valuable as their physical well-being. My prototype will display the data transparently. However, it will be compassionate not only in the visualization of the data but also the actionable insights it 

	o 
	o 
	Contextual: In this thesis, I emphasize the importance of context. The meaning and value of the data presented to the user is most likely dependent on the context it is presented in. In his paper Gardner (2000), stresses the need to develop sensitivity to the home as a sanctuary with multiple social and emotional functions that play a significant role in the health and 


	well-being of its residents. The role of the home as a safe space is what inspired me to integrate biological data using ambient visualizations across space seamlessly (p. 15). 
	Supporting Principles: 
	While the fundamental principles have served as drivers for my creative process, the supporting principles served to complement them, and inspire different aspects of my prototype. 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Flexible: I have designed my prototype to be flexible enough to adapt to changing user types, needs, behaviors, beliefs, as well as changing devices and tracking motivations. 

	o 
	o 
	Effortless: I have attempted to minimize the effort required by the user to integrate and collect data from self-tracking by attempting to find data from proxy sources that are passive. The intent was to allow users to focus on the process of reflecting and acting on the data. 

	o 
	o 
	Realistic: I acknowledge that there might be gaps in data collected depending on the nature and use of the tracking devices and that individuals may choose to discontinue use or change trackers. It is unlikely that individuals will wear more than one to two trackers. My prototype considers collecting data from multiple sources. 

	o 
	o 
	Trustworthy: The individual that uses my prototype will remain in control of their data, whom they choose to share it with, and what they decide to do with it. They will be given complete knowledge of the system before using it. 

	o 
	o 
	Meaningful: I have presented data beyond numbers, in an attempt to move away from conventional representations of numerical data. I aim to provide an approximate, qualitative, sophisticated, insight-driven approach to presenting data to positively transform the way individuals can relate to their data, and therefore themselves. 

	o 
	o 
	Engaging: My purpose was to move beyond the convention of quick, easy, and minimal interface design to engage users in ways that are delightful, affable, and intriguing. I wanted to stimulate the users and propose a shift in the way they interact with their biological data. 

	o 
	o 
	Inclusive: I advocate socializing tracking, not through a competitive but communal 


	approach that is supportive and mutually beneficial. This practice is especially pertinent with mental well-being, as well as in health emergencies. 
	5.2 Data Collection 
	I began self-tracking using a Fitbit Alta HR device in June 2019 (Fitbit Inc., n.d.) (Figure 24). I procured the device as part of the examination phase in my iterative development process (Figure 1), with the premise of collecting data as the raw material for my visualizations. Using this device was my first experience with a wearable and it was revelatory. My experience with self-tracking was intended as an exploration and not a scientific analysis, and the process of reflecting and learning about myself 
	This particular device comes with an accelerometer as well as an infrared heart rate sensor. From a hardware perspective, the device was compact, but the thick rubber-based strap was suffocating. The battery life of the device was average. It had to be charged every three to four days, which led to weekly gaps in my sleep data collection. 
	Figure
	Figure 24: (Left) Fitbit Alta HR device (“Fitbit Alta HR,” n.d.). (Right) Me wearing the device. 
	Figure 24: (Left) Fitbit Alta HR device (“Fitbit Alta HR,” n.d.). (Right) Me wearing the device. 


	From a software perspective, the device was straight forward. Figure 25 shows two screenshots I captured of the Fitbit iOS application home screen on July 12, 2019. The application captured my daily step count, resting heart rate, and sleep quality passively and expected me to log my period, 
	From a software perspective, the device was straight forward. Figure 25 shows two screenshots I captured of the Fitbit iOS application home screen on July 12, 2019. The application captured my daily step count, resting heart rate, and sleep quality passively and expected me to log my period, 
	daily weight, daily food consumption and water intake manually. The only logging, I willingly undertook through the application was for my menstrual cycle. Not once did I feel inclined to stand on a weighing scale and manually log my weight. I did not log my diet on the application, primarily because I did not see tangible benefits for doing so. Over time, however, I developed a keen interest in monitoring my heart rate and my sleep patterns closely. 

	. 
	Figure 25: Fitbit home screen for my data on July 12, 2019 (Left, Centre). Fitbit daily heart rate summary screen (Right) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 
	Figure 25: Fitbit home screen for my data on July 12, 2019 (Left, Centre). Fitbit daily heart rate summary screen (Right) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 


	The Fitbit captures a pulse through its infrared sensor, which is used to derive a daily average for a resting heart rate. An individual’s resting heart rate offers insight into their stress levels and heart health. My addiction to checking my resting heart rate can be attributed to the stress I felt during this thesis development. Initially, I needed a week with the device to learn how to calibrate the digital reading with my physical awareness of stress. Soon, I found myself checking my heart rate more wh
	The Fitbit captures a pulse through its infrared sensor, which is used to derive a daily average for a resting heart rate. An individual’s resting heart rate offers insight into their stress levels and heart health. My addiction to checking my resting heart rate can be attributed to the stress I felt during this thesis development. Initially, I needed a week with the device to learn how to calibrate the digital reading with my physical awareness of stress. Soon, I found myself checking my heart rate more wh
	to correlate my heart rate to my life. I could not recollect where, when, or why my heart rate was high, and therefore, I never referred to this chart to reflect, as I derived no value in doing so. 

	While the Fitbit application does not provide insight into the significance of resting heart rate readings and how to improve them, over time, I learnt to derive these insights on my own. For example, on days that I woke up tired due to a bad night’s rest, I noticed that my resting heart rate was high, which was a clear indicator of my body being under more stress than usual. Interestingly, the reading would also rise around a day or two before I got my period. However, the application never told me that my
	On days with cardiovascular exercise, my resting heart rate would drop a few bears, indicating that the exercise was reducing the stress on my body, but once again, this was insight I derived on my own. The Fitbit application does provide insight into overall Cardio Fitness. However, I found that the baselines were too generic, and the derivation of the score was unclear. This reading made me anxious as the application was drawing comparisons between a professional athlete (Figure 26) and me. It also claime
	Figure
	Figure 26: Cardio Fitness comparison on Fitbit application. Potential improvement with suggested weight loss (Left). Comparison Drawn with Female Athlete (Right) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 
	Figure 26: Cardio Fitness comparison on Fitbit application. Potential improvement with suggested weight loss (Left). Comparison Drawn with Female Athlete (Right) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). 


	I also experimented with the Premium Fitbit Coach, using their guided workout programs as part of my exercise routine (Figure 27). The programs themselves were very well structured and engaging. I enjoyed the experience of working out with a virtual instructor. While the application could register walking or running as activities (apart from their preset workout regimes with 
	I also experimented with the Premium Fitbit Coach, using their guided workout programs as part of my exercise routine (Figure 27). The programs themselves were very well structured and engaging. I enjoyed the experience of working out with a virtual instructor. While the application could register walking or running as activities (apart from their preset workout regimes with 
	automated calorie counts), it could not register fairly common workouts such as running on a treadmill, Pilates or yoga. 

	. 
	Figure 27: Fitbit Coach data on the Exercise section of the application (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Summary screen (Left). Detail screen for each workout (Right). 
	Figure 27: Fitbit Coach data on the Exercise section of the application (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Summary screen (Left). Detail screen for each workout (Right). 


	In my opinion, the application’s sleep module was one of the most poorly designed for a few reasons. Firstly, their sleep score derivation process was ambiguous, and the application failed to provide actionable insight on how to sleep better (Figure 28, Left and Center). While information about the sleep phases was useful, it was generic. Secondly, insight into my sleeping heart rate, restlessness, and snoring, which are valuable in the context of sleep scenarios, was reserved for premium subscribers. The t
	. 
	After using the Fitbit application to track my period for a few months (Figure 29, Left), I switched over to Flo (Figure 29, Right), because I stumbled upon some great reviews about it online. Upon using it, however, I was disappointed to find that the experience was strikingly similar to the Fitbit menstrual tracker. One, I had to manually enter the first day of my period when it arrived each month, which I occasionally forgot to do. Two, if the application’s predictions were incorrect, it would indicate t
	After using the Fitbit application to track my period for a few months (Figure 29, Left), I switched over to Flo (Figure 29, Right), because I stumbled upon some great reviews about it online. Upon using it, however, I was disappointed to find that the experience was strikingly similar to the Fitbit menstrual tracker. One, I had to manually enter the first day of my period when it arrived each month, which I occasionally forgot to do. Two, if the application’s predictions were incorrect, it would indicate t
	and their predictions were incorrect most months. Also, neither could help me plan my work and life schedule more efficiently so that I could have more restful days to cope with the pain when menstruating. Overall, my tracking experience with menstrual data was far from satisfying, and I had to address the pertinent issues mentioned above, within my prototype. 

	Figure
	Figure 28: Sleep summary screen and sleep phases screen on Fitbit Application (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Summary screen (Left). Detail screen visualization (Center). Detail screen benchmarks and premium offers (Right). 
	Figure 28: Sleep summary screen and sleep phases screen on Fitbit Application (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Summary screen (Left). Detail screen visualization (Center). Detail screen benchmarks and premium offers (Right). 
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	. Figure 29: Fitbit menstrual calendar (Left) (Fitbit Inc, n.d.). Flo menstrual calendar (Right) (“Flo ovulation calendar, period tracker, and pregnancy app,” n.d.). Detailed datasets from my Fitbit device can be found in Appendix B of this thesis. The way I have used my Fitbit data in the visualizations I create within this prototype, is deeply interwoven with other forms of tracking through applications like Flo (FLO, n.d.), iCal, my credit card bills, and manual reflective logging. Occasionally, I would 
	During the summer of 2019, I had the opportunity to partake in an intensive three-day workshop at the Canadian Film Centre to test the first version of my prototype. The experience was insightful as it allowed me to receive feedback on my hypothesis of the need to humanize the visualization of biological data. Giorgia Lupi’s approach approaching data more insightful, complex, and relatable, inspired me to create my first data visualization prototypes. I began developing them iteratively, in a process that c
	-

	Figure
	Figure 30: Iterative Development process for Prototype One. 
	Figure 30: Iterative Development process for Prototype One. 


	Each visualization was inspired by a different design principle. The three visualizations developed for this workshop are discussed below and accompanied by images that comprise the original Fitbit screen on the left, the design inspiration mood board in the center, and the visualization prototype that I created on the right. I animated the visualizations with static data for this first round. My purpose was to gain insight into the aesthetic and affective preferences of prospective users, before deep divin
	5.3.1 Sleep Phase Visualization 
	I wanted to bring alive a whimsical, dreamy narrative through my sleep phase visualization (Figure 31). I was inspired by galactic bodies like planets and the stars in the night sky. The elements were animated to twinkle in this visualization. I used a line graph to plot my sleep journey during a night and used stars in different colors to connect the sleep phases to the journey. I wanted to build empathy and personalize the content on the screen. I added an action button to integrate a meditation feature i
	Figure
	Figure 31: Sleep detail screen on Fitbit (Left). Sleep mood board (Center Top) (Richter, 2015), (Center Bottom) (Strautniekas, 2017). Sleep visualization prototype (Right). 
	Figure 31: Sleep detail screen on Fitbit (Left). Sleep mood board (Center Top) (Richter, 2015), (Center Bottom) (Strautniekas, 2017). Sleep visualization prototype (Right). 


	5.3.2 Resting Heart Rate Visualization 
	For the resting heart rate visualization, ambiguity was my driving principle (Figure 32). Giorgia Lupi’s (n.d.), philosophy on small, qualitative data that slows users down as opposed to making them more efficient inspired me. When it came to my experience with heart rate data, I found that the live pulse reading made me more anxious. Therefore, I wanted to add a level of complexity and ambiguity to my resting heart visualization to advocate calmness through the approximation of leaf sizes, as opposed to di
	Figure
	Figure 32: Daily heart rate screen on Fitbit (Left). Heart rate mood board (Center Top) (“Studio Cocorrina,” n.d.) (Center Center), (Central Illustration Agency, n.d.) (Center Bottom). Heart rate visualization prototype (Right). 
	Figure 32: Daily heart rate screen on Fitbit (Left). Heart rate mood board (Center Top) (“Studio Cocorrina,” n.d.) (Center Center), (Central Illustration Agency, n.d.) (Center Bottom). Heart rate visualization prototype (Right). 


	5.3.3 Menstrual Cycle Visualization 
	I firmly believe that most menstrual cycle tracking applications do not consider the emotional or psychological well-being of their female users when presenting them with a utilitarian tracking calendar as a regularly used interface. As a biological female, I can say that before and during the first day or two of my menstrual cycle, I feel extremely low, off-balance, anxious, and stressed. It is at this time that I seek comfort, support, and encouragement from my loved ones the most. 
	Upon researching further, I found that most menstrual tracking applications were skewed towards pregnancy and comprised substantially of the color pink. I wanted to change my approach and designed my visualization with the principle of inclusivity at its core. I wanted to present my female trackers with an interface that felt non-judgmental, natural, and more relatable. I intended to design a visualization that was not overtly feminine but conveyed a sense of warmth, support, 
	Upon researching further, I found that most menstrual tracking applications were skewed towards pregnancy and comprised substantially of the color pink. I wanted to change my approach and designed my visualization with the principle of inclusivity at its core. I wanted to present my female trackers with an interface that felt non-judgmental, natural, and more relatable. I intended to design a visualization that was not overtly feminine but conveyed a sense of warmth, support, 
	and comfort (Figure 33). I took inspiration from a dandelion chart and created monthly flowers, with colour-coded petals to showcase different menstrual phases. I also wanted to give the user a glimpse into the prior and next months without interfering with the visualization in focus. The animated version comprised of subtly motioned flowers in the wind. Because I did not have enough insight into tracking objectives at this stage, I refrained from adding data 

	Figure
	Figure 33: Menstrual calendar screen on Fitbit (Left). Menstrual mood board (Center Top) (James, n.d.), (KRAJACEC, 2015) (Center Bottom). Menstrual visualization prototype (Right). 
	Figure 33: Menstrual calendar screen on Fitbit (Left). Menstrual mood board (Center Top) (James, n.d.), (KRAJACEC, 2015) (Center Bottom). Menstrual visualization prototype (Right). 


	5.3.4 Summary 
	At the workshop, I had the opportunity to receive feedback on my visualizations with approximately twenty users. The Research Ethics Board at OCAD University approved the workshop (Approval number: 2019-44). They stated that the visualization prototypes were friendlier, calming, soothing, less robotic, more playful and gave them joy. Some said that the visualizations made them feel like the experience was personalized, as numbers and statistics can feel impersonal. Others even responded to the text stating 
	At the workshop, I had the opportunity to receive feedback on my visualizations with approximately twenty users. The Research Ethics Board at OCAD University approved the workshop (Approval number: 2019-44). They stated that the visualization prototypes were friendlier, calming, soothing, less robotic, more playful and gave them joy. Some said that the visualizations made them feel like the experience was personalized, as numbers and statistics can feel impersonal. Others even responded to the text stating 
	experience more motivating and uplifting. One user claimed, “the interface makes me feel better about the data overall.” 

	In addition to the positive feedback, there was also constructive criticism that I wanted to apply in the next stage of my prototype development process. Some individuals wanted assurance that the ambiguity of the visualization did not compromise the integrity of the data. One user said that the data should be “something that you can grasp right away.” Some users wanted more interactivity and animation in the visualizations. There was secondary feedback about allocating real estate to the data versus other 
	This experience made the need to incorporate more qualitative, personalized, and actionable visualizations into the next version of my prototype evident. I also had to attempt to make the learning process between the user and their visualized data effortless. I designed this prototype for mobile screens, but my research findings compelled me to look at a ubiquitous integration of the data in the individual’s life. 
	5.4 Prototype Two 
	The feedback I received from Prototype One was enlightening. However, the experience also made me feel like I had to gain an in-depth understanding of the types of biological data, their values, units of measurement, and importance. I also wanted to study how the points might vary across body types and life stages, before embarking on another round of making. I needed to build confidence in my understanding of data from the human body, in order to be able to identify gaps in data extraction and visualizatio
	5.4.1 Data Mapping on Human Bodies 
	Deborah Lupton (2016) discusses how digital devices are employed to collect numbers on body functions, emotional states, sexual and social encounters, work productivity, physical activities 
	Deborah Lupton (2016) discusses how digital devices are employed to collect numbers on body functions, emotional states, sexual and social encounters, work productivity, physical activities 
	and geo-location, to name just some variables (p. 3). Swan (2013), references a table by K. Augemberg, that categorizes various data points from the body (Figure 34) (p. 86). I began data mapping by categorizing and listing biological data points that I discovered through my experience with my Fitbit, my contextual review, and a horizon scan of devices available for sale within the global wearables industry (Appendix C). It is worth noting that more devices with combinations of sensors are gaining popularit

	Figure
	Figure 34: Quantified Self Tracking Categories and Variables, by K. Augemberg (Swan, 2013, p. 86). 
	Figure 34: Quantified Self Tracking Categories and Variables, by K. Augemberg (Swan, 2013, p. 86). 


	During this process, I learnt that there were three broad categories of types of biological data. The first, electrophysiology, is concerned with reading electric signals (Carter & C.Shieh, 2010). The second, biomechanics, is concerned with the movement of the body (Rogers, 2019). The third, biochemical, is concerned with liquid or chemical readings (Dhruv R. Seshadri et al., 2019). It is my position, that while electrophysical and biomechanical sensors are popular, the promising field of biochemical sensin
	With its’ innate ability to reproduce, I learnt that the female body comprised more data points 
	With its’ innate ability to reproduce, I learnt that the female body comprised more data points 
	around the abdomen as compared to a male reproductive system, for which there are currently no devices available. Some applications have begun to accommodate male fertility as a feature. However, the data collected pertains to their lifestyle choices and not readings from their body (Alba, 2015). Additionally, some of the points on the female body overlap with the male body could also signal more data within themselves. Pregnant women also have many dual functioning data points that can provide critical ins

	Another lesson through this process was based on priorities with data types that change across varying life stages. For example, gaining insight into an infant’s swallowing patterns is vital to understanding if they are getting the nutrition they need since they cannot communicate (“MomSense: The Smart Breastfeeding Monitor,” 2019). On the other end, for some senior citizens, especially those that live alone, a fall detector is critical for emergencies (Apple, n.d.-c). I also discovered that infants were mo
	I created my diagrams in two iterations, while the first was intended as a wireframe to map data points (Appendix D), for the second I focused on streamlining the labels into types of readings as opposed to types of sensors. I also collaborated with an illustrator Yadnyee Shingre, who created beautiful illustrations for my human bodies. I wanted to invest time in creating these diagrams because I believe they would be useful for future researchers within the fields of the Quantified Self and Healthcare (App
	5.4.2 Lived Data Points 
	Post data mapping, I wanted to reflect upon the data points, to identify data collection gaps, and to establish connections across different data points that may be more valuable when presented coherently. With this list, I would gain the clarity I needed to create my information architecture. I studied each data point individually, by listing the old method of data collection (manual), a new method (device or application), sensors used to extract data, and details on readings currently presented from the s
	Once I had completed this process, I reflected upon each data point to examine how it is situated within my everyday life, and how I prioritize data collection. I connected various points based on my tracking motivations and referenced the Quantified Self practitioners I had studied to uncover 
	Once I had completed this process, I reflected upon each data point to examine how it is situated within my everyday life, and how I prioritize data collection. I connected various points based on my tracking motivations and referenced the Quantified Self practitioners I had studied to uncover 
	their sense-making processes (Section 3.8). Interestingly, Felton (2014), learnt through self-tracking that his increasing heart rate was directly proportional to his body temperature and that the more time he spent in his studio, the less physically active he was. I took inspiration from Felton’s ability to capture and present complex data in a digestible way without dumbing it down or reducing the number of points to make the data easy to present. 

	At this point in my exploration, I was already using my Fitbit to self-track. I studied the Fitbit iOS application and reflected upon gaps in my experience, to add to my sheet. The most significant gap, in my opinion, was with the emphasis given to step counting. I never saw value in knowing how many steps I took or how much distance I covered in a day. My step count aggregate never influenced my assessment of my fitness. Over a month, I continued evaluating my Fitbit and went through two iterations of capt
	It became apparent that my goals and motivations deeply influenced my experience with self-tracking. My practice was reflective, as I was consciously looking for links and anomalies within the data to make sense of what my body was telling me. One evening, at a meal with my friends, I found myself checking my heart rate every couple of minutes because of the discomfort I was experiencing from an extra cup of coffee that I had earlier in the day. However, I wasn’t anxious because I knew what caused the incre
	5.4.3 User Persona 
	Swan (2012), says that tools like wearables will have to cater to a “subjective dimension of concerns such as mindset, experience, emotion, ethics, values, and culture at the levels of the individual, family, community, and society that is outside of the realm of reason, science, a system, or some other form of objective truth” (p. 108). As a User Experience designer, I have always created a User Persona before prototyping. It served as a compass to navigate my prototype’s design direction and drove my deci
	Swan (2012), says that tools like wearables will have to cater to a “subjective dimension of concerns such as mindset, experience, emotion, ethics, values, and culture at the levels of the individual, family, community, and society that is outside of the realm of reason, science, a system, or some other form of objective truth” (p. 108). As a User Experience designer, I have always created a User Persona before prototyping. It served as a compass to navigate my prototype’s design direction and drove my deci
	my prototype just yet. For the second iteration (Appendix F), I decided to posit myself as the prototype user. Strangely, while I had no problem crafting personas professionally, undertaking this exercise as a reflective practice was challenging. Our values, beliefs, desires and challenges shape us and influence our behaviors, personality, and lifestyles. However, we rarely articulate these fundamentals. This experience was eye-opening and shed light on my tracking behaviors, indicating that I prioritized m

	5.4.4 Information Architecture 
	Upon completing my User Persona, I realized that while the data points that sensors can capture will likely not change drastically in the near future, the way the data is categorized and presented is where the potential to transform the experience lies. I revisited the Fitbit (Fitbit Inc, n.d.) and Apple Health (Apple, n.d.-a) iOS applications, where the disconnected in the presentation of data points became apparent. Both applications had siloed categories to present data that they were capturing (Figure 3
	Swan (2013), says “The aggregation of multiple data streams could be a preliminary step toward two-way communication in big data Quantified Self applications that offer real-time interventional suggestions based on insights from multifactor sensor input processing. This functionality could be extended to the development of flexible services that respond in real-time to demand at not just the individual level but also the community level” (p. 89). (I set out to brainstorm and create an information architectu
	Figure
	Figure 35: Fitbit (Fitbit Inc, n.d.) and Apple Health iOS (“Health,” n.d.) application home screens. 
	Figure 35: Fitbit (Fitbit Inc, n.d.) and Apple Health iOS (“Health,” n.d.) application home screens. 


	During the first iteration (Figure 36), I categorized the data sets based on how I traverse through my daily life. When it came to sleep, I was more interested in how rested I was feeling. With energy, I longed for insight into my nutrition levels over calorie counting. When it came to activity, I wanted to encompass my daily experiences into a timeline, or a journey, with a focus beyond fitness. I also wanted to be able to know if my loved ones are well. When I conceptualized the four categories for this i
	Figure
	Figure 36: First iteration of information architecture. 
	Figure 36: First iteration of information architecture. 


	5.4.5 Visualization Wireframes 
	I began sketching visualizations for a web-based application, that was inspired by nature (Figure 37). Throughout the wireframing process, I attempted to create a level of abstraction and avoid showing precise numerical data, since I had feedback about numbers triggering anxiety. While digitizing my wireframes, I was drawn to working with radial forms because they were versatile enough to expand to an entire visual system (Appendix J lists tools used). 
	. 
	Figure 37: Data Sketches for overall well-being visualizations. 
	Figure 37: Data Sketches for overall well-being visualizations. 


	Appendix G shows both iterations of my overall health and well-being wireframe. The visualizations provide an overarching view of the four categories in my information architecture, to present them cohesively. The first visualization did not give the user a clear understanding of varying levels of completion within each category. Therefore, I came up with a second iteration. With the second iteration, I was able to establish more clarity with the levels of completion, without providing precise numbers. Ther
	After that, I moved on to creating a wireframe for the energize category (Appendix G). Most nutrition applications I had referred to during my context review were so focused on calorie counting that they hadn’t considered other factors internal (within the body) or external (outside the body) that might affect our energy levels. I wanted to combine both types of factors to give the user an overall perspective into data points that might affect their energy levels. For the internal points, I showcase food, w
	The next visualization I tackled was for nourishment within the energize category (Appendix G). As discussed previously, I wanted to move focus away from the calorie counting culture and try to visualize nutrition-based data. I looked up government-recommended food plans (Canada, n.d.) and reflected upon my experience shopping at grocery stores. I realized that we sort and shop for food based on food groups, and therefore why can’t we present data that aligns with this pattern? Government health plans recom
	The next visualization I tackled was for nourishment within the energize category (Appendix G). As discussed previously, I wanted to move focus away from the calorie counting culture and try to visualize nutrition-based data. I looked up government-recommended food plans (Canada, n.d.) and reflected upon my experience shopping at grocery stores. I realized that we sort and shop for food based on food groups, and therefore why can’t we present data that aligns with this pattern? Government health plans recom
	only to the experience of consuming food but also to obtain it. 

	5.4.6 Summary 
	The second round of prototyping gave me confidence in my progress for the examination phase. I wanted to continue iterating through the definition and creation phase. While I had clarity in my wireframes, I was not satisfied with the decision to create a web-based application to house them. I revisited my contextual research and realized that the “nudging technology” smartphone applications were inundated with, constituted the direction I was headed in. I was also reminded of Rooksby et al. ’s (2014) call t
	5.5 Prototype Three 
	Before embarking on my third prototype iteration, I revisited my research question to evaluate if I was meeting the three criteria that I had set for my research -coherent, contextual and humane. My attempt to create more coherent visualizations was being realized through the re-categorization of data points in my information architecture and the wireframes I was creating. I was addressing the need for a humane approach, with the abstraction of data and the qualitative insight-based approach in my wireframe
	This gap made me asked myself, when and where does my data matter to me? I reflected upon the time and place that I was thinking about my wellness. When I woke up, the first thing I was used to checking was my sleep data and heart rate on my Fitbit. For my nutrition data, I was mentally processing most information when I was opening my refrigerator, making grocery lists, and shopping. For my menstrual data, I was usually reflecting as a reflex to physical symptoms when I was alone. 
	If I was on the move, or engrossed in my work at school, I was not thinking about my body. This behavior made me wonder why health applications nudge users when they are preoccupied and unlikely to process the information presented to them. I realized that most of my detailed interactions with my data were within the comfort of my home, at ease. This was my eureka moment. I wanted to find ways to integrate biological data into everyday life in ways that are ambient, passive, unobtrusive and intuitive. 
	“There is evidence that the home environment is therapeutically advantageous” 
	-Liaschenko, Breier (Gardner, 2000, p. 15). 
	I also came across a paper by Glenn Gardner, titled “Hospital and home. Strange bed fellows of new partners?” (2000, where he talks about the home as a private space, “a haven from the demands of the world”. He discusses how the word ‘home’ itself, evokes a sense of belonging, comfort, security and calm, and how being surrounded by familiar things and routines can have a positive impact on our health and well-being. Gardner also discusses how the space of the home can give us control and safety (p. 14). In 
	5.5.1 Space Renders 
	In the next part of my process, I envisioned where my visualizations would be situated within the home. I collaborated with illustrator Andrii Bondarenko (Bondarenko, n.d.)who brought life to the spaces and depicted where my visualizations would reside (Figure 38). The visualizations are embedded within the space, without taking the wearer out of their environment or task, where the data would be of most value to them (Kremer, 2017). The visualizations would reside in the periphery of the user’s attention a
	Figure
	Figure 38: Space renders with subtle graphics as placeholders for my visualizations (Bondarenko, n.d.). Washroom for menstrual visualization (Top Left). Kitchen for nourishment visualization (Top Right). Bedroom for restoration visualization (Bottom Left). Living Room (Bottom Right). 
	Figure 38: Space renders with subtle graphics as placeholders for my visualizations (Bondarenko, n.d.). Washroom for menstrual visualization (Top Left). Kitchen for nourishment visualization (Top Right). Bedroom for restoration visualization (Bottom Left). Living Room (Bottom Right). 


	5.5.2 Information Architecture and Wireframe 
	I developed the second iteration of my wireframes and information architecture in parallel. For the revised information architecture (Figure 39), I was inspired by professor Laurie Santos (n.d.) at Yale, who teaches one of their most popular courses titled “The Science of Well-Being.” She says 
	I developed the second iteration of my wireframes and information architecture in parallel. For the revised information architecture (Figure 39), I was inspired by professor Laurie Santos (n.d.) at Yale, who teaches one of their most popular courses titled “The Science of Well-Being.” She says 
	that human being’s assessment of their well-being is dependent on how they spend their time (time affluence), how much they socialize, help others, and how kind they are. These points are closely linked to the lived human experience and added rigor to my prototype creation process. 

	Figure
	Figure 39: Sitemap Iteration Two. 
	Figure 39: Sitemap Iteration Two. 


	I developed wireframes with higher fidelity for this round. My effort was devoted to honing best practices from information visualization, conveying the depth and complexity of the data to the user, without overcomplicating the visualizations. I created wireframes for ambient versions of the data visualization as well as for interactive versions, to aid in decoding them. I was aware of the learning curve that the user would undergo with the visualizations and how the users would relate to them in both the a
	For the restoration visualization, I displayed sleep phases and sleep influencers like caffeine, food, alcohol and media consumption, which is known to affect sleep quality according to research (Caitlyn Fuller, Lehman, Hicks, & Novick, 2017). I also subtly connected the menstrual visualization to this one because I find that menstrual symptoms affect my sleep quality (Appendix G). 
	For the menstrual visualization, I connected my schedule to my cycle. I visualized my experience with physical and mental exertion, in correspondence to symptoms like cramps and mood swings (Appendix G). I applied my learnings from using the Fitbit and Flo menstrual trackers. I was inspired by the paper on “Examining Menstrual Tracking to Inform the Design of Personal Informatics Tools” by Epstein et al., (2017). The authors claim that existing applications fail to 
	For the menstrual visualization, I connected my schedule to my cycle. I visualized my experience with physical and mental exertion, in correspondence to symptoms like cramps and mood swings (Appendix G). I applied my learnings from using the Fitbit and Flo menstrual trackers. I was inspired by the paper on “Examining Menstrual Tracking to Inform the Design of Personal Informatics Tools” by Epstein et al., (2017). The authors claim that existing applications fail to 
	consider the changing female body across life stages such as youth, adulthood, pregnancy, and menopause (p. 1). They elucidate findings from user interviews, where one respondent says, “so I know I am not crazy when I start to PMS and so I can up my dosage of my anxiety meds” (p. 4) to counter her mood swings. Another respondent says, “I can literally plan my vacations and excursions around my time” (p. 4), because a period can really dampen holiday plans. A third respondent says, “I suffer from debilitatin

	The examples stated above clearly indicate that menstrual tracking is central to the lives of some female trackers. Knowing that I shared my challenges gave me the reassurance I needed to develop this visualization as authentically as I could. Due to time limitations, I could not develop detailed wireframes for the connect and experience categories of my information architecture and had to proceed to designing interfaces for my existing prototypes. 
	5.5.3 Restoration Visualization Design 
	For this iteration of my restoration visualization (Appendix H), I used data from my Fitbit to depict my sleep phases through the night. For consumption data (food, caffeine, media), I depicted hypothetical instances. I was inspired by Studio Coccorina (Cocorrina, n.d.), for the aesthetic direction of this visualization. I wanted to carry forward the dreamy scene I had depicted in my first prototype iteration, for which I received positive feedback. I created planets, stars, and other galactic bodies in thi
	I was not satisfied with this exploration. Though it was aesthetically pleasing, I found several gaps from a data visualization perspective. Firstly, there was a weak hierarchy in depicting which aspects of the interface were data points, and which were purely aesthetic. Secondly, some of the most striking elements in the design were not related to the data at all but could be misconstrued as depictions of data. Thirdly, the design was too intricate and hard to comprehend at a glance, thereby increasing the
	I was not satisfied with this exploration. Though it was aesthetically pleasing, I found several gaps from a data visualization perspective. Firstly, there was a weak hierarchy in depicting which aspects of the interface were data points, and which were purely aesthetic. Secondly, some of the most striking elements in the design were not related to the data at all but could be misconstrued as depictions of data. Thirdly, the design was too intricate and hard to comprehend at a glance, thereby increasing the
	warmth and relatability that the geometric forms and deep colors in this visualization were unable to offer. I decided not to proceed in this direction. 

	5.5.4 Summary 
	This round of prototyping gave me confidence through each step up to my creation stage. For the next prototype iteration, I had to focus on sorting, integrating, analyzing my data, in order to be able to visualize it. After that, I would develop the interface design for the visualizations in high fidelity. 
	5.6 Prototype Four 
	For the last iteration of my prototype for this thesis, I first devoted my effort to sorting through all my Fitbit data, cleaning it up, and organizing it. Next, I searched for proxy data sources to integrate into my dataset, to be able to populate some of the parameters I had envisioned in my information architecture and wireframes. Since manual logging was not a feasible option for me, finding proxies was necessary in order to create my visualizations with real and not hypothetical data. This step was mos
	5.6.1 Menstrual Visualization 
	For my menstruation prototype, I already had my wireframe in place, and I was clear on the visual direction I wanted to take. Therefore, I spent most time sorting and categorizing my data (Appendix I). To connect my fatigue levels to my cycle, I correlated the data from my iCal to my Fitbit and Flo cycle datasets. I gathered data for two months of my cycle, which is September and October 2019. From my iCal schedule, I was able to gauge how tired I was and how long I was working. I also gauged the days I can
	For my menstruation prototype, I already had my wireframe in place, and I was clear on the visual direction I wanted to take. Therefore, I spent most time sorting and categorizing my data (Appendix I). To connect my fatigue levels to my cycle, I correlated the data from my iCal to my Fitbit and Flo cycle datasets. I gathered data for two months of my cycle, which is September and October 2019. From my iCal schedule, I was able to gauge how tired I was and how long I was working. I also gauged the days I can
	in correlation to my schedule, to derive insight on dipping energy and mood levels around the date of my period (Appendix I). I also added a column for reflection to summarize my analysis of each day while organizing the data. 

	Before I began designing my visualization, I experimented with my data in Tableau to analyze the correlation I had established in my dataset. I had to convert some of my qualitative parameters into a quantitative set to be able to visualize my data in Tableau (Figure 40, 41). I replaced my Theme column with fatigue levels, which I scored from 1-10 based on my schedule for the day (Appendix I). Below are some of the experiments I conducted. Seeing the data visualized in Tableau was helpful in reinforcing my 
	Figure
	Figure 40: Bar chart that shows correlation between flow and fatigue levels. 
	Figure 40: Bar chart that shows correlation between flow and fatigue levels. 


	Figure
	Figure 41: Line chart that shows correlation between fatigue levels, and menstrual phases. 
	Figure 41: Line chart that shows correlation between fatigue levels, and menstrual phases. 


	Appendix I, represents the menstrual visualization in both its ambient and interactive form. The flower at the center of the screen represents the current monthly cycle. Each petal represents a day of the month (September 2019 in this image). The color red represents days I had my period, the bigger the dot, the heavier the flow. Ovulation is represented with the color pink, orange signifies high chances of pregnancy, and yellow signifies low chances. The length of the petals is adjusted to the phases as we
	Once my design files were ready, I handed then over to Vladimir Kuchinov, along with my dataset. After a detailed conversation about the dataset, its translation to the visualization, the animations, and the interactions, he began implementing the visualization. He employed d3.js to develop the visualization, using an HTML design framework called PixiJS (Goodboy, n.d.). After a few rounds of iterating, and brainstorming, we were able to swipe between months, and even display data on the flowers for previous
	Live visualization: 
	https://vedaadnani.com/floraldiagram/ 
	https://vedaadnani.com/floraldiagram/ 


	5.6.2 Restoration Visualization 
	Like the menstrual visualization, I began work on the restoration visualization with sorting my dataset. I had data on total time spent in sleep phases from my wearable device, but it was not time sensitive. While Fitbit accounts for four phases of sleep – awake, light sleep, REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep, and deep sleep, it does not allow the user to download data on how they transitioned across sleep phases through the night. This data is crucial to understanding quality of rest. For example, on nights t
	For the visualization itself, I was also challenged with rethinking my wireframe and design, since it was not successful during my exploration in Prototype Three (Section 5.5). While I was thematically committed to the night sky, I had to reconceptualize the details of each visual structure before I could proceed to the design stage. 
	Figure
	Figure 42: Restoration visualization wireframe. Wireframe for a day (Left). Wireframe for a week (Right). 
	Figure 42: Restoration visualization wireframe. Wireframe for a day (Left). Wireframe for a week (Right). 


	I began by using my dataset to create a visual system for each night of sleep. I used concentering rings to represent time spent in different sleep phases (awake, light, REM, deep sleep), with gradually darkening shades of blue. I then depicted caffeine consumption post 5:00 pm with a brown dot on the last orbit, and fatigue level as a pink ring. Depicting caffeine and fatigue was necessary, as both affected my quality of deep sleep adversely (Figure 54). There were some data points I was debating. The firs
	Figure 54 (Right), shows a wireframe for a week of restoration. The seven visual circles each represent a night of rest. The biggest one represents the last night, emphasized the next morning. Next, I moved into designing this visualization. I had envisaged this visualization displayed on my ceiling over my bed. I would view it first thing in the morning, at a glance as part of my morning routine, and then proceed with my day. Because of its unique position, I designed the visualization to feel like I was l
	For restoration insight (Figure 55, Below), I tried to use qualitative sentences as opposed to numbers, to try and convey the data as meaningfully as possible. For the implementation, I followed the same process with the developer, as for the Menstrual Visualization. The only difference was in converting some numerical data into a basic semantics to make it easier for the user to decode. For example, Fatigue from 1 to 3 can be considered low, and 7 to 10 can be considered high. It can be communicated qualit
	Live Visualization: 
	https://vedaadnani.com/stardomediagram/ 
	https://vedaadnani.com/stardomediagram/ 


	5.7 Exhibit Design 
	As mentioned previously, Gardner (2000), discusses the role of the home as one with multiple social and emotional functions that can profoundly influence an individual’s health and well-being 
	(p. 15). In this thesis, I propose contextualizing my biological data visualizations to the spaces in which they are most beneficial. I envisioned these prototypes as ambient, embedded displays within the home that can belong to the spaces they are most useful in. It is my position that by displaying data in this manner, it eases the process of decoding the data for the user. It also allows the user to interact with the data when they need it and empowers them to act upon the data at their free will. I crit
	For the purpose of my exhibit, I chose to showcase my visualizations in the domestic spaces they are intended for. Figure 43 shows a floor plan of my proposed exhibit setup. As users walk into the exhibition space, they are first shown a brief video that explains my research process. Thereafter, they can first look at the menstrual visualization prototype setup within a washroom (sink and mirror), and the sleep visualization which will be projected onto the ceiling using a projector, with a bed to lay upon 
	Figure
	Figure 43: Exhibition setup floor plan design. 
	Figure 43: Exhibition setup floor plan design. 


	User Probes 
	Once my visualization prototypes were developed to a high-fidelity, I wanted to use them as probes to validate my proposed research question and provoke dialogue around self-tracking. This step was imperative, as I had spent most of my prototyping process independently. By probing, I could assess if my personal need for humanizing visualizations resonated with other users. Although I had plenty of secondary research available online, probing with potential users contributed an authentic, real-world perspect
	I began the process with approval from the Research Ethics Board at OCAD (Approval number: 101714). Thereafter, I sent out emails to potential users to invite them to experience my visualizations. The objective of this exercise was not to collect self-tracked data from my users but share my experience with tracking to better understand theirs. I wanted to evoke a dialogue with my users on their experiences with tracking. I also wanted them to identify similarities and differences in their data priorities wh
	Because the probing exercises involved personal and sensitive information being disclosed, I have opted to not mention any demographic details of my users in this section to respect their privacy. The only demographic aspect I choose to disclose is that all my interviewees were female. Because the visualizations I created were based on my data (I identify as female), I needed users who could assess both the menstrual and restoration visualization from experience. In this section, I share a brief overview of
	6.1 Session Overviews 
	Manual logging can come with a bias, while automatic tracking is perceived as more authentic. 
	-User One 
	My first user had never used a tracking device but used an application to track her menstrual cycle. She also used a sleep tracking application, but only used its alarm clock feature, since she felt like she was a good sleeper. Her menstrual tracking revolved around being aware of her mood during the time. However, she did not feel the need to log the data in her application, since she already knew what to expect from her period. She believes that manual logging can come with a bias and states the advantage
	The visualization makes the whole process and the idea of menstruating look pretty, feel natural, and it makes me feel like I am going to be ok. Everything you see nowadays is about data, looks boring and medical. Menstruation is not treated as a natural process even though it’s the most natural thing there is. 
	-User Two 
	My second user wore an Apple Watch, but the only feature she used was the exercise tracker. She used a different application to track her menstrual cycle, on which her focus was on her mood and occasionally her sleep and hair texture. She felt like she wasn’t getting returns in the form of insights or advice from her investment of inputting data into the application, and therefore stopped logging. Upon seeing the visualization prototypes, the idea of planning her schedule and holidays around her cycle, havi
	My second user wore an Apple Watch, but the only feature she used was the exercise tracker. She used a different application to track her menstrual cycle, on which her focus was on her mood and occasionally her sleep and hair texture. She felt like she wasn’t getting returns in the form of insights or advice from her investment of inputting data into the application, and therefore stopped logging. Upon seeing the visualization prototypes, the idea of planning her schedule and holidays around her cycle, havi
	intrigued by the idea of time-sensitive ambient visualizations. 

	It’s not pretty, I don’t like wearing it, and it makes me feel bad about myself, so I took it off. 
	-User Three 
	While the third user was a self-tracker in the past, failing to meet arbitrary and generic goals set for her, made her discontinue. The application made her feel stressed and less than the numbers projected on it. She doesn’t see value in tracking menstrual cycles via applications, unless they are intended for pregnancy. Upon looking at the visualizations, she preferred their non-numerical approach. Her most crucial need to want to start tracking again, was for individual baselines and targets to be applied
	The visualization feels less machinist, less robotic. Flowers feel personal; they feel more relatable; everyone relates to them differently. By relating it to menstruation, you are personalizing it. 
	-User Four 
	My fourth user was only tracking her menstrual cycle and not her sleep. She was not logging any data manually and longed for more insight into what to expect with each new cycle. She felt like the visualizations were less mechanical, machinist, and said that they felt more relatable and personal. We discussed the possibility of customizing the visualizations in the future, to add a layer of personalization to the experience. With the sleep visualization, the user wanted more clarity into the hierarchy of th
	A critical part of humanizing this experience is about how do we balance this creative tension between the human and the device? Advice should not always feel like a bitch slap. 
	-User Five 
	My final user was a manual logger. While she has self-tracked using technology in the past, she felt like she was in a one-way relationship with the applications, so she moved to pen and paper. She was tracking to be an advocate of her health, looking to learn about her body. Tracking on paper, she said, has given her deep, complex insight into her body, something no application could deliver. She thought the visualizations were stunning, and a refreshing change from blood applications that are usually red,
	6.2Knowledge Gained 
	Key insights from my user probes are listed below: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	All of my users had firm opinions about the menstrual prototype but were reasonably neutral when it came to the sleep prototype. All of them found it easy to interact with the menstrual visualization once explained briefly. The sleep visualization was static, as it was still in development. 

	o 
	o 
	All of them were visually attracted to both visualizations. Some were more intrigued by them, and more enticed to engage with them. I would create customizable visualizations in the future, to personalize the experience. 

	o 
	o 
	Each of my users had unique data needs within both the menstrual and sleep visualization. This pattern made me think about a parameter list, from which users can pick what matters to them, instead of being subjected to seeing and decoding several data points that might not be relevant to them. 

	o 
	o 
	All of my users wanted actionable, qualitative insight as a return on investing in the device emotionally. Some used words such as companion, mother, kind, humorous, joyful, and voluntary to describe the nature of advice they wanted. 

	o 
	o 
	All of my users were seeking a more personalized experience with self-tracking with individualized baselines, goals and targets if set for them. 

	o 
	o 
	Not all users were comfortable with interacting with the ambient visualizations outside of their devices. 

	o 
	o 
	Most users could identify the menstrual data being used in the sleep visualization independently and correlate it to the menstrual visualization. 

	o 
	o 
	Not all users were inclined to manual logging; most picked automatic sensing over it when given the option. 

	o 
	o 
	Privacy was crucial, most of my users felt a strong sense of ownership over their data. They wanted to protect it at all costs and have complete autonomy over it. 


	To summarize, the user probing sessions were invaluable. They gave me direction for a future trajectory for my prototypes, which in order to pursue, require a deeper understanding of the role of menstrual health in the overall health and well-being of females. 
	REFLECTION 
	How do we reassess and imagine new algorithmic paradigms that encompass imperfection, accident and messiness? 
	-McCrae, n.d. 
	When I reflect upon the year-long journey of my thesis exploration, I feel optimistic about the future of wearable technology. If we can harness its potential to manage our well-being by approaching the design and development process with empathy and compassion. In doing so, we can move away from the overly critical relationship we have begun to form with our bodies, towards one that is humane. 
	This thesis is an initial exploration into visualizing biological data from wearables in engaging, meaningful, and personalized ways, and therefore seeks to identify opportunities rather than present conclusions. Using an iterative development process, I have applied research from the industry, academia, and Quantified Self practitioners to offer a multi-layered perspective on the implications of self-tracking, to propose an alternate trajectory for its future. I mapped biological data points on different b
	In this thesis, I have documented each step within my research and prototype creation process in detail. This has been done to provide sufficient evidence for my proposition of an alternate approach to the future of biological data visualization that is coherent, contextual and humane. Because these three terms were vital to the realization of my research question, I discuss how I strived to address each of them. In order to achieve coherence, I have developed my information architecture prototypes to align
	In this thesis, I have documented each step within my research and prototype creation process in detail. This has been done to provide sufficient evidence for my proposition of an alternate approach to the future of biological data visualization that is coherent, contextual and humane. Because these three terms were vital to the realization of my research question, I discuss how I strived to address each of them. In order to achieve coherence, I have developed my information architecture prototypes to align
	physical tools in the creation of my prototype (Appendix K). 

	Besides addressing the criteria in my research question, I have also addressed issues with device abandonment. Through the creation of my prototype, I minimize user effort by sourcing proxy data sources to passively track data and advocate privacy in self-tracking by presenting the data within the safe space of the home. I also simplify the process of data analysis for the user and propose a more humane, personalized, forgiving and qualitative approach to providing the user with insight and visualizing thei
	From the creation of this research, I gained a newfound appreciation for my body, and the lessons I have learned, have made me feel more empowered in managing my health and well-being. This thesis emphasized the premise of Data Humanism, which revolves around the ideas of small, qualitative, imperfect, complex, and inspiring data, part of which inspired me to look for data from unconventional sources. I embraced my biological data in all its complexity to build a narrative that presented it in ways that fel
	I have learned from both my visualization prototypes and user probing exercise that each individual is affected by the data presented to them uniquely. Hence, personalization within biological data visualization is imperative. In my opinion, this need opens up a lot of possibilities in the future for the customization of data points, insights and visualizations for groups of users. With the menstrual visualization, I have learned how central menstrual tracking is in a female’s life, and how it can form the 
	By using the user probe method, I could also validate my decision to group data points based on how they are lived through, and to add a layer of abstraction to reduce anxiety and ease the process of interacting with the data. All my users found the visualizations easy to understand. They were able to recall data points within both visualizations with ease when asked to do so. This exercise triggered healthy dialogue around different biological data parameters based on how they are lived through, how they s
	By using the user probe method, I could also validate my decision to group data points based on how they are lived through, and to add a layer of abstraction to reduce anxiety and ease the process of interacting with the data. All my users found the visualizations easy to understand. They were able to recall data points within both visualizations with ease when asked to do so. This exercise triggered healthy dialogue around different biological data parameters based on how they are lived through, how they s
	users. All of the above shed light upon the need for personalization if futuristic iterations of biological data visualization. 

	This thesis exploration also came with challenges. While I was advocating passive tracking throughout my research, finding reliable proxies as data sources were, and cleaning up and organizing the data I found was challenging. To add, learning how to work with numerical data and interpret it as semantics was also a new experience. I also consider the influence of the application I had envisioned creating initially on the role of my prototype, but due to being pressed for time, I did not have the opportunity
	Within this thesis, strategies for privacy in the front-end are explored in substantial detail but strategies for privacy in the backend were not part of my scope and therefore, only discussed briefly. However, I believe that it is important to acknowledge how my research might embed into an ethic of data privacy into the broader vision of society for which I believe decentralization is the answer. The future I speculated through my research is one where wearable and ambient devices that capture various asp
	Though I undertook this thesis as a personal exploration, I chose to share my data and my experience with others. My decision was based on my belief in allowing others to see an alternative approach to visualizing their data so that they can make perhaps be more mindful and kinder towards themselves. 
	This thesis puts forth the idea that an individual’s biological data is deeply impressionable. It affects not only our states of physical well-being but also our values, beliefs, identity and our culture in the long term. This thesis is intended to benefit individuals who are currently self-tracking or plan to do so in the future. While the long-term repercussions of authoritative and 
	This thesis puts forth the idea that an individual’s biological data is deeply impressionable. It affects not only our states of physical well-being but also our values, beliefs, identity and our culture in the long term. This thesis is intended to benefit individuals who are currently self-tracking or plan to do so in the future. While the long-term repercussions of authoritative and 
	punitive wearables are yet to be seen, I believe that if people become more aware of how these systems of wearables work, they can form healthier relationships with the data and manage certain aspects of their health autonomously. Additionally, since employers and healthcare professionals are beginning to hand out tracking devices, average users must understand the repercussions of being surveilled continuously. Users must be empowered and able to control the data from their bodies and have full ownership o

	7.1Future Work 
	I believe that my research delivers a strong message to the industry in an effort to reconsider what interfaces for biological data visualization are considered normative. Second, my research appeals to designers of personal informatics tools to reconsider their approach to designing them, for which I attempt to emphasize the significance of a deep, qualitative understanding of the user’s values, lifestyle and behaviours. Third, my research is intended for individuals currently engaged in self-tracking to h
	Having had the opportunity to reflect upon my literary and contextual research, my iterative development process, and the lessons learned through creating my prototype, I feel confident in continuing my research into biological data visualization in the future, by pursuing a deeper exploration into the role of menstrual health, in the overall health and well-being of females. I strongly believe that digital female health needs innovation urgently and is an underdeveloped sector. From my experience, I can sa
	Initially, I had envisioned continuing my research by possibly building a digital product for female health and well-being to change the industry. Coming from a product design background myself, I felt like mobile applications possess the farthest reach in terms of user volume, have utilitarian value and are easy to use for most smartphone users. Upon reflection and consulting with my committee however, I was reminded of the endless mobile applications for women’s health (that 
	Initially, I had envisioned continuing my research by possibly building a digital product for female health and well-being to change the industry. Coming from a product design background myself, I felt like mobile applications possess the farthest reach in terms of user volume, have utilitarian value and are easy to use for most smartphone users. Upon reflection and consulting with my committee however, I was reminded of the endless mobile applications for women’s health (that 
	have been disappointing to say the least) I had researched over the last two years and felt like I was only adding to the problem by walking down this path. 

	Though a precise outcome for the future of my research is unclear at this point, I have strategized a possible direction for continuing to develop it. First, I plan to live with my visualizations and update the data regularly as part of an autoethnographic exercise. During this time, I would like to make minor adjustments to the system in order to fix any glitches and make it easy to use for my next round of development. For the second round I would like to share the visualizations with a small group of use
	In parallel to this research I have envision building a tool, toolkit or a workshop with the purpose of uplifting and empowering women to manage their physical, mental, emotional and social health and well-being. The essence of this outcome will lie in promoting body literacy as well as data literacy for female biological data. As part of this outcome I would like to create tools to enable women to imagine their daily routines and find hidden data parameters that matter to them. Thereafter I would aid them 
	We have one life. We want to self-optimize and milk the shit out of it. 
	-Paltrow, 2020 
	To conclude this iteration of my research, and in the hope for a better future for female health and well-being across the globe, I would like to state that the larger purpose of this thesis exploration has been about re-evaluating the significance what self-tracking. While the term is often associated with synonyms like self-transformation, self-modulation, self-measurement, self-enhancement, and self-regulation amongst others, I have begun to view self-tracking as self-love, self-care, self-kindness and s
	To conclude this iteration of my research, and in the hope for a better future for female health and well-being across the globe, I would like to state that the larger purpose of this thesis exploration has been about re-evaluating the significance what self-tracking. While the term is often associated with synonyms like self-transformation, self-modulation, self-measurement, self-enhancement, and self-regulation amongst others, I have begun to view self-tracking as self-love, self-care, self-kindness and s
	me, and I hope to create this opportunity for other individuals who want to take control of managing their health and well-being. 
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